
Loop  through each loan
For k  = 1 To TotalLoans1

Clear the notional amort arrays
         For q =  0 To  TotalPeriods
                  NotionalBegBal  (q,   0)    =   0
                  NotionalPMT (q,   0)   =   0
                  NotionalInt   (q,  0) 
                  NotionalPrin  (q,   0)   =  0
                  NotionalEndBal  (q,   0)
                  NotionalAmortFact  (q,  0)   =  0
                  CurRateArray (q,  0)  =  0
             Next  q

A Step-by-Step Guide
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equal the beginning balance.
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ket’s ever-changing temperament and have prospered—some by reinventing systems,
others by getting back to basics. Whether a novice trader, professional, or somewhere
in-between, these books will provide the advice and strategies needed to prosper to-
day and well into the future.
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Preface

Years after starting my career in financial modeling at a bond insurer, I decided
it was time to move on to Citigroup’s conduit to advance my knowledge of the

securitization industry. I was no longer a newbie analyst with the lurking fear of not
knowing enough about modeling or structured finance to justify my employment.
Instead, I joined as a semiseasoned associate, questioning if the skills and knowledge
I had thus far accumulated justified the lateral hiring. Luckily I was presented with
a task my first week of work at Citigroup that would provide the answer to such a
question, and given my place on the corporate food chain at the time, I would have
to accept that answer whether I liked it or not.

The task at hand was to validate the conduit’s mortgage model to ensure that all
calculation processes were correct and that the model essentially returned accurate
durations, yields, and, ultimately, rating assessments of a transaction. “No problem,”
I thought. “Enter data, push a few buttons, determine some durations and yields,
and I complete my first task.” Like any great underestimation in life those were the
thoughts of grandeur prior to the fall. I quickly learned that the process was going
to be much more intense.

To validate the model I had to have one of the top four auditing firms provide
a letter stating that the conduit’s model returned the same results as the auditing
firm’s model. To obtain such a letter I had to select a deal with the auditor that was
publicly rated and would cover many mortgage modeling concepts. The auditor and
I would have to model the deals on our systems and tie durations and yields to the
fifth decimal place. Still, it was my first week and I thought, “Well, that’s a bit more
complicated than I thought, but they have a mortgage model, so how difficult could
it be?”

Let’s just say, it was difficult. Opening the existing mortgage model, I found
that it was a standard amortization engine. For those new to structured finance,
this means that only the asset amortization was mostly done. There was essentially
no liability structure in place and the deal we selected had nine tranches of debt,
ratio-stripped classes, prepayment lockouts, and a host of other complexities. At this
realization I took a breath, peered above my cube to see if somehow my boss had
sensed the fear emanating from outside his office, and sat down again to refocus.
How would I accomplish this task in a relatively short period of time? I stared at the
273-page document on my desk that would be my savior: the deal prospectus.

I got to know the deal prospectus for that transaction very well. I took it with me
everywhere. I read it at home, on the subway, in my cube, on planes, and any other
imaginable place. I realized that the prospectus was a very large map to proving my

ix
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competence. I navigated through dates, timing issues, special amortization assump-
tions, complex liabilities, and advanced structuring concepts. Each page represented
a section in my model. After a few weeks, I transformed legal jargon into functions,
formulas, and code. The end result was, in my mind, a beautiful, harmonic merger
of words and numbers. I use the words “in my mind” because as readers of finance
material, you probably know the looks you get when trying to convey any excitement
about this topic. Regardless of my enthusiasm level, I did tie to the fifth decimal place
with the auditor’s output sheets and successfully completed my first task.

I often compare that model audit experience to when I first started in the finance
industry and had to build a more basic model from scratch. I was overwhelmed by
the task and worked incredibly hard to get a simple senior subordinated structure
to work correctly. Similarly, reverse engineering the prospectus to be able to tie to
the auditor’s model took hours of reading and rereading lawyers’ prose. Testing
amortization scenarios and checking the resulting yields and durations consumed
entire days. I had to constantly flip between reading sections of the prospectus to
understand the details, working on my model to implement them, and then jumping
back to the prospectus and the auditor’s printouts to check if I was correct.

Luckily, I already had a background in understanding deal documentation from
my prior work in the financial guarantee business. As a third party to transactions
providing financial guarantees, the company I worked for rarely wrote the bulk of the
documents. Instead, we had to adapt a large amount of other bankers’ and lawyers’
writing into our analyses. Reading literally hundreds of term sheets and indentures
made me relatively fluent in legal terminology and conventions.

Even with my prior experience, the task of reverse engineering a deal was not
simple. It required many hours spent coming to a solution that could have easily
been explained to me by a more senior professional. Unfortunately, given division
budgets, such a senior professional on hand to answer modeling questions is a
fantasy. Obtaining that knowledge in a text is much more of a reality, which was
the logic for writing my first book on building a basic structured finance model from
a blank spreadsheet.

However, reverse engineering a complete Wall Street transaction is much more
complicated than just building a basic model. These complications have been high-
lighted by the subprime crisis that started in mid-2007. Some investors, risk man-
agers, and many financial professionals responsible for structuring, purchasing, and
trading Wall Street products only took rudimentary approaches to analyzing these
complex securities, often relying on credit ratings alone. Whereas the collateral posed
a major problem, with underwriters offering risky products to poor credit quality
borrowers, the structures of these transactions became so complicated that, as the
markets deteriorated, people with exposure became unsure of how the transactions
would perform. Ultimately, investors were not clear if the deteriorated assets would
produce enough cash to pay their tranches of debt. Complicated triggers and alter-
ations in cash priority further exacerbated the problem. With sometimes hundreds
of securities having similar collateral and virtually meaningless ratings, investors did
not know how to price their securities, and chaos reigned in the market.
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Preface xi

A properly trained staff of reverse engineers can solve this problem for any com-
pany. Most of the information required to model individual deals is available from
multiple public sources. Understanding how to translate that information into an
intelligible form is a challenge that this book addresses. I firmly believe that whether
you are an investor, banker, auditor, or a student learning the business, thoroughly
understanding the documentation and how it is translated into a computer-based
model ultimately provides a complete understanding of deal mechanics and gives
you the power to make confident, well-informed decisions.

KEITH A. ALLMAN

New York, New York
October 2008
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

In my first book, Modeling Structured Finance Cash Flows with Microsoft Excel:
A Step-by-Step Guide, I took readers through building a basic structured finance

model from a blank worksheet. The text is a practical guide to transforming the
concepts of a structured finance deal into an Excel-based model. However, in the
finance industry, few people rely on a concept to close a deal. Instead, they rely on
strict legal documentation that dictates the precise mechanics of the transaction. The
difference between a deal based on general concepts and one based on well-defined
rules can be substantial. This is why documentation exists for every concept in a
deal. Attorneys spend hours writing terms sheets and indentures, banking associates
review every word and integrate documents into a deal prospectus, and finally junior
analysts lose sleep formatting and making charts to enhance the final prospectus.

Unfortunately, even with all this effort, reading through deal documentation
can be arduous and difficult to interpret. However, well-written documentation
provides a wealth of valuable information for those who want to know exactly how
the deal works. Parties to the deal want to make sure every part of the transaction
is well defined and published for understanding. Investors are the primary third-
party readers who need to understand all the risks and rewards prior to investing
in the deal. Savvy financial institutions read their competition’s prospectuses to
keep track of developments in structures. Auditors can use a public prospectus as a
basis for evaluating a client’s model. In general, anyone interested in understanding
industries, asset classes, or even specific deals can gain valuable insights from deal
documentation.

Reading through documentation allows for a strong understanding of the details,
but the real value of documentation is that a reader can actually use the documents
to reverse engineer a computer-based model of the transaction. Public prospectuses
alone provide all or nearly all the information necessary to build a model that is
representative of the deal. The resulting model will allow investors to see precise
investment returns and the scenarios where their yields or durations are stressed.
Financial institutions can model transactions to see the quantitative results of certain
structures under differing stresses. They can also select a prospectus, use an internal
model to reverse engineer the prospectus, hire an auditor to reverse engineer the same
deal, and check both models’ outputs to calibrate and audit the financial institution’s
model.

1
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2 REVERSE ENGINEERING DEALS ON WALL STREET WITH MICROSOFT EXCEL

THE TRANSACTION

Many types of Wall Street deals can be reverse engineered. No doubt my background
in structured finance influenced my decision to choose a mortgage-backed security as
the example that will run through this book. However, structured finance transac-
tions are ideal examples for reverse engineers to learn from because they are heavily
documented. The deal chosen for this book is the Citigroup Mortgage Loan Trust
2006-WF2, serviced by Wells Fargo.

You do not need to be a structured finance professional to gain knowledge from
this book. The focus will be on how legal documentation transforms into modeling.
For those unfamiliar with structured finance transactions, specifically mortgage-
backed securities, entire books are available that can help explain the concepts. For
those who have an understanding of structured finance transactions, this book will
reveal the inner workings of all the complex challenges presented in understanding
and modeling a modern mortgage-backed security. For the benefit of the unfamiliar
reader, and as a basic review for the seasoned professional, I will briefly explain the
basics of this type of transaction.

Citigroup Mortgage Loan Trust 2006-WF2 is a mortgage-backed security is-
suance with seven senior tranches and five mezzanine tranches of debt. In gen-
eral, a mortgage-backed transaction is composed of these tranches or “slices” of
debt, which have each been funded by investors. The investors receive principal
and interest that are primarily generated from assets. In this case, the assets are
thousands of mortgages that have been pooled together. The interest and princi-
pal that mortgage obligors are paying are aggregated and passed through to the
transaction. Depending on the tranche invested in, investors will receive certain al-
locations of this interest and principal. The basic transaction structure is shown in
Figure 1.1.

THE DOCUMENTS

So where do you begin? First we should clarify what each document is, what it
does, and what information we can procure from it. For this review, we turn to
the Securities Act of 1933, the origin of securities registration. This act requires
issuers to provide information about their transaction in the form of a registration
statement. The exact information required by the Securities Act is detailed in Sched-
ules A and B of the act. Other key documents that will be reviewed are shown in
Figure 1.2.

Prospectus

The Securities Act requires a prospectus that discloses important facts regard-
ing the company and the proposed transaction. The prospectus must provide full
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FIGURE 1.1 The flow of a standard structured finance transaction.

disclosure of all relevant facts about the securities being issued. The most important
information includes:

� Information about the parties to the transaction such as the issuer, underwriter,
and any entity owning greater than a 10% share.

� The amount of the issuer’s securities owned by the parties to the transaction.
� The amount of debt created by the offered security, along with descriptions of

the debt in terms of date, maturity, character, rate of interest, amortization style,
and any terms of substitution.

� A balance sheet of the issuer.
� A profit-and-loss statement of the issuer.

F IGURE 1.2 The core documents of a transaction.
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4 REVERSE ENGINEERING DEALS ON WALL STREET WITH MICROSOFT EXCEL

Terms and Agreements Sheet

Prior to the creation of a prospectus, documentation begins with a terms and agree-
ments sheet (terms sheet for short). Besides a few preliminary legal agreements such
as confidentiality agreements, a terms sheet is one of the first major documents
created for a transaction. As the name suggests, the terms sheet defines key terms
for the transaction and is a precursor to a prospectus. Often a prospectus will even
have a section called “Terms Sheet,” which provides important, selected information
regarding the transaction.

For private transactions that are not sold into the public capital markets and
therefore do not require a prospectus, a terms sheet is often the central document
of the deal. Regardless of public or private intent, the terms sheet is often the doc-
ument that is passed between parties and marked up as they come to agreement. A
standard terms sheet for an asset-backed transaction includes:

Transaction Overview: A description of the deal, program, or facility.
Parties: The parties involved in the transaction including, but not limited to

the borrower, seller, lender, servicer, trustee, collateral agent, custodian,
liquidity provider, swap counterparties, rating agencies, and any other key
parties to the transaction.

Program: A more detailed description of each aspect of the program that can be
broken down into the following components:

� Fees: The percentage of variable and fixed fee amounts due to parties in
the transaction.

� Debt Description: Important information regarding the debt size, pricing,
tenor, call terms, and dates.

� Collateral: Eligibility criteria, concentration limits, and collateral defini-
tions (e.g., default vs. delinquency).

� Priority of Payments: A description of all allocations of money during
a collection period, which often changes depending on triggered events,
such as an event of default.

� Credit Enhancement: Details of any reserve accounts or overcollateraliza-
tion mechanisms/calculations.

� Hedges: Description of any derivatives or hedging mechanisms and parties
in the transaction.

� Events of Default: Definitions for when the transaction is considered to
be in default. These can be both qualitative and quantitative.

� Representations and Warranties: A detailed section that make a number
of important items clear between parties, such as the financial soundness
of the parties, authority to enter into the transaction, no conflicts of
interest, no pending litigation, enforceability of documents, accuracy of
information, government regulations, margin regulations, taxes, solvency,
and many other statements that prevent ambiguities about each party and
their role in the transaction.
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Indenture

An indenture is essentially a contract between bondholders and a bond issuer. The
indenture details the specifics of the bond issuance including rate, term, priority of
payments, and so on. Its relation to structured finance is that an indenture exists
between the trust, which is technically issuing the bonds, and the investors who are
purchasing a share of the trust.

Master Servicing Agreement

A master servicing agreement (MSA) explains and defines the role of the ser-
vicer and how they will service the assets. This agreement should detail specifi-
cally how the servicer defines assets into certain states such as delinquent or de-
faulted. The MSA should also explain conditions for advancing missed interest or
principal.

Servicing Reports

Most deals that require monthly servicing of assets are required to have some type
of monthly report. This report often contains valuable data for reverse engineering,
such as current asset characteristics. This is important because it allows the reverse
engineer to see the current state of the assets with regard to balance, rates, periods,
and so on. A reverse engineer can use this data to create expected cash flow into a
transaction.

Limited performance data can also be obtained by carefully analyzing a series of
servicing reports. Usually information on delinquent, defaulted, and prepaid assets is
available. This information allows a reverse engineer to piece together transition rates
and possibly default and prepayment curves depending how the data is reported. You
should be very careful about the rates that are used in servicing reports. For instance,
defaulted assets are often reported as a percentage of current balance, which is not
the ideal way to capture and use default data.

Liability data is also usually included in servicing reports. The important data
includes the current balance of the liabilities, the rates they are paying at, and maturity
dates. This is information that a reverse engineer can use to get a current picture
of the liability exposures and enhancement percentages (liability data shows the
balances, so one can make a general guess on the liability priority to estimate credit
enhancement).

A servicing report also shows the current status of tests and triggers. This will
be seen in detail later in the text, but understanding the trigger and test calcu-
lations is important to engineering a model that correctly captures actual cash
flow. Note though that a servicing report usually does not provide enough in-
formation to completely show the liability structure, namely the priority of pay-
ments.
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Information Availability

One of the challenges that a reverse engineer has is obtaining information. If the
reverse engineer is reversing a deal with the cooperation of the originator or a party
close to the transaction, then obtaining many deal documents may be relatively easy.
He or she may be able to access loan level data tapes, loss curves, or granular recovery
information. However, the more distant the reverse engineer is from the source of
the deal, the more difficult it will be to obtain such information. This is where the
reverse engineer’s ingenuity and analytical ability come into play.

THE PROCESS

Given the vast quantities of information available from documents, there needs to
be a systematic approach to reverse engineering a transaction. The process can be
generally encompassed by following these four steps:

1. Read
2. Conceptualize
3. Transform
4. Verify

The process, as a whole, is similar to creating a map of a hiking trail. The
cartographer should first have a general idea of the area that he or she wants to
map. This is akin to taking a survey of the area from above or from a vantage
point that helps show a majority of the project area. Once the area is surveyed,
the cartographer then begins the process of determining the relevant items on the
landscape to incorporate on the map: the trail path, bodies of water, elevations,
dangerous areas, roads, rails, and so on. He or she must conceptualize what objects
to represent on the final map. Next the cartographer goes through the tedious process
of transforming those objects to paper and digital media. Finally, the cartographer
will want to test out the accuracy of the map, perhaps by trying to use it to navigate
the trail.

My construction process is conceptually very similar in many respects. Let’s take
a look at each step in more detail.

1. Read

It may sound simple, but for first-time reverse engineers I suggest a page-through of
the prospectus. A question I normally get at this point is: “Do I have to read the
whole prospectus cover to cover?” I usually answer “Yes” to this question, because if
a person is new enough to the process to ask the question, then they should probably
read every page. As one’s skill and experience increases over time, there will be
sections that the reverse engineer can skip or pass through quickly. However, a new
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reverse engineer might skip over important sections such as footnotes that directly
contribute to a section of the complete model.

Eventually, as you get more familiar with documentation, you’ll tend to jump
to specific sections of the prospectus to be able to pull the necessary data. Although
this may be appropriate in many situations, a quick scan of the entire document is
preferable, as new deals are constantly evolving with subtle differences that have
profound impacts on transactions.

2. Conceptualize

The conceptualization part of reverse engineering seems ambiguous, but one of the
goals of this book is to develop a system for breaking down the information in the
documentation so it can be applied to an Excel-based model. Conceptualization is
the process of grouping related data points so they can be applied to all necessary
sections of the model. The primary groups of data that are necessary to reverse
engineer a deal include:

� Dates and Timing
� Asset Performance
� Asset Amortization
� Liabilities
� Structural Components
� Metrics

As you progress through the documentation you should take notes of each data
point that can be grouped into one of these cohorts. This prepares the reverse engineer
for the next step, transformation.

3. Transform

With all the data grouped accordingly, the next step is to transform the data into
a working Excel model. This is done by incorporating each data point in its rel-
evant group into a fully dynamic model. Each group on its own is of little value,
but combined, they produce a working model where the deal is clearly visible and
assumptions can be changed to see the impact on the transaction. Every conceptual
section needs to be transformed.

Dates and Timing Dates and timing need to be incorporated as scalar and vector
inputs. These will create the framework for the model, upon which all other sections
are predicated. The date and timing inputs must be set up in a dynamic framework
because of the unique timing challenges that reverse engineering presents. A deal can
be reversed at any time after closure and can either be completely paid off, where
the dates and timing are all historical or the deal can be in progress and the timing
will be a combination of historical and projected. Also, the reverse engineer has the
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option to model the deal from closure as a new transaction, where all the dates and
timing are projected.

For the most part, the dates and timing used will be tied to the deal documenta-
tion, but if the reverse engineer envisions running any scenarios that require altering
the dates or timing, then the computer setup must be done so that the user can quickly
alter any of the inputs and have the resulting change flow through the model.

Asset Performance The next concept, Asset Performance, is incredibly important
because the assumptions related to asset performance have the most profound impact
on transaction performance. The two main performance factors for asset-backed
securities are loss and prepayment. How loss and prepayments are modeled in a
transaction can vary widely between deals, and also between the deal and how it
is presented in the final documentation. Between deals, the loss calculations may
use different bases such as defaults based off original balance or defaults based
off current balance. Prepayments might be expressed as conditional prepayment
rate (CPR), absolute prepayment speed (ABS), or a number of other prepayment
methodologies.

Standardized rates for certain asset classes may also be used. For example, in
mortgage modeling, the final prospectus might show the results of using various stan-
dard default assumption (SDA) curves in combination with various Public Securities
Association prepayment (PSA) curves. Whereas these curves might be shown in the
public prospectus, the originator or banker may have performed a more granular
analysis on the historical loan level data.

With such variability of information, the best practice would be to first reverse
the deal with available information that can be checked against outputs in the model.
I discuss this process in the “Verify” section of this chapter. After the model is
verified, the reverse engineer can try other performance assumptions that might not
be explicitly stated in the available documentation, such as using a custom loss
curve that might be more representative of the assets instead of an SDA assumption.
Because this situation is similar to Dates and Timing, where there may be a number
of possible performance inputs, flexibility should be kept in mind while building the
model.

Asset Amortization Asset amortization itself is a straightforward process, however,
it can get complicated when having to reverse engineer a deal. The complications
arise because a number of methods can be employed for amortization. For term deals,
where the assets that were sold into the deal are the only assets that will ever exist
in the transaction, loan level amortization is often done by the original structurer.
However, loan level information is never incorporated directly into the prospectus
and it may not be readily available. In the prospectus, though, there is often data on
loan groups, known as representative lines (rep lines for short) that “represent” all
the assets in the deal. To initially verify a deal the rep lines can be used for reverse
engineering.
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Many private deals done in conduits or other financing vehicles are set to re-
volve where, as assets pay off or default, new ones can be added. This presents a
challenge for amortization that is overcome by instituting rigorous eligibility criteria.
As mentioned earlier, eligibility criteria are typically detailed in the deal documen-
tation. Original deal structurers usually create rep lines for the assets based on the
most adverse limits of the eligibility criteria. For instance, imagine an agricultural
equipment deal where the eligibility criteria allowed for concentrations of no more
than 40% cranes, 40% harvesters, 5% pivots, 10% dusters, and 5% tractors. Now
from a static loss analysis the structurer sees that pivots have the worst loss rates.
Even if the originator only plans on selling 1% of total assets as pivots into the pool,
the structurer must assume that 5% of the assets are pivots. There is no guarantee
except for the eligibility criteria on the concentration of assets.

This is important because when it is time to amortize the assets, the structurer
should create a separate rep line for pivots and use the default rate for pivots to
amortize the assets out. Likewise, unless the amortization assumptions are explicitly
stated, the reverse engineer will want to amortize the assets using rep lines that
represent the most adverse possible pool.

Amortizing loans or rep lines can be a challenge for a reverse engineer because
there can be many, many amortization schedules to create and aggregate. Solutions
do exist in Excel, but a powerful option is to use Visual Basic Applications (VBA)
code to transform the amortization concept into the computer model. This book
covers the code necessary to amortize a loan in VBA.

One additional complexity in reverse engineering a deal occurs if the assets pay
interest on a floating-rate basis. This requires the reverse engineer to find the proper
rates at the time of the deal. Also, depending on when the analysis is being completed
vis-à-vis the inception of the deal, a combination of actual and expected rates might
be necessary.

Liabilities The bonds, notes, or certificates that fund the deal are the easiest to re-
verse engineer because the Securities Act requires their characteristics and terms to be
precisely laid out in the documentation. The two main types of data necessary to
reverse engineer the liabilities can be grouped into loan characteristic data and deal
level liability data. Loan characteristic data includes items such as original balance,
current balance, fixed rate, index, margin, original term, remaining term, or any other
data necessary to correctly amortize the loan. Deal level liability data is information
pertaining to the ordering and style of liability payment.

Note that the style of liability payment classified as deal level liability data can be
confusing to differentiate from the loan amortization created from loan characteristic
data. The difference is caused by the potential of the transaction structure to alter
the standard amortization of the liability. The loan characteristic data instructs the
reverse engineer on how to amortize the loan as a separate entity, however, the deal
level liability data refines the amortization by giving instructions on how the liability
is paid when it’s incorporated into the deal.
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Structural Components I touched on structural components when I described deal
level liability data, but given the number of possible structural features, they can be
classified as a group of their own. Structural components include features such as trig-
gers, swaps, reserve accounts, wraps, credit guarantees, and any other mechanisms
that direct the flow of payments or attempt to mitigate the cash flow divergences
or shortfalls caused by prepayment, default, and other risks, such as interest rate
mismatches or foreign exchange rates.

Reverse engineering structural components can vary in difficulty. Reserve ac-
counts, wraps, and credit guarantees are relatively easy to incorporate into a model.
They are all mechanisms to cover shortfalls of cash. Each has inputs to deter-
mine how much loss the mechanism will cover, if and how the mechanism gets
reimbursed, how much the mechanism costs, and a detailed description of which li-
abilities can use the mechanism and the ordering for all the fees and reimbursements
resulting from the mechanism.

Triggers are tests in a deal that, if failed, can cause the liability structure to
change. Quantitative triggers are easy to model because they are just conditional
statements based on a test involving numeric comparisons. However, qualitative
triggers exist in transactions that are sometimes accounted for during the original
sizing, making it difficult for the reverse engineer to model. For example, in a private
transaction, a structurer might run a scenario where they test for an event of default
based on the bankruptcy of the originator a year from the start of the transaction.
The structurer notices that the current structure would sustain a slight loss in such
a case and suggests advancing the originator a smaller amount to mitigate against
such a scenario. Without the knowledge of such steps, a reverse engineer would not
know why the advance rate was set slightly lower than quantitatively necessary.

A more difficult component to reverse engineer can be derivatives in a transac-
tion, such as a swap. Although swap rates can be assumed as the liability rates, a
more precise model would want to use the swap rates in combination with market
rates and the notional schedule to determine how much cash was flowing in and out
of the transaction because of the derivative. For a reverse engineer this can require
some research to transform a swap into a working model. The reverse engineer will
have to find historic market rates and try to see how the swaps paid or took in money
based on the prevailing rates.

Finally, there are a number of structural components that structurers create
on their own. These are structures such as yield supplement over collateralization
accounts (YSOA), net weighted average coupon (WAC) carryover, cross collater-
alization, and so on. Each of these changes the cash flow in very specific ways to
parse and mitigate loss. For instance, YSOA accounts are typically used in auto
transactions when there are auto loans in the pool that are under the deal funding
rate. The extreme example is when an auto lender offers zero percent financing.
The obligor is not paying any interest, but is making up for the difference in their
principal amount. However, this would be a problem for a structured transaction
that is a true pass-through security because there are fees and interest to be paid to
debt holders. In a pass-through, the entire principal would be passed through to the
debt holders and there would be nothing for transaction fees and interest. Structurers
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have created methods for discounting the principal of the assets so that they create
an implied interest amount to be used in the waterfall. Most structurers that create
YSOA accounts include a schedule of the YSOA balance, however, newer structurers
have been using dynamic accounts, which are difficult to reverse engineer.

The same is true of other substructures that are very complex in nature, but only
vaguely described in the deal documentation. This forces the reverse engineer to look
for auxiliary data that can allow him or her to back into the correct calculations.
These substructures are usually transformed last as they can be the most difficult to
verify the model with when incorporated.

Metrics Beyond analytical purposes, metrics such as yield, duration, and weighted
average life allow reverse engineers to verify that their model is correct. Before we
discuss verification as the final step, the transformation of metrics from a concept
is very important. First, each metric needs to be calculated correctly with the right
formula. This is the easiest part of transforming it from a concept to a workable
system because the mathematical formulas translate easily into Excel formulas, often
with preexisting functions.

Setting up a system to calculate the metrics for scenario combinations is the sec-
ond step. This is an important part of the transformation, particularly for verification
purposes, because a model may produce the correct results for one set of assumptions,
but when the assumptions are switched there is a chance that a structural concept
was transformed improperly. These errors can be detected by running combinations
of different scenarios and checking the results. Often, prospectuses provide output
tables for a given set of assumptions, such as prepayment and default.

4. Verify

Verifying that the model is correct is the final step of reverse engineering a transac-
tion. This is largely an extension of the “Metrics” section where the reverse engineer
verifies that the model produces results that can be matched up against the docu-
mentation. To do this, the reverse engineer needs documentation with results. Two
excellent sets of documents and the results they contain include:

Prospectus: Typically contains yield and duration tables for different prepay-
ment and default scenarios. Also includes decrement (often referred to as
dec) tables, which provide the periodic balances as a percentage of original
balance for the assets and all liabilities. Dec tables are usually created for
various prepayment and default scenarios.

Servicer Report: Historic servicer reports include information regarding bal-
ances, prepayments, defaults, interest rates, and so on. A reverse engineer
can piece together historic servicer reports and check if their model produces
the same balances.

When should a reverse engineer use either set of documents? This goes back to the
question of availability and purpose. With prospectuses, the precision of verification
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F IGURE 1.3 The general reverse engineering process should follow these four steps.

or “tying the model” to the documentation should be very good. This is because the
outputs are based on a set of assumptions that are decided during the structuring.
The prepayment and default curves used are either standard curves such as PSA or
SDA or they are curves that have a specific assumption each period. Therefore, if the
prospectus is available and the purpose is to calibrate a model, then this document
should be used.

Servicer reports are based on actual performance and will have prepayment and
default figures that can vary significantly from month to month. These can also be
used to reverse engineer the deal with the goal of producing the most current results.
Basic information about the assets though can also be garnered from servicer reports.
More importantly, they are the best way to try to back into a deal’s current state.
The general reverse engineering process is summarized in Figure 1.3.

HOW THIS BOOK WORKS

This is a complicated book. Although I always strive toward transparency and simple
explanations and demonstrations in Excel, there are topics inherent in the complexity
of the deal structure that will require complex formulas and the implementation of
VBA coding at an intermediate level.
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The chapters take you through each concept of the transaction by discussing the
concept, showing how it is captured in written documentation, and then explain-
ing and demonstrating how it is converted to an Excel-based model. To keep the
conversion process as straightforward as possible, the model will be built off one
primary document: the Citigroup Mortgage Loan Trust 2006-WF2 prospectus sup-
plement. As I mentioned previously, this is a modern mortgage-backed security deal
with seven senior tranches and five mezzanine tranches of debt. As excerpts from
the prospectus supplement are examined, corresponding Model Builder sections will
follow, that work through the conversion in a step-by-step format. All the informa-
tion in the prospectus and referenced in the book is publicly available on the SEC
Edgar web site, but a PDF version of the prospectus supplement has been provided
on the CD-ROM. Readers will find the PDF version much easier to use as it has page
numbers, whereas the HTML version from SEC Edgar does not. Also included on
the CD-ROM is the completed model that corresponds to the final work from all the
Model Builder exercises.

The Model Builder sections instruct you in a step-by-step format on how to
reverse engineer the transaction and construct the model. You may notice some
cosmetic differences between your final model and the example model included on
the CD-ROM. This is largely because formatting instructions have not been included.
You may want to use the same formatting style as the example model, but you have
the option to implement your own formatting as it will have no effect on the model
calculation. In addition, some unnecessary summary cells (cells that total up columns)
have been left in the example model, but not instructed in the text. The ones that
have not been detailed are useful to you as a reader, but not critical to the model
calculation.

There is also an appendix for some VBA functionality that is not critical to the
model, but greatly enhances the builder’s ability to create and audit a model. This
appendix provides explanation of the functionality in a method similar to the Model
Builder exercises.

Finally, you will notice that from the screen shots, exercises, and model, every-
thing was created in Excel 2007. There are many major differences between Excel
1997–2003 and Excel 2007 with regard to memory allocation and some VBA li-
braries; however, none of these differences should matter for this book. There are,
however, some minor differences such as cell naming conventions and function prob-
lems that I will highlight in a section at the end of this book.
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CHAPTER 2
Determining Dates and

Setting Up Timing

A ll financial projects are bound by dates and timing. The parsing of amounts into
defined periods allows for the application of statistics and uniform measurement.

Knowing when a transaction begins, the units of time in which amounts are paid
or unpaid, and when the transaction ends is imperative to understanding the risk
embedded in the transaction.

Reverse engineering a transaction, at first glance, may seem easy in respect to
dates and timing, as from a time perspective the transaction is completed and all
dates and timing have been set. Although it is true that most timing information
is already defined and usually available, the act of piecing it together is not so
simple. Legal wording can be complex and scattered throughout documentation.
This chapter shows you how to navigate documentation to find relevant dates and
timing indicators. Once found and understood, those indicators will be used in the
Model Builder section that contributes to the final complete model.

DIFFERENCES IN TIMING APPROACHES

Prior to jumping right into dates and timing, we should take a step back to think
about our overall goal. In the example model, we are reverse engineering the deal
to create a model that starts from the transaction closing date to maturity. This is
called the Origination Method. For many people who seek to understand how the
structure works or who are auditing models, this will be the method of choice. The
assets cash flow and deal liabilities will be recreated as if the transaction were being
issued on the closing date. All funding amounts and balances for the first period will
be as stated in the prospectus. Actual performance will be assumed to be unknown
and any delinquency, default, or prepayment will be based on either the prospectus
or from a separate analysis.

The other option, called the Current Method, is to reverse engineer the deal
focusing on the current period and actual transaction history that has taken place
thus far. This method requires the use of documentation such as servicer reports
to piece together the history that has taken place since the transaction closed. The

15
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F IGURE 2.1 The differences between the two methods are
easy to understand, but have a profound impact on the
reverse engineering results.

model would still begin at closing date, but actual numbers could be populated up
to the most recent period in the life of the transaction. Careful attention must be
paid to the differences between original and current balances, original and current
terms, and existing and projected interest rate assumptions. The differences between
the Current Method and the Origination Method are highlighted in Figure 2.1.

Going forth using the Origination Method, here are a number of general ques-
tions you should ask yourself on any deal you seek to reverse:

� When did the transaction close?
� When is the legal final maturity date?
� What periodicity should be used in creating the model?
� What is the age of the assets?
� Are there any specific dates or timing issues that I need to model?

As we progress through this chapter, each one of these questions will be an-
swered.

A FIRST LOOK AT THE PROSPECTUS

At this point it is worth opening the Prospectus from the CD-ROM for the first time.
Before we get to specific dates and timing sections, take a moment to read the Table
of Contents on the second page of the document (page S-2). Start to think about
which sections will provide the most useful data and which may just take up time.
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FIGURE 2.2 The highlighted chapters will be the most often used section of the prospectus
supplement.

One of the challenges in reverse engineering a transaction is the volume of data that
may exist. Sifting through the data and determining what is relevant is a skill that
will be built over time. For now, take a look at Figure 2.2 and notice the sections
that have been highlighted.

Also note that although we will mainly concern ourselves with the final prospec-
tus supplement, the prospectus itself is located after Annexes I and II. Occasionally
a reverse engineer may have to refer to the prospectus for definitions and rules that
are referred to in the prospectus supplement.

IMPORTANT DATES

Cut-Off Date

The two best dates to start with, the cut-off date and the closing date are the easiest
to find. Look on page S-4 of the prospectus supplement and you will see a section
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called the, “Summary of Prospectus Supplement.” Partway down you will see both
the cut-off date and the closing date, as shown in the excerpt here:

Cut-off Date .................................................... May 1, 2006.
Closing Date ................................................... On or about May 31, 2006.

The first date, the cut-off date, is the day all the mortgage loan information
is reported by. Any information regarding the characteristics of the mortgages is
current as of the cut-off date. In this case it is May 1, 2006. The cut-off date for
the mortgages is very important because this is when payments made by mortgage
obligors in the pool are captured for use for the transaction. This date can be thought
of as the first point indicating the start of the transaction, as it is the basis for other
dates. Look to page 60 of the prospectus (the prospectus comes after the prospectus
supplement and does not have an “S” in front of the page number). On this page
there is a section on Distributions that is captured in the excerpt:

Distributions

Distributions allocable to principal and interest on the securities of each
series will be made by or on behalf of the trustee each month on each
date as specified in the related prospectus supplement and referred to as
a distribution date, commencing with the month following the month in
which the applicable cut-off date occurs. Distributions will be made to the
persons in whose names the securities . . .

This section informs the reader that the first day on which the transaction pays
any money, the first distribution date, occurs in the month after the cut-off date. In
the example, the month after the cut-off date is June. This begins the framework for
reconstructing the beginning of the transaction and its timing.

Closing Date

The closing date is the date that the transaction closes and technically speaking,
funds. There are many uses for the closing date, several of which are not related to
reverse engineering a model. One particularly important use is a date that determines
if reps and warrants are breached. Typically if items that would have breached a rep
or warrant occur after the closing date, then there is no breach.

The closing date signifies the official start of the transaction. Because this is the
day the transaction is funded by investors, it is also the day that certificate interest
starts accruing. A very important point is that the closing date usually does not
correspond to the periodic distribution date, or the date on which principal and
interest distributions to the certificates occur.
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Distribution Date

As mentioned, the distribution date is when principal and interest amounts are
distributed to certificate holders. There is no single distribution date, as it is a date that
occurs every month after the cut-off date. There are two sections in the prospectus
supplement that make this date obvious. The first is shown in the excerpt here from
page S-5, where the distribution date is defined.

Distribution Dates .................................................... Distributions on the
certificates will be made on the 25th day of each month, or, if that day is
not a business day, on the next succeeding business day, beginning in June
2006.

You can also see that the distribution date will fall on the 25th of each month
when you look at the decrement tables (tables that show periodic balances as a
percentage of original balance). Figure 2.3 shows an excerpt from the decrement
tables.

The distribution date is referenced throughout the prospectus supplement, as it is
the date that most events are initiated off each month. We will encounter this date as
we progress to other sections, but the most important thing you should understand is
that the frequency of the distribution date sets the periodicity for the model. Notice
from definition excerpted previously that the distribution date occurs “each month.”
Given that most of the cash flows on the distribution date and it occurs each month,
the model created should show monthly cash flows.

The first distribution date is often known as the first payment date. As mentioned
earlier, it is important to note the first payment date because it can often come at an
interval different than those between the distribution dates. For instance, note that
the closing date in our example is set to May 31, 2006, whereas the first distribution
date is June 25, 2006. This means that the payments for the first distribution will
be based on a partial month. However, for modeling purposes occasionally you will
see the assumption that there is a complete month between closing and the first
distribution date.

F IGURE 2.3 There are often multiple indicators of the date and timing structure of the transaction.
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Day Count Conventions

The final piece of information we need to completely capture the correct timing
convention is how much time is assumed to elapse in a month. For those unfamiliar
with day count conventions, this point may seem ridiculous, but the financial markets
have created multiple ways of counting the number of days in a month as a fraction
of a year.

For the most part many different types of securities typically use a standard day
count convention, such as 30 / 360 for mortgage-backed securities. 30 / 360 meaning
the assumption that each month has 30 days in a year consisting of 360 days.
Reverse engineering a deal is made easier by the prospectus supplement, which
typically defines the day count system. The excerpt from page S-86 of the prospectus
supplement shows the day count convention for this transaction:

Interest will accrue on each class of Fixed Rate Certificates on the basis of a
360 day year consisting of twelve 30-day Interest Accrual Periods.

Maximum Number of Periods

A concept often thought about late in the model building process is how many periods
the model should encompass. You might be quick to jump to the Final Scheduled
Distribution Date as seen on page S-5 of the prospectus supplement and excerpted
here:

Final Scheduled Distribution Dates ................ The final scheduled distri-
bution date for the certificates will be the distribution date in May 2036.
The final scheduled distribution date for the certificates is calculated as the
month after the maturity of the latest maturing loan in the pool. The actual
final distribution date for each class of certificates may be earlier, and could
be substantially earlier, than the applicable final scheduled distribution date.

Here the wording suggests that the last possible distribution date is May 2036,
but it could be much earlier. The reason it could be earlier is because of the clean-up
call feature that we will discuss later, but the question remains: how many periods
should the model encompass? The simple answer is we should set it up with the
maximum number of periods we would expect to see in any stress scenario that we
run. You would expect this to be the Final Scheduled Distribution Date, however,
we do not want to use that date in case we get late-stage recoveries. Specifically, if a
loan defaults very close to May 2036 the trust is typically allowed the recovery on
that asset. This means our model will extend beyond May 2036 in case we want to
capture those recoveries. For this reason, the maximum number of periods should
be a reasonable number of recovery periods beyond the Final Distribution Date. In
our example model, we will use 500, as it would be odd to expect anywhere close to
a 140-month lag between default and liquidation.
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TRANSFORMING DATES AND TIMING FROM WORDS TO A MODEL

Now that you understand what the relevant dates and timing concepts are, it is time
to implement them in a computer-based model. Because this is the first chapter that
deals with model construction, there are a few general points to discuss regarding
the model building and the Model Builder exercises.

First, the Model Builder exercises will work from a blank spreadsheet. They will
be step-by-step instructions that you should follow exactly to produce the complete
Model Builder exercise and eventually the complete reverse engineered model. Failing
to complete one section means that the model as a whole will not work correctly.
If at any time a section goes uncompleted or you are lost, it is recommended you
review the final complete model, as this is the version you are trying to achieve.

Also, there may be noticeable visual differences between your model and the
completed exercises and final model. Although there will be details for labeling,
there is no instruction on color schemes, gridlines, or fonts. The formatting seen in
the exercises and model is suggested for readability and there are no instructions to
create this format.

For readers of Modeling Structured Finance Cash Flows with Excel: A Step-
by-Step Guide the first Model Builder section on dates and timing will have many
similar instructions, as dates and timing are fundamental basics to a transaction.
Those readers can implement their previously created sections or work through this
Model Builder section. Note though that there are differences between this “Dates
and Timing” section and those in the other book.

Finally, as a reminder, if you are using versions of Excel prior to 2007, there are
noticeable visual difference between the screenshots in this book and your program.
Also, the instructions in Model Builder are designed for the Excel 2007 ribbon system
and will not completely make sense for readers using earlier versions. Please see the
appendix for more details.

With these considerations in mind, we truly begin reverse engineering the deal
with Model Builder 2.1.

MODEL BUILDER 2.1: REVERSING DATES AND TIMING

1. Open Excel. The default setup should include three blank sheets labeled Sheet1,
Sheet2, and Sheet3. Rename Sheet1 Inputs and Sheet3 Hidden. The Inputs sheet
will contain many of the scalar inputs required for the model. As a modeling
convention, inputs that are variables are usually created in a bold blue font. The
Hidden sheet will contain ranges of list data that are referenced throughout the
model.

2. Enter the text Project Name in cell B1. Name this cell gbl_ProjName. If naming
cells is unclear consult the Help menu or reference an Excel operations book.
Notice that a convention is being used for the name, where the first three letters
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are gbl followed by an underscore and then a description of the cell. The gbl
stands for global in this case because it is a global input that can be used all
throughout the model. The project name should be replaced by the transaction
name under consideration.

3. Enter the text GLOBAL INPUTS in cell B3. This is merely a label for the first
section of inputs. In cell B4, enter the text Cut-Off Date. To the right in cell C4,
enter the cut-off date that is found in the prospectus as mentioned before: May
1, 2006. Because this is an input variable, we should format the value as blue
and bold. Going forward it will be assumed that you will know when to format
the input variables. Name cell C4 gbl_OrigDate.

4. In cell B5, enter the text Closing Date. To the right in cell C5, enter the closing
date of May 31, 2006. Name cell C5 gbl_ClosingDate.

5. Enter the text First Payment Date in cell B6. This is the first distribution date
that was discussed earlier. In cell C6, enter the date of June 25, 2006. Name cell
C6 gbl_FirstPayDate.

6. In Cell B7, enter the text Day Count System. Cell C7 will contain a data vali-
dation list for three of the most popular types of day count systems: 30 / 360,
Actual / 360, and Actual / 365. Instead of storing data validation lists through-
out the model, it is convenient to have them all on one sheet. For this reason,
we have created the Hidden sheet, where we will create and name all of the
necessary lists for use in the model.

Go to the Hidden sheet. Label cell A1 on the Hidden sheet Hidden. Enter
the text DayCountSys. Enter the following text in the respectively referenced
cells:

A4: 30 / 360
A5: Actual / 360
A6: Actual / 365

Name the range A4:A6 lst_DayCountSys. Note that there are spaces before and
after the forward slash in the day counts. This is important because later a
formula will reference these values and for the function to work correctly the
values must be entered exactly as stated.

7. We are only going to implement the model on a monthly basis, so we are going
to create a drop-down to display the payment frequency for user knowledge.
The model can be altered later to create a dynamic payment frequency system.
Still on the Hidden sheet, enter the text PMTFreq in cell A8. Enter the following
text in the respectively referenced cells:

A9: Monthly
A10: Quarterly
A11: Semi-Annual
A12: Annual

Name the range cell A9:A12 lst_PMTFreq.
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FIGURE 2.4 The Dates and Timing section is the
top left section of the Inputs sheet.

8. Go back to the Inputs sheet. In cell C7, create a data validation list referencing
the named range lst_DayCountSys. Name this cell gbl_DayCountSys.

9. In cell C8 create a data validation list referencing the named range lst_PMTFreq.
Name this cell gbl_PMTFreq. So far the sheet should look like Figure 2.4.

10. We will put the Maximum Periods in a separate section below the Global Inputs,
as it is highly related to the securitization amortization. Go to cell B10 and enter
the text SECURITIZATION INPUTS. In cell B12, enter the text Maximum
Periods. Cell C12 will contain the maximum number of periods that the model
should extend out. As mentioned earlier, enter the numeric value 500. Name
this cell gbl_TotalPeriods.

11. Dates and timing will permeate throughout many sheets in similar ways. Primar-
ily, we need to create numerical period references, deal dates, collateral dates,
and day-count factors. The first sheet that these sections will be seen on is the
Vectors sheet. Name Sheet2 Vectors. On the Vectors sheet, enter the text Vectors
in cell A1. Enter the following text in the respectively referenced cells:

A7: Deal Period
B7: Deal Date
C7: Left Blank Intentionally
D7: Collateral Date
E7: Collateral Day Factor

12. Still on the Vectors sheet, start in cell A8, enter 0, and in each cell below, enter
a number that increases by one each time. For example, cell A9 should have the
numerical value of 1, cell A10 should have the value of 2, and so on. Continue
this until you reach 500. Now this section could be set up to be dynamically tied
to the Maximum Periods on the Inputs sheet, but rarely will a user exceed 500
periods so the functionality adds unnecessary complexity.

13. The next section to work on is the Deal Date column. The Deal Date corresponds
to the transaction relevant dates. Typically this will start with the closing date
and increase, falling on the distribution dates. On the Vectors sheet in cell B8,
enter the following formula:

=IF(A8=0,gbl_ClosingDate,IF(A8=1,gbl_FirstPayDate,EDATE(B7,1)))
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Copy this formula from cell B8 down through cell B508. This formula checks
the period first to see if it is the zero period, which is the Closing Date. If it’s
not the 0 period, but the first period, then it should be the First Payment Date,
and finally if it is neither, then the date should increase monthly. It is within the
EDATE formula that the dates can be made dynamic by putting a cell reference
that changes as the user selects different periodicities instead of an increase by 1.

Be careful using the EDATE function in Excel 2007. Early versions of Excel
2007 have bugs that cause cells with the EDATE function to generate a Data Lost
Error. Following this error, the cells referencing the EDATE function convert to
N/A# errors and the original formulas are lost.

14. The next section is for the Collateral Date. Recall that the collateral is based
off the cut-off date, which starts earlier than the closing date. For this reason,
we need a separate vector for the collateral. On the Vectors sheet, enter the
following formula in cell D8:

=IF(A8=0,gbl_OrigDate,EDATE(D7,1))

This formula checks to see if the period is 0, and then initiates the collateral
cut-off date. If not it uses the EDATE function to increase the date for each
period. Copy this cell down to cell D508.

15. After finishing the collateral dates we should create the Collateral Day Factor.
This is a fraction that represents the time between two dates in a decimal format.
Because there can be no day factor for period 0, enter the following formula
in cell E9:

=IF(gbl_DayCountSys=“30 / 360”,DAYS360(D8,D9)/360,
IF(gbl_DayCountSys=“Actual / 360”,(D9-D8)/360,(D9-D8)/365))

This formula checks the day count system selected on the Inputs sheet and
calculates the correct day factor. Notice the use of DAYS360 for the 30 / 360
day count system. Initially, a user may wonder why not to just divide 30 into
360 for the day count factor. DAYS360 is used because if a partial month were
to elapse between the cut-off date and the first period, then the value would
be calculated correctly. Copy this cell down to cell E508. The Vectors sheet
should look similar to Figure 2.5, which shows a cut-out section of the area just
completed.

16. There is an important step for you to complete to use the collateral day-count
factor for asset amortization. Name cell E8, strt_DayFactor. The reason for this
will be more apparent in the next chapter.

17. The dates and timing section is nearly complete. There are a few more sections
that you will complete now and come back to later. The reason we do it now
is that it relates to the timing, but as it isn’t utilized until the Liabilities and
Analytics sections, we will not explain the functionality until those chapters.

Andrey
trading software col
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FIGURE 2.5 The Dates and Timing are
converted from input entries to vectors in the
Vectors sheet.

There are three main sheets that you will need for the liability waterfalls.
Insert three sheets and name them:

Group 1 – Waterfall
Group 2 – Waterfall
Mezzanine – Waterfall

Starting with the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet enter the text Group 1 – Waterfall.
Enter the text Dates & Timing in cell A6 and Day Count Systems in cell C6.
Enter the following text in the corresponding cell references:

A7: Period
B7: Date
C7: 30 / 360
D7: Actual / 360
E7: Actual / 365

This prepares us for entering-in values beneath each label.
18. Underneath cell A7, in cell A9 (leave row 8 blank for this section) enter the value

0. Increase this value by one in each row beneath cell A9 until you reach cell
A509 and there is a column of 500 periods.

19. Underneath cell B7, in cell B9 enter the following formula:

=Vectors!B8

Copy this down to cell B509.
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F IGURE 2.6 Dates and timing are very
important for the waterfall sheets as
certain liabilities may pay using different
day count systems.

20. Underneath cell C7, in cell C10 (notice that we cannot have a day-count for the
initial period so cell C9 is left blank) we will create the day-count system for
30 / 360. Enter the following formula:

=DAYS360($B9,$B10)/360

Copy this down to cell C509.
21. Underneath cell D7, in cell D10 we will create the day-count system for Actual

/ 360. Enter the following formula:

=ABS($B9-$B10)/360

Copy this down to cell D509.
22. Underneath cell E7, in cell E10 we will create the day-count system for Actual /

365. Enter the following formula:

=ABS($B9-$B10)/365

Copy this down to cell E509. The area should look like Figure 2.6.
23. We now need to do the same process for the other two sheets that were just cre-

ated: Group 2 – Waterfall and Mezzanine – Waterfall. Repeat Steps 17 through
22 for both sheets so they are identical, except their labels in cell A1 (these
should correspond to the sheet name).

24. Finally, there is one more sheet that we need to create and add dates and timing.
Insert a sheet and name it Analytics. This is where we will create relevant metrics
for the collateral and liabilities. However, prior to getting to that section, we
should implement the dates and timing.
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25. On the Analytics sheet, enter the text Analytics in cell A1. Label the following
cells with the corresponding cell references:

A18: Period
B18: Date
C18: Day Factor

We are going to reference the Group 1 – Waterfall in the same way we did
before. It’s a bit arbitrary for this sheet as to which sheet and day-count system
we reference, because we will have the possibility to have unique ones for the
collateral and each liability. However, the most important column here is the
“Period” column because it will be used in calculations on this sheet later. For
now complete the following:

A20: =‘Group 1 – Waterfall’!A9
B20: =‘Group 1 – Waterfall’!B9
C21: =‘Group 1 – Waterfall’!C10

Copy and paste all three cells down to row 509 in their respective columns.

CONCLUSION OF DATES AND TIMING

We will no doubt implement items related to dates and timing throughout the model,
but the main concepts have been covered. In particular, in Chapter 3 we will make use
of the day-count system and the periods to create the asset amortization. Creating
such amortization would be inaccurate and inefficient to implement without first
creating the dates and timing.
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CHAPTER 3
Creating Asset Cash Flow

from Prospectus Data

Once we have established a timing framework and date boundaries, we are ready
to reverse engineer the first major part of the transaction. For a mortgage-backed

security, half the work goes into selecting an appropriate pool of assets. Reverse
engineers have it easy in that the pool is already selected and they must only be able
to recreate the cash flows from data that already exists.

This is not to say that this is an entirely unsophisticated process. In fact, to
model a deal correctly the cash flow coming into the model should be created by
amortizing each asset exactly as its terms state. Most free public information does not
provide loan level detail to the asset pools, but prospectuses typically have multiple
cohorts of loans organized by loan characteristics (otherwise known as rep lines)
that approximate the underlying pool. Although third-party sources such as Loan
Performance are available to determine underlying asset information, they may not be
necessary depending on the level of detail you want to put into reversing a transaction.
These private sources of data are expensive and should only be implemented if the
results of the reversed transaction are business critical.

Regardless of loan level data or rep lines, this section will show a reader how
to create asset cash flow using an unlimited number of assets. Whether you are
loading up the rep lines from the prospectus supplement or loan level data from
Loan Performance, the methods and code from this section allows you to build a
powerful amortization engine.

IT ’S ALL IN THE PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

We will assume that you do not have access to Intex or Loan Performance and will
only rely on the prospectus supplement for asset data. There is actually a considerable
amount of asset data contained in the prospectus supplement. However, the subprime
credit crisis that started in 2007 focused criticism on prospectus supplements for
not disclosing enough information about the underlying assets. Most likely future
prospectuses will include more asset-related information. For now, we will work
with the data contained in the prospectus supplement.

29
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The first indication of what the asset pool contains is on page S-6. The excerpt
here depicts the overview that is provided in the prospectus supplement.

The trust will contain 6,358 conventional, one- to four-family, fixed-
rate mortgage loans secured by first liens on residential real properties.
The mortgage loans have an aggregate principal balance of approximately
$1,131,286,782 as of the cut-off date, after application of scheduled pay-
ments due on or before the cut-off date whether or not received and subject
to a permitted variance of plus or minus 5%.

This information is only useful in describing the assets that will create the cash
flow for the transaction. The most important piece of information here is that we see
the total size of the asset pool at $1,131,286,782.

As we read further down page S-6, we see that the asset pool is actually divided
into two separate pools. The excerpt here shows this distinction.

The mortgage loans will be divided into two loan groups, loan group I and
loan group II.

An initial question may be, “Does it really matter whether we treat the assets as
a single large pool or two different pools?” The answer to this question is “yes, it
does matter.” The reason for this is that the pools are separated based on whether
the mortgages conform or do not conform to Fannie Mae limits; however, the more
important implication is that loan groups support specific tranches of debt. When we
get to the liabilities section, we will see exactly how tranches are supported by loan
groups and how the tranches interact. For now we must understand that we will
have to create two separate aggregate amortization schedules, one for loan group I
and one for loan group II.

The next item to notice on page S-6 is further detail regarding the loan groups.
Figure 3.1 shows this detail.

Although this is useful for garnering a brief description of the loans and could
technically be used to create an approximate cash flow, there are better sections from
which to derive cash flow generation. The one statement of interest in Figure 3.1 is
“The mortgage loans have the following approximate characteristics as of the cut-off
date.” Notice that this reinforces the information date for the assets and is the date
that we will begin loan amortization.

The next section where we see asset data is on S-23, entitled “Mortgage Loan
Statistics for the Mortgage Loans.” This section is important for understanding
characteristics about the collateral. This data will not be directly used for the asset
amortization, but the characteristics of the mortgages that are described in this
section help reverse engineers gauge a number of very important factors relating to
performance.

Most importantly, the propensity and ability of obligors to pay can be
determined from key characteristics such as credit score, loan-to-value ratio,
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FIGURE 3.1 Asset pool characteristics as
depicted in the prospectus supplement.

documentation level, property type, and so on. Reverse engineers should be care-
ful though because the data stratifications can only clue them in on generalized
pictures of the pool. If the results of the modeling are to be used for critical deci-
sions, then estimating the probability of payment should be attempted as rigorously
as possible. This would include trying to create a historical static loss analysis or pro-
jecting future delinquency and loss by creating transition matrices and simulating
loans’ performance.

In addition, the characteristics can help determine appropriate prepayment as-
sumptions. We will discuss the generalized prepayment assumption the prospectus
provides later in the chapter. What we should focus on in the characteristics section
are factors that may affect the tendency of loans to prepay. This would include data
describing prepayment penalties, interest rates, spreads, and items that help deter-
mine property value. By putting this data into a prepayment model we might have a
better indication of how the assets may prepay.

Recovery rates are another performance factor that can be partially assessed
through the mortgage characteristics. For mortgages, geographic distributions should
be analyzed based on home price appreciation (HPA), property types, and so on.

Note that this section exists in most financial transactions that are supported
by collateral. If this were an auto loan transaction there would be data on credit
scores, debt-to-income, vehicle make, model type, and so on. Or on more esoteric
deals such as insurance you would have descriptions of a pool of insured individuals
with relevant statistics about age, gender, health, and so on.
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Regardless of the type of transaction, if the deal is collateralized, there should
always be a section describing the collateral in detail. This aids the reader of the
documentation in assessing the performance risk of the pool. If there are large
concentrations in risky areas, then as the deal is reverse engineered these risks should
come out. For example, if studies show a high default rate for multifamily housing
in the state of Nevada, a reverse engineer can apply that high default rate to the
deal-specific concentration of Nevada multifamily home loans when it comes time
to amortize the loans.

THE BASICS OF AMORTIZATION

If assets paid strictly according to their terms, calculating cash flow would be very
simple; it would be a quick exercise in math taking the balance, term, and rate
of each loan to determine a payment and then breaking that payment down into
principal and interest. Loans may have more complications such as variable rates,
rate caps, rate floors, interest-only periods, balloon payments, and custom payment
structures, but once all the terms are known the cash flow is a standard calculation.
Unfortunately, it is not this easy because economies and humans are fallible and
may be forced to or choose to alter the terms of payment. For assets that pay over
time, such alterations in payment take the form of delinquency, possible default, or
prepayment.

If these behavioral factors occurred at random it would be impossible to create
a reasonable expectation of cash flow. However, when one analyzes historical pay-
ment data through the lens of loan and obligor characteristics, quantifiable patterns
emerge. These loan and obligor characteristics can be classified into two categories:

1. Performance Groups
2. Rational Metrics

Performance groups are descriptive characteristics of a loan or obligor that,
when analyzed, exhibit patterns in performance. More specifically, they are charac-
teristics that define variations in payment between loan obligors. For instance, credit
scores are the ultimate performance group. A credit score is a number that primarily
represents how one has paid their obligations over time. Other performance groups
would include property type, loan type, and so on. Performance groups are more
relevant to assess delinquency and default.

Rational Metrics are loan characteristics that directly determine the performance
of the loan. A perfect example of a rational metric is a loan-to-value ratio. Obligors
will behave rationally in regards to loan-to-value because it represents how much
equity obligors have in their assets. If the loan-to-value is very high an obligor most
likely will have a higher propensity to default than a person with a lower loan-to-
value. Rational metrics are particularly relevant for prepayment behavior. It is a
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rational decision to refinance to a lower interest rate, a lower spread, a lower fee
type mortgage, and so on.

Performance characteristics should be analyzed against all possible loans that
fit into mixtures of the cohorts previously described. For instance, to analyze loss
we may want to perform a loss analysis for loans that are for single-family homes,
for credit scores between 600 to 625, and loan-to-values of 75% to 80%. The goal
of grouping the historic loans in cohorts is to be able to get a reliable indication of
performance. If we use too many characteristics to make up a cohort we will not
have enough historic loans to analyze and our results will be volatile and statistically
insignificant.

Once historical performance is determined it can be applied directly to the
loans. This can be implemented using two different methods: deterministic and/or
stochastic. A deterministic model is the one that is described in this book, where
loss and prepayment assumptions are applied against all loans in the pool using
curves. Fractions of loans are assumed to default and prepay. In reality, a fraction
of a loan never defaults and partial prepayments typically make up very small parts
of actual prepayment. The alternative methodology is a stochastic methodology,
where each loan is simulated for delinquency, default, or prepayment. Transition
matrices can be calibrated based on the historical loan performance, and Monte Carlo
simulations implemented to simulate whether a loan is delinquent, defaulted, or
prepaid.

As we will be using a deterministic model as the example, we will move forward
discussing the integration of that type of historical analysis into loan amortization.
The results of a deterministic analysis will be performance curves that were created
by multiple cohorts. Any pool of loans under analysis can now be mapped to these
curves. Figure 3.2 represents this process.

After assigning a curve to each loan, the loan can then be amortized as its specific
terms state, with the performance assumptions.

PERFORMANCE AND THE PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

Rarely do prospectuses themselves provide full historical performance data. In fact,
many only indicate current delinquency percentages and offer no estimate of loss
for the pool of mortgages. For prepayments, there is usually a range of general
assumptions, but rarely does the prospectus tailor the prepayment assumption for
the pool of assets at hand. However, this is not to say that this information is not
available.

On page S-54 of the prospectus supplement there is a note about static pool
information. The prospectus directs us to a Web link where we can download static
pool information regarding the originator. This data goes back to 2001 and includes
delinquency, loss, and prepayment data, which would certainly provide an excellent
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F IGURE 3.2 Loss curve mapping involves first performing
historical analyses on cohorts of assets. Once performance is
understood for a specific cohort, the performance factor can
be applied to a pool of loans under analysis by mapping
similar characteristics based on the cohorts from the
historical study and the pool cohorts.

amount of data to analyze and create performance assumptions. The wording is
captured in the excerpt here:

The Depositor has made available, on its internet website located at https:
//www2.citimortgage.com/Remic/securitydata.do?DATA_SELECTION=
abReportsShelf, static pool information about previously originated
mortgage loans of the originator beginning in 2001, which information
is incorporated by reference into this prospectus supplement. The static
pool information includes (i) information about the characteristics of
the previously originated mortgage loans and (ii) delinquency, loss and
prepayment information about such mortgage loans in quarterly increments
through March 2006.

DEL INQUENCY

Delinquency is discussed because it is a precursor to default, however it is often
skipped in the modeling process. Prospectuses usually give an indication of the
current state of delinquency for a pool, but given a low-seasoned pool this does
not mean much. Rough estimates could be created from loss curves, but the best
way to determine delinquency curves is through a Monte Carlo roll rate analysis as
discussed previously.
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Delinquency can have a profound impact on a deal. Most deals have a delin-
quency trigger that directs cash in a sequential manner rather than pro rata. The
excerpt here from page S-94 describes a trigger event based on delinquency.

“Trigger Event”: With respect to any distribution date, a Trigger Event is
in effect if:

(i) (A) the percentage obtained by dividing the aggregate principal balance
of mortgage loans delinquent 60 days or more (including mortgage loans
delinquent 60 days or more and in foreclosure, in bankruptcy or REO
properties) by the aggregate principal balance of all of the mortgage loans,
in each case, as of the last day of the previous calendar month, exceeds (B)
36.00% of the Senior Enhancement Percentage for the prior distribution
date; or . . .

In our example model, we will implement the trigger test and use a proxy
delinquency curve.

LOSS

Prospectuses often use the Public Securities Association’s standard curves to incor-
porate performance related attributes into amortization. For loss, this takes the form
of the SDA. The standard SDA curve is 100% SDA, which assumes an increase of
0.02% annual default in the first 29 months (starting with 0.02%), a level 0.60%
annual default for months 30 to 60, and then a decrease of 0.0095% annual default
for months 61 to 120, and finally a level 0.03% for months 121 through 360. The
SDA curve takes on various stressed instantiations by multiplying the annual default
rates by a multiple and naming the curve in a percentage format. For example, 200%
SDA multiplies all annual default rates by a factor of two. When graphed, the 100%
SDA curve should look like Figure 3.3.

F IGURE 3.3 100% SDA as created by the
Public Securities Association.
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This single default curve is built off data on U.S. thirty-year mortgages. It is
crafted with annual default rates that are applied against current balance. If the
deal is being modeled monthly, then these rates must be converted to monthly rates.
Only in very rare circumstances should a transaction be completely analyzed only off
this curve. Even if the collateral is all U.S. thirty-year mortgages, a comprehensive
default analysis should be done to create curves for relevant cohorts. In particular,
most modern mortgage transactions have a floating rate collateral, which will exhibit
different loss patterns than a fixed rate collateral.

Why are SDAs even used? Prospectuses use them to give readers an understanding
of how loss would have an impact on the deal if it occurred. It’s more focused on
how the debt that is offered by the prospectus would perform under loss situations.
An important value for reverse engineers is having the prospectus include liability
performance under standard loss assumptions, which allows the reverse engineer to
calibrate their model to make sure it is correct. This is a topic we will focus on in
Chapter 6.

In the example transaction we are reverse engineering there is no loss assumption.
In the absence of such an assumption we will create one in this chapter and build the
functionality into the amortization engine to test the flow of funds later.

PREPAYMENT

As with loss, many prospectuses rely on the Public Securities Association for prepay-
ment assumptions. The Public Securities Association created a standard prepayment
curve called the PSA curve. One-hundred percent PSA assumes prepayment rates of
0.2% CPR in the first month following origination of the mortgage loans (not the
pool) and an additional 0.2% CPR in each succeeding month until the 30th month.

F IGURE 3.4 100% PSA as created by the Public Securities
Association.
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In the 30th month and beyond, 100% PSA assumes a fixed annual prepayment rate
of 6.0% CPR. Figure 3.4 depicts the standard 100% PSA curve.

Similar to SDA, PSA can be stressed by multiples and is referred to in percentages
depending on the stress. For example, 200% PSA doubles the CPR at every month.

In general, prospectuses take a similar approach to prepayment as they do with
loss. A reader will often see PSA used even though it may not have any relevance to
the current or expected prepayment environment. The PSA curves are implemented
to demonstrate the debt’s sensitivity to prepayments. This is particularly obvious in
agency deals from entities like Freddie Mac, where planned amortization class (PAC)
and targeted amortization class (TAC) bonds are sold with duration as a primary
motivator.

In our example transaction, the deal structurer created a custom prepayment
curve. The curve is described on page S-72 with an excerpt of the relevant text here:

The model used in this prospectus supplement (referred to as the Prepayment
Assumption in this prospectus supplement) assumes 100% of the Fixed-Rate
Prepayment Vector. The “Fixed-Rate Prepayment Vector” assumes a con-
stant prepayment rate, or CPR, of 4% per annum in the first month of the life
of such mortgage loans and an additional approximately 1.727% per annum
(precisely 19%/11) in each month thereafter until the 11th month. Begin-
ning in the 12th month and in each month thereafter during the life of such
mortgage loans, the Fixed-Rate Prepayment Vector assumes a CPR of 23%.

As one can see this curve has a similar “ramp” as PSA, but it is much faster with
a steeper slope. See Figure 3.5 for a graphical representation.

F IGURE 3.5 A graphical representation of the prepayment
curves used by the CMLT example deal.
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F IGURE 3.6 The prospectus supplement tests
various prepayment scenarios from 50% to
200% of the CMLT curve.

This prepayment curve is also given possible stress scenarios where the “Fixed-
Rate Prepayment Vector” is reduced or increased by a percentage. We will want to
test each of the prepayment scenarios seen in Figure 3.6.

RECOVERY

Nearly every collateralized transaction on Wall Street demands a perfection of inter-
est in the collateral. With such legal rights, assets can be seized if the obligor defaults
on payment and the asset sold to recover any remaining balance. These recovered
amounts are transmitted to the trusts and can be used in multiple ways depending on
the exact wording of the documentation. Some documentation directs the recoveries
as excess yield, whereas others direct it as principal.

We will see in the example transaction that there are detailed directions for
recovered monies, but no indication of how much can be recovered from defaulted
mortgages or how long it may take to receive the recovery. The preferred method of
determining these rates and lags is if the originator can provide data specific to their
historic recoveries. Like loss and prepayment data, recovery data should be analyzed
in cohorts. Logical cohorts for recovery include geographic region and property
type. Without such data, a reverse engineer can still try to estimate recoveries based
on appraisal values if known, home price appreciation/depreciation studies (such as
those produced by Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight [OFHEO]), and
rating agency market value decline rates. Regional analysis can be done to determine
the time it takes to foreclose and whether there is a judicial process or a fast track
system.

CREATING CASH FLOW

With a conceptual understanding of what must be done, we can now move on
towards implementation. The first step is determining what level of data to use: rep
lines or loan level. Although the decision is more complicated if the deal is revolving
in nature, the example transaction is a term deal, meaning that the asset pool we
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FIGURE 3.7 The prospectus supplement provides numerous rep lines that allow the reverse engineer
to create asset amortization.

start with cannot be added to after closing. For this we will want to do a loan level
amortization if we have such data from a source like Loan Performance. However,
most individuals do not have the luxury of such a database and are forced to use rep
lines.

Most prospectus supplements have some representation of the pool. In our
example transaction this is in the Annex on page II-1. Figure 3.7 depicts a snapshot
of the rep lines. Note the column on the left that denotes the loan group. Each
loan group has rep lines that summarize the loans. A rep line is an aggregation of
similar loans into one loan. Our approach to reverse engineering the collateral cash
flows will be to amortize each rep line to produce an amortization schedule and
then aggregate all the rep loans’ amortization schedules. At the same time, we will
incorporate prepayment, default, and recovery functionality.

A COMPLEX IMPLEMENTATION

This will be a complex section to those unfamiliar with VBA. There were multiple
considerations that went into the design of this chapter. I wanted to provide you
with a method more powerful than amortizing a single rep line, yet I did not want
to deter those of you without programming backgrounds.

The end result is a chapter that is heavily in favor of readers with basic VBA
programming skills, but straightforward enough for a nonprogramming reader to
implement without completely understanding the code. My personal philosophy
with VBA is to only use it when it is absolutely necessary. To be able to amortize
an unlimited number of loans, it is necessary. However, it is taught with a limited
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number of programming concepts to not overwhelm the reader. For a thorough
understanding of VBA and code writing, I recommend purchasing a separate book
that is dedicated to teaching this topic. Otherwise, the final code at the end of the
chapter can simply be copied into the Visual Basic Editor (VBE) with the provided
instructions and used without complete understanding.

For those with beginning-to-intermediate VBA knowledge, this chapter will show
you a system of using VBA that is powerful and flexible. The approach is straight-
forward and relies on large subroutines to handle loan amortization. It is certainly
not as efficient or as elegant as implementing a methodology where a loan class is
created, but it is easy to understand and nonetheless very powerful. Advanced VBA
programmers may choose an alternative implementation, but the one provided is the
balance struck between having the ability to implement a loan level methodology
and appealing to a diverse range of readers’ skills.

MODEL BUILDER 3.1: ENTERING IN THE RAW
ASSET INFORMATION

1. The first step to implement the asset amortization is to prepare the area for
entering asset data. Create two new sheets and name one Group 1 – Assets and
the other Group 2 – Assets.

2. On the Group 1 – Assets sheet insert the following text in the respectively labeled
cells:

A1: Loan Number M1: Introductory Interest Rate
B1: Group I N1: Reset Frequency
C1: Original Balance O1: Initial Cap
D1: Current Balance P1: Subsequent Cap
E1: Original Term Q1: Ceiling
F1: Remaining Term R1: IO Expiration Date
G1: Seasoning S1: Per to IO Expiration
H1: Provided Payment T1: Prepay Flag
I1: Fixed Rate U1: Default Flag
J1: Index Description V1: Recovery Rate
K1: Index Flag W1: Recovery Lag
L1: Margin

3. Column A contains a number count of the representative assets. Start by entering
1 in cell A2 and continue growing by one for each asset. There are 55 assets in
Group 1.

4. Column B contains a marker for noting whether the representative asset is part
of Group 1 or Group 2. Enter a 1 for Group 1 and copy it down for all 55 assets.
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5. Column C contains the Original Balance of the assets. Notice that the Original
Balance is not available, but instead we have the Aggregate Principal Balance.
We will assume that the Aggregate Principal Balance is both the Original Balance
and the Current Balance. Copy the Aggregate Principal Balances for each asset
for Group 1 from the Prospectus Supplement and paste the values starting in cell
C2 and going down each row. Make sure to only copy the first 55 assets because
Group 1 and Group 2 are combined in the prospectus supplement. Column
D contains the Current Balance, which is the same as the Original Balance
in this case. Copy the Original Balance data and paste the values into cells
D2:D56.

6. Because we are assuming that each asset has the same balance for Original and
Current Balance, the original and remaining term will also be the same. Copy
the Remaining Amortization Term to Maturity (in Months) from the prospectus
supplement and paste the values starting in cell E2 and going down each row.
Copy the Original Term data and paste the values into cells F2:F56.

7. Note that although we are assuming the same Original and Current Balance and
original and current term, the assets are not new. The seasoning of the assets will
be required to determine each asset’s interest, default, and prepay rate. Copy the
Age (in Months) from the prospectus and paste the values starting in cell G2 and
going down each row.

8. In cells H2:H56, enter a 0. There is no provided payment. If there were a payment
that was already provided for each asset we would enter it here. The code we
will implement will pick up any value greater than 0 to use as the payment. If 0
is entered then it will calculate a payment.

9. In cells I2:I56, paste the values from the Gross Mortgage Rate (%) section of the
prospectus supplement. Make sure the values are in percentage format otherwise
later calculations will be very wrong.

10. The example transaction has all fixed rate products, which simplifies the ex-
planation. However, we will still build in the necessary functionality to accept
variable rate products. For now enter N/A for all cells in the range J2:J56. In all
cells for the range K2:M56, enter 0. You may want to format the Margin and
Introductory interest rates as percentages now.

11. For cells N2:Q56, enter the value of 1. Because the assets are all fixed rate none
of these assumptions will be used, but it is better to make sure that there are no
caps (1 essentially means the cap is 100%) rather than keeping the default value
at 0 where no interest is charged.

12. Column R contains the Interest Only (IO) Date if there is one. In our deal, we
have a few Group 2 loans that have IO terms, but no exact dates. For this reason
we will rely on a different column of data to determine IO parameters. Enter 0
for cells R2:R56. This can be formatted as a short date now for future use.

13. Column S contains the Periods to IO Expiration, which are the number of
months an interest-only asset has until it begins to pay principal. As there are
no IO loans in Group 1, as can be seen from the Remaining IO Term (months)
on the prospectus supplement, a 0 should be entered in cells S2:S56. Do not
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enter N/A if there is no IO period (as the prospectus shows); the code we will
implement will not understand text in this column.

14. Columns T, U, V, and W are where the performance assumptions are integrated.
We will discuss this functionality more later, but for now we have to understand
that we will be entering reference flags for default and prepayment assumptions
and actual recovery rates and lags for each asset. A reference flag is a number that
refers to the curve that will be used for the specific asset or rep line. For instance,
entering a 1 for the default flag for an asset indicates that the asset will be run
using the first lost curve. In cells T2:T56, enter 2 in each cell. In cells U2:U56,
enter 1 in each cell. In cells V2:V56, enter an initial recovery assumption of 30%
in each cell. And finally, in cells W2:56, enter a recovery lag of 12 for each cell.
We will definitely come back to how these are used later as these settings are
incredibly important for proper amortization. So far the Group 1 – Assets sheet
should look similar to the cut-out portion shown in Figure 3.8. Note that this
figure only shows 8 lines of the full sheet. Make sure there are exactly 55 assets
for Group 1 that come from Annex II in the prospectus supplement.

15. The final step is to name cells in row 1 for selected fields. This is critical for the
code that will be written later. Name the following cells with the corresponding
name:

A1: strt_gp1_Data M1: strt_gp1_OrgRate
C1: strt_gp1_OrgBal N1: strt_gp1_ResetFreq
D1: strt_gp1_CurBal O1: strt_gp1_PCap
E1: strt_gp1_OrgTerm P1: strt_gp1_SubsCap
F1: strt_gp1_RTerm Q1: strt_gp1_Ceiling
G1: strt_gp1_Season S1: strt_gp1_IO
H1: strt_gp1_ProvPMT T1: strt_gp1_PPayFlag
I1: strt_gp1_IR U1: strt_gp1_DefFlag
K1: strt_gp1_Index V1: strt_gp1_RcvyRate
L1: strt_gp1_Margins W1: strt_gp1_RcvyLag

F IGURE 3.8 The prospectus supplement asset information is transferred directly to the example
model.
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16. This process must be repeated for the Group II loans on the sheet Group 2 –
Assets. Copy the information for all Group II loans starting with the last rep
line from page II-1. The process will be identical as for Group 1, but there is
one nuance. There are loans with active IO periods in Group II. For the loans
that have remaining IO periods, enter the values as they are in the prospectus
supplement. Also, make sure to name the first row of cells similarly, except
changing the convention gp1 to gp2.

So far all we have done was enter the raw data for each loan with references to
default and prepayment assumptions. The next step is to actually create the default
and prepayment assumptions. These will be done on separate sheets and are described
in the next Model Builder section, 3.2

MODEL BUILDER 3.2: ENTERING IN THE DEFAULT
AND PREPAYMENT ASSUMPTIONS

1. Deterministic models, such as the one we are building, use default curves to
estimate default amounts. We have discussed that there can be multiple loss
curves depending on different criteria. We now need to set up a system for
managing an unlimited number of loss curves. Create a new worksheet and
name it Loss Curves. Enter the text Loss Curves in cell A1.

2. Enter the text Period in cell A7. Below, in cell A8, enter 0 and continue to grow
this value by one in each cell a row below. Cell A9 should contain 1, cell A10 2,
and so on. Continue this process for 500 rows until you reach cell A508.

3. In cell C5 enter a 1 and continue entering growing integers by increments of one
across the sheet. Cell D5 should contain a 2, cell E5 a 3, and so on. This process
can go on to the limits of the sheet, but for the purposes of the example model
continue this until column L so there is the option for ten possible loss curves.

4. Cell C7 holds a designation of the interval for the loss curve. For the most part
this is usually done on a monthly basis, but we should have an area to denote
if it is on a different interval. Enter the text Monthly in each cell of the range
C7:L7.

5. What we have set up so far are the boundaries for a matrix of loss curves. We
can insert ten possible loss curves that each go out 500 periods. For now we
are going to leave the loss assumption empty so enter a 0 for the range of cells
C9:L508. Note that there is no loss assumption for period 0.

6. The default curves that should be entered here must be on a monthly, non-
cumulative basis. Advanced functionality could be built in to handle various
default curves, but for now the code that will be created accepts curves that are
noncumulative. To be able to quickly compare two curves we should sum up
each loss curve in row 6. In cell C6 enter the following formula:

=SUM(C9:C500)
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Copy and paste this formula into the range of cells C6:L6. This completes the
Loss Curves sheet. You may want to format the sheet with borders and fill in as
I have done in the completed model.

7. There are a few cells we will have to name for use in the upcoming amor-
tization code. Name cell B9 strt_Default and the range of cells C9:L508
rng_DefaultCurveTable.

8. The next step is to enter prepayment curves. Theoretically you can have an
unlimited number of prepayment assumptions, but as we have seen from the
prospectus supplement there are only four prepayment assumptions assumed.
These prepayment assumptions can fit on the Vectors sheet we created earlier.
Go to the Vectors sheet and label the following cells with the corresponding
text:

V6: Prepayments
V7: SMM 1
W7: SMM 2
X7: SMM 3
Y7: SMM 4
Z6: Prepay in CPR Form
Z7: CPR 1
AA7: CPR 2
AB7: CPR 3
AC7: CPR 4

9. Prior to entering any values for the prepayment curves, we have to create a
number of items on the Inputs page to simplify model use later. Go to the Inputs
sheet and enter the following text in the corresponding cells:

G21: Fixed Prepayment Curve
G22: Initial
G24: Period 12 and After

10. Notice that cell G23 was not addressed in Step 9. This is because we will have
some special functionality with this cell. Enter the value 11 in cell G23. Now right
click and select Format Cells. On the Number tab select Custom for Category.
Type the following for the Type (make sure to include the quote marks):

"Up to Period (Incremental)"

Click OK. Cell G23 should now read “Up to Period 11 (Incremental), however,
when the cell is active the value in the formula bar should be 11. Name cell G23
struc_PpayIncPd. This is a trick that many financial modelers use to be able to
reference a number, but have more description in the cell.
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FIGURE 3.9 The prepayment vector
parameters are entered into the Inputs
sheet.

11. We know the values to create the prepayment curve from page S-72 (refer
to Figure 35). From the prospectus wording, we can calculate that the 100%
Fixed-Prepayment Vector begins with 4.0% CPR in the first month. Enter the
value 4.0% in cell H22. Name this cell struc_PpayInit. After the first month
the prospectus states that an additional 1.727% or precisely 19%/11 should be
added to the previous month up to month 11. Enter the formula =0.19/11 in
cell H23. Name this cell struc_PpayInc. Finally, for month 12 and beyond, the
prospectus states that the 100% Fixed-Prepayment Vector should assume 23%.
Enter 23.0% in Cell H24. Name this cell struc_PpayFinal. So far this section
should look like Figure 3.9.

You should be very aware of a few phrases and concepts in this paragraph.
The first two phrases are “in the first month of the life” and “in each month
thereafter.” The most obvious point that this phrase makes is that the prepay-
ment vector is a monthly assumption. If we switch the periodicity of this model,
we must be cognizant that this prepayment vector is created monthly. Second,
the term “of the life” is important because this prepayment vector is created for
every period of a loan. If a loan is brand new it will start in month 1, however,
a seasoned loan must start on its appropriate point on the curve. Recall that we
have seasoned loans and must make sure the correct prepayment rate is applied
to them. The next phrase that is important is “per annum.” The assumptions
provided are in CPR form, which is an annual representation, and must be con-
verted to a monthly representation, or SMM, for a monthly model. Keep this in
mind when we return to the Vectors sheet.

12. Prior to going back to the Vectors sheet, we must add inputs for the possible
prepayment stress cases that the prospectus assumes. Enter the following labels
in the corresponding cells:

I19: Prepayment Scenarios
I20: I
I21: II
I22: III
I23: IV

13. The prospectus supplement assumes three other prepayment scenarios: 50%,
150%, and 200%. These scenarios are based on multiplying the monthly CPR
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values of the 100% curve, created using the parameters in Step 9, by the pre-
payment scenario values. To prepare for this enter the following values in the
corresponding cells:

J20: 50%
J21: 100%
J22: 150%
J23: 200%

Name cell J20 scen_PrepayOne, J21 scen_PrepayTwo, J22 scen_PrepayThree,
and J23 scen_PrepayFour.

14. Now go back to the Vectors sheet so we can actually start creating the prepay-
ment curves. In cell AA9, enter the following formula:

=IF(A9=1,struc_PpayInit,IF(A9<=struc_PpayIncPd,
AA8+struc_PpayInc,struc_PpayFinal))

This formula first checks to see if the period is the first period. If it is the first
period, then first month prepayment assumption should be used. If the period
is past the first period, then the formula checks to see if the period is less than
or equal to 11 periods. If this is the case, it adds the incremental increase to
the previous period’s rate. If the period is anything else (essentially period 12
and beyond) the formula uses the fixed final prepayment assumption. Copy and
paste this formula over the range of cells AA9:AA508.

15. In cell Z9, enter the following formula:

=AA9*scen_PrepayOne

This cell will stress the 100% case by the first prepayment scenario on the Inputs
sheet. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells Z9:Z508.

16. Step 14 should be repeated for the other two remaining prepayment scenarios:
150% and 200%. Enter the following formulas in the corresponding cells:

AB9: =AA9*scen_PrepayThree
AC9: =AA9*scen_PrepayFour

Copy and paste these formulas over the range of cells AB9:AB508 and cells
AC9:AC508, appropriately.

17. As mentioned earlier we must make sure to convert the CPR rates to SMM.
Enter the following formula in V9:

=1-(1-Z9)ˆ(1/12)
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FIGURE 3.10 The prepayment vectors are created in the example model on the Vectors sheet.

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells V9:Y508. For code func-
tionality later name cell U9 strt_Prepay and cells V9:Y508 ppay_Table. Thus
far the prepayment area on the Vectors sheet should look like Figure 3.10.

18. The default and prepayment assumptions are nearly complete, but we would like
a quick way to further stress the curves, perhaps by a multiple. On the Inputs
sheet enter the following text in the corresponding cells:

D11: Default Multiple
D12: Prepayment Multiple

In cells E11 and E12, enter 1.0 for now, which is a base unstressed assumption.
Name cell E11 loss_Mult and cell E12 ppay_Mult. The cells may need to be
formatted as in the example model.

MODEL BUILDER 3.3: INTEREST RATES AND
ADDIT IONAL ASSET AMORTIZATION INPUTS

1. A number of items remain to prepare for the amortization code. One consid-
eration we have allowed is variable rate loans. Although we do not have any
variable rate loans in the prospectus supplement, many transactions require this
functionality. Interest rate assumptions should be stored on the Vectors sheet.
Enter the text Interest Rates in cell G6 and enter 1M Libor in cell G7. The
range of cells G9:G508 requires an interest rate assumption. For now copy and
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paste the values from the example model into this range. Finally name cell G8
strt_AssetFloat1 for code use later.

2. Another standard assumption that is useful for any reverse engineer is the SDA
assumption. As discussed earlier, many prospectuses use SDA and SDA stress
scenarios on assets. Enter the following text in the corresponding cells:

R6: Defaults
R7: 50% SDA
S7: 100% SDA
T7: 150% SDA

The derivation of 100% SDA was described previously and can be implemented
here. However, to save time it is acceptable to copy the values in the range of
cells R9:T508 of the example model. At this point the Vectors sheet is complete.
I recommend for readability that you format the sheet like the example model.

3. Back on the Inputs sheet there are a few final items to complete before we can
move on to the amortization code. One item that will save time in the code later
is if we know if our asset pool contains all fixed rate loans. If this is the case
we do not have to load up many floating rate assumptions. In cell B11, enter
the text Assets Fixed/Floating. We want the user to select Fixed, Variable, or
Custom. The best way to do this is by implementing a data validation list. Go
to the Hidden sheet and enter the following text in the corresponding cells:

A15: IntStruc
A16: Fixed
A17: Variable
A18: Custom

Name the range of cells A16:A18 lst_FxdFlt. Go back to the Inputs sheet and in
cell C11, create a data validation list using the range lst_FxdFlt. Name this cell
assets_FxdFlt.

4. Another valuable item for use in the code is how many assets we have to amortize.
Because we have two loan groups we should parse each value out. Enter Total
Number of Group 1 Loans in cell B13 and Total Number of Group 2 Loans
in cell B14. Rather than entering a value each time we enter new assets on the
Group Assets sheets we should use a formula. Enter the following formulas in
cells C13 and C14, respectively:

C13: =COUNT(‘Group 1 - Assets’!A2:A65536)
C14: =COUNT(‘Group 2 - Assets’!A2:A65536)

Name cell C13 gbl_LoanID1 and cell C14 gbl_LoanID2.
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5. Finally, there is one other assumption to include, which may or may not
be used in the modeling: Servicer Advances. For most transactions the ser-
vicers must advance delinquent interest and principal payments. Page S-9 in-
troduces this concept under the section titled “P&I Advances” and is excerpted
here:

P&I Advances

The servicer is required to advance delinquent payments of principal
and interest on the mortgage loans, subject to the limitations described
under “Description of the Certificates—P&I Advances” in this prospec-
tus supplement. The servicer is entitled to be reimbursed for these ad-
vances, and therefore these advances are not a form of credit enhance-
ment.

However, as can be read, servicer advances are not forms of credit enhancement
because they should be fully reimbursable when cash is available. The other
problem with servicer advances is found when we explore the section “Descrip-
tion of the Certificates—P&I Advances” in detail. This section, on page S-104
of the prospectus supplement, states that the servicer may not have to advance
monies if they believe the advance may be nonrecoverable. The relevant wording
is excerpted here:

. . . except to the extent the servicer determines any such advance to be
nonrecoverable from future payments on the mortgage loan for which
such advance was made.

If this is the case then there is no guarantee that the servicer must make an
advance on any specific shortfall. Combined with this problem is the idea that if
the servicer defaults there would be no advance. For all these reasons the benefit
of including servicer advances is questionable.

Regardless, we will build in the option for servicer advances. Enter the text
Servicer Advances in cell B15 of the Inputs sheet. A data validation list should
also be used here to select Yes or No. Go to the Hidden sheet and enter the
following text in the corresponding cells:

C15: YesNo
C16: Yes
C17: No

Name the range of cells C16:C17 lst_YesNo. Go back to the Inputs sheet
and create a data validation list in cell C15 using the range lst_YesNo. Name
cell C15 gbl_ServicerAdv. The Securitization Inputs section should look like
Figure 3.11.
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F IGURE 3.11 Controls relating the assets are stored on the Inputs sheet.

MODEL BUILDER 3.4: INTRODUCING VBA AND MOVING DATA
IN AND OUT OF THE MODEL

1. With all the necessary inputs created, we are ready to utilize the power and
flexibility of VBA code to create cash flow. Most of the work in this section
will be created in the VBE, where code is written to perform calculations and
interact with the worksheets. Activate the VBE by pressing Alt-F11. There are
four primary windows that we should have an understanding about before
giving specific code instructions: the Project Window, the Properties Window,
the Code Window, and the Watch Window. Figure 3.12 shows the VBE with all
four windows open. If one of the windows is not open on your system you can
open it by selecting the View menu and left-clicking on the window name you
want shown.

Project Window: This is where a user selects the object they want to work with
in the VBE. The most top-level item is the project that we are working in,
which is denoted by statement VBAProject ([FILENAME]). The filename
is whatever name the workbook has been saved under. There will be two files
of objects within the VBA project that will be part of the example model:
Microsoft Excel Objects and Modules. The Microsoft Excel Objects should
already be created and lists the sheets and the workbook itself. We can write
code that is related to specific sheets or the workbook itself, but all the code
written for this project is in modules. The default setting for Excel workbooks
is to have no modules, so we must insert at least one to view the Modules file.
Do this by going to the Insert menu and left-clicking on Module. A module is
where code is stored.

Properties Window: This window changes properties of objects in the VBE.
We will only use it to change the names of the modules to make them
more relevant and easy to identify. Make sure Module1 is selected by left-
clicking on it in the Project Window and then left-click on the Name: section
in the Properties Window. Delete the name Module1 and replace it with
Loader_Data1.

Code Window: The large window that takes up most of the screen is where
VBA code is written. A different code window will appear for every module
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in the Project Window, so be cognizant of which module is selected. Also,
to select a module you must double left-click on the module to activate it.
Double left-click on the module LoaderData1. You can see the name of the
module that is selected on the top of the VBE window.

Watch Window: The watch window is used to see the values that code is return-
ing. It is a good auditing tool that we will use later in the chapter.

2. So far we have explained the layout of the VBE and created and named a single
module. We will be working in multiple modules to stay organized, so we should
create them and name them now. Repeat the process described in Step 1 to insert
and name the following modules:

Loader_Data2
Loader_Rates
Amortizer_Assets1
Amortizer_Assets2
Main
Global_Functions

We should now take a moment to think about our overall goal and the process
that we need to implement. My philosophy in using VBA is to only use it when
it is necessary. For this reason, we will only use it to create the asset cash flow
as this requires multiple calculations for each loan, each period. The liability
waterfall will be done on the Excel sheet. To create the asset cash flow efficiently
we need to take the data that we know about the loans, which is contained on
the Excel worksheets, load that data into a useable VBA form, perform loan
amortization calculations, and export the completed schedules back to Excel
worksheets. Although it is possible to create code that performs calculations on
the Excel worksheets, this is an inefficient method that causes the code to run
very slowly. As we work through each module the overall process will become
clearer. For now, the next step is to jump right in and create code for the
Loader_Data1 module.

3. Double left click on the Loader_Data1 module to make sure it is selected. The
first step we need to do is create space in VBA’s memory to store the data from
the Excel sheet. This is done by creating code that loads the data from the Excel
ranges to VBA arrays. Arrays are created by making up a name for the array
followed by a () and then an optional declaration of a variable type. Declaring
variable types are important because different types of variables take up different
amounts of memory. If a variable is not declared then it will become a variant
type, which takes up the most amount of memory. We will also use the Public
statement in the beginning, as we will want to access the arrays in other modules.
Although the code can be copied directly from the example model, I recommend
that you type all the code out. Enter the code provided here in the Code Window
for the Loader_Data1 module. Note that all code has been formatted for easy
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text viewing, which may make the spacing look different then what is in the
VBE. Try to space the code in the VBE so it is easily readable, but be careful
how you use underscores to break lines up.

Option Explicit
Public gp1OrgBalArray() As Double, gp1CurBalArray() As
Double, gp1ProvPmtArray() As Double, gp1FxdRateArray()
As Double, gp1RcvyRateArray() As Double, gp1AssetFloatArray()
As Double, gp1MarginArray() As Double, gp1IntroRateArray()
As Double, gp1InitCapArray() As Double, gp1SubCapArray()
As Double, gp1CeilingArray() As Double

Public gp1OrgTermArray() As Long, gp1RtermArray() As Long,
gp1SeasonArray() As Long, gp1RcvyLagArray() As Long,
gp1IndexArray() As Long, gp1ResetFreqArray() As Long,
gp1IOPdsArray() As Long

4. The next step is to create the first subroutine for the model. There are two main
types of code that are written in VBA: subroutines and functions. A subroutine is
similar to writing out a list of commands that the computer executes. A function
returns a value when certain parameters are entered. The first subroutine sizes
the arrays correctly and then fills them with the data from the Excel sheets. The
first step to accomplish this is to initialize the subroutine, declare variables, and
then assign values to the variables. This process is shown in the next section of
code here.

‘**************************************************************
‘ Written by Keith Allman 03/01/07
‘ This module loads up the data from the data tape
‘
‘**************************************************************

Sub LoadData1()

Dim j As Long, k As Long, m As Long
Dim TotalPeriods As Long, TotalLoans1 As Long

‘ Assign values to size arrays
TotalPeriods = Range("gbl_TotalPeriods")
TotalLoans1 = Range("gbl_LoanID1")

The code does a number of things. The subroutine was initialized by using
the Sub command with the name LoadData1, followed by open and close
parentheses. Two variables were assigned values by writing the variable name,
an equal sign, and then a reference to a value on the sheet. The references here
use named ranges from the Excel sheet. Also notice that there is green text in the
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example model that begins with an apostrophe. These are comments to help code
readers understand what each section does. They do not have an impact on the
actual code in anyway. The other nuance to notice is the use of the underscore,
which is used after a space in the code so a continuous code statement can be
continued to the next line down.

5. In Step 4, we declared and assigned values to the variables TotalPeriods
and TotalLoans1. The purpose of this next step is to size arrays. Whereas
we declared the arrays earlier in Step 3, we did not create the size for them.
Most of the arrays for Loan Group 1 come from the Group 1 – Assets sheet,
where the size depends on the number of loans. In VBA, we size arrays with
variables using the ReDim statement. Notice in the code here we use the ReDim
statement, the name of the array, and then insert sizing parameters between the
parentheses.

‘ Declare standard arrays sized by loans
ReDim gp1OrgBalArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1CurBalArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1OrgTermArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1RtermArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1SeasonArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1ProvPmtArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1FxdRateArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1RcvyRateArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1RcvyLagArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)

‘ Declare optional arrays
ReDim gp1IndexArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1AssetFloatArray(0 To TotalPeriods, 2)
ReDim gp1MarginArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1IntroRateArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1ResetFreqArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1InitCapArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1SubCapArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1CeilingArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)
ReDim gp1IOPdsArray(1 To TotalLoans1, 0)

We could have used numbers to size the arrays and the Dim statement, but be-
cause the number of periods and total number of loans could change from
deal to deal, we should base the size on the variables we created. Every
time the number of periods and total number of loans are changed on the
Excel sheet and the subroutine run, the change will populate through the
code.

6. Just because we declared and sized the arrays, does not mean that the data exists
in the VBA’s memory. The next step introduces two powerful and straightfor-
ward techniques that allow users to read in data: FOR-NEXT loops and OFFSET.
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The first technique, FOR-NEXT loops perform a section of code repetitively, until
the loop’s limit is reached. The beginning of the first FOR-NEXT loop can be seen
in the code here.

‘**************************************************************
*****************************************
‘ GLOBAL ARRAY READER
‘**************************************************************
*****************************************

‘ Read arrays based on TotalLoans1

For j = 1 To TotalLoans1
gp1OrgBalArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_OrgBal").Offset(j, 0)
gp1CurBalArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_CurBal").Offset(j, 0)
gp1OrgTermArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_OrgTerm").Offset(j, 0)
gp1RtermArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_Rterm").Offset(j, 0)
gp1SeasonArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_Season").Offset(j, 0)
gp1ProvPmtArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_ProvPMT").Offset(j, 0)
gp1FxdRateArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_IR").Offset(j, 0)
gp1RcvyRateArray(j, 0)= Range("strt_gp1_RcvyRate").Offset(j, 0)
gp1RcvyLagArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_RcvyLag").Offset(j, 0)
gp1IOPdsArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_IO").Offset(j, 0)

Notice that a counter variable j is used to start the loop. The statement starts j
as 1 and increases it by 1 every time the code reaches a Next j. When the NEXT
statement is reached, the order the code is run loops back to the beginning of the
FOR statement. However, on the next iteration j becomes a 2. Once j reaches
the value of TotalLoans1 the FOR-NEXT loop will stop and the code progresses
below the NEXT statement.

What occurs in between the FOR and NEXT statement is incredibly impor-
tant. Notice the first line of code below the FOR statement:

gp1OrgBalArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_OrgBal").Offset(j, 0)

In this section of code, we are loading up values into the array gp1OrgBal-
Array. We are creating a two-dimensional array, which goes down by rows.
VBA uses its own sense of data ordering by starting with 0 and creating one
dimensional arrays on a horizontal basis. Because of this standard we will want
to create the data in a way that is easy to understand and manipulate. Here we
use the counter variable j, which starts at 1 and grows. For example, in the first
iteration of the loop, if j was equal to 1, then we would be filling up the first
row (single column as the column value is 0) of gp1OrgBalArray. The value
that it would be is derived from the Offset method.
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The Offset method in VBA works similar to the Offset function in
Excel. Offset in VBA takes an object, such as a cell reference (in this case
the named cell strt_gp1_OrgBal) as an anchor reference point and points to
data depending on the value of the Offset. In this case we use the same counter
variable j to determine the value of the Offset. As j increases and creates
the order in the VBA array it also moves down the Excel sheet and reads in the
data that is being Offset from the anchor value. This process continues for every
array until the FOR-NEXT loop terminates.

7. There is a statement in the FOR-NEXT loop, the IF-THEN statement, which is
used to build in efficiency. IF-THEN statements in VBA work similarly to the
IF function in Excel. Look at the continuation of the code as depicted here.

‘ If assets are variable rate or have a floating/
custom structure additional fields are read
If Range("assets_FxdFlt") <> "Fixed" Then
gp1IndexArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_Index").Offset(j, 0)
gp1MarginArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_Margins").Offset(j, 0)
gp1IntroRateArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_OrgRate").Offset(j, 0)
gp1ResetFreqArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_ResetFreq").Offset(j, 0)
gp1InitCapArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_PCap").Offset(j, 0)
gp1SubCapArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_SubsCap").Offset(j, 0)
gp1CeilingArray(j, 0) = Range("strt_gp1_Ceiling").Offset(j, 0)
End If

Next j

The IF-THEN statement tests whether or not the cell named assets_FxdFlt
has a value of Fixed. If the loans are not only fixed rate, then it proceeds to load
up the floating rate arrays. Notice that the symbols <>were used to denote “does
not equal” in the conditional statement. This allows us to only have to write
one conditional statement because we have two alternatives to fixed rate assets:
variable and custom. IF-THEN statements in VBA must always be finished off
with an End If statement. If this is omitted then the subroutine will not compile
and an error will be generated. Also notice that the FOR-NEXT loop is finished
off at the bottom with the Next statement.

8. Two final lines of code complete the LoadData1 subroutine, as seen in the code
after this paragraph. The first line is used to control the Status Bar on the Excel
sheet. The Status Bar is the bottom left area of the Excel workbook that typically
says “Ready” or “Calculate” if the sheet has not been calculated. This can be
changed by VBA to inform model users of the current progress of a macro. In
this subroutine, we only inform readers that loan data is loading. Later we will
see how to show looping progress in the Status Bar. Finally, every subroutine
must end with an End Sub, which is declared at the bottom.

Application.StatusBar = "Loading Loan Data . . ."
End Sub
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9. Steps 1 through 8 should be replicated for a new subroutine named LoadData2
that should be saved in the Loader_Data2 module. The difference between the
two is that all the arrays and variables that contain gp1 (a convention for Group
1), should be converted to gp2. Because this was done on the Excel sheets the
changed code will pick up and run completely new arrays of potentially different
sizes and values.

MODEL BUILDER 3.5: LOADING LOAN PERFORMANCE
ASSUMPTIONS INTO VBA

1. The next step is to create a subroutine to load up the prepayment and default
assumptions from the sheet. Because of the size and uniformity of the data, we
will use a slightly different technique to load this data. However, many of the
techniques remain the same. Begin by declaring more public arrays at the top of
the Loader_Rates module. Here is the code that should be entered.

Option Explicit
Public gp1PrepayRange() As Double
Public gp1DefaultRange() As Double
Public gp2PrepayRange() As Double
Public gp2DefaultRange() As Double

This code creates four sets of arrays: prepayment and default arrays for both
loan groups.

2. The next step is to comment the module, initialize it with the Sub statement,
and declare standard variables. The standard variables are counter variables for
loops and the ultimate loop limits for total loans in each group and the total
periods. There are two additional variables in this subroutine that are specialized
for performance: PrepayMultiple and DefaultMultiple. These will be
values that are used to stress the performance curves. These variables can be
seen in the next section of code here.

‘**************************************************************
‘ Written by Keith Allman 03/01/07
‘ This module loads up the prepay and default curves for each
loan
‘
‘**************************************************************

Sub LoadPpayDefRates()

Dim aLoans As Long, bLoans As Long, bPeriods As Long
Dim TotalPeriods As Long, TotalLoans1 As Long, TotalLoans2
As Long

Dim PrepayMultiple As Double, DefaultMultiple As Double
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3. After declaring the variables, we still need to point them to a location on the
Excel sheet where values can be read. This is done in the next section of code
here.

‘ Assign values to size arrays
TotalPeriods = Range("gbl_TotalPeriods")
TotalLoans1 = Range("gbl_LoanID1")
TotalLoans2 = Range("gbl_LoanID2")

‘ Assign values for stresses
PrepayMultiple = Range("ppay_Mult")
DefaultMultiple = Range("loss_Mult")

4. The following step, sizing arrays for performance data, causes confusion because
it is slightly different then before and takes advantage of multidimensional arrays
in VBA. Instead of sizing single arrays for each prepayment and default curve,
we size two giant arrays that are organized by loan and period. Essentially, there
will be a space for a unique loss and prepayment curve to be loaded up for
each loan. The code here shows that this is done using the ReDim statement as
before.

‘ Declare arrays for prepays and defaults
ReDim gp1PrepayRange(0 To TotalLoans1, 0 To TotalPeriods)
ReDim gp1DefaultRange(0 To TotalLoans1, 0 To TotalPeriods)
ReDim gp2PrepayRange(0 To TotalLoans2, 0 To TotalPeriods)
ReDim gp2DefaultRange(0 To TotalLoans2, 0 To TotalPeriods)

Notice once again that we size separate arrays for prepayments and defaults for
each loan group.

5. Step 4 sized arrays for each loan, but we also need a method to determine which
curve to assign to each loan. Earlier, on the Excel sheet, we created flags on the
Assets sheets that are numeric fields to be entered by the user to select curves
stored in the model. We must size arrays for these flags to automate the selection
process. The code here shows how this is done.

‘ Declare loan arrays for prepays and defaults
ReDim PrepayFlagArray1(1 To TotalLoans1, 0) As Long
ReDim DefFlagArray1(1 To TotalLoans1, 0) As Long
ReDim PrepayFlagArray2(1 To TotalLoans2, 0) As Long
ReDim DefFlagArray2(1 To TotalLoans2, 0) As Long

6. Up to this point, we have sized arrays for curves to be assigned to each loan and
to the flags to map the curves to loans, but we have yet to size an array for the
actual performance data. We will do this in a more efficient method than before,
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by sizing an array as a variant and taking in entire data tables at once. These
methods are shown in the code here.

‘ Define performance arrays for taking all loan data
Dim PrepayExcelRange As Variant
Dim DefaultExcelRange As Variant

‘ Assign arrays to ranges from workbook, which essen-
tially loads up all curve data
PrepayExcelRange = Range("ppay_Table")
DefaultExcelRange = Range("rng_DefaultCurveTable")

7. The next step in this subroutine is to read the data into the arrays that have just
been sized. We begin with the prepayment and default flags for both loan groups
as seen in the code here.

‘ Loop through each loan to determine which curve to use
For aLoans = 1 To TotalLoans1
PrepayFlagArray1(aLoans, 0) =
Range("strt_gp1_PPayFlag").Offset(aLoans, 0)
DefFlagArray1(aLoans, 0) =
Range("strt_gp1_DefFlag").Offset(aLoans, 0)
Next aLoans

For aLoans = 1 To TotalLoans2
PrepayFlagArray2(aLoans, 0) = Sheets("Group 2 -
Assets").Range("strt_gp2_PPayFlag").Offset(aLoans, 0)
DefFlagArray2(aLoans, 0) = Sheets("Group 2 -
Assets").Range("strt_gp2_DefFlag").Offset(aLoans, 0)
Next aLoans

8. The next major part of the code is where everything comes together. We in-
troduce two major concepts in this section of the code: using nested loops and
using arrays of VBA data that we just created. The code here starts by looping
through each loan and then each period for each loan. The purpose of this is to
fill the prepayment and default curve ranges for each loan for each period. We
have an array that contains all the curve data and an array that contains flags
for mapping loans to the curves. We then set the empty array that has been sized
for loans and periods to take in values based on references using the other two
arrays and a counter variable.

The counter variable locates the correct period from the performance arrays,
whereas the flag arrays locate the correct curve to use from the performance
arrays. Finally, the stressors are applied to each period as the percentages are
read into the organized array.

‘ Fill prepay and default arrays prior to computation
For bLoans = 1 To TotalLoans1
For bPeriods = 1 To TotalPeriods
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gp1PrepayRange(bLoans, bPeriods) = PrepayExcelRange
(bPeriods, PrepayFlagArray1(bLoans, 0)) * PrepayMultiple
gp1DefaultRange(bLoans, bPeriods) = DefaultExcelRange
(bPeriods,DefFlagArray1(bLoans, 0)) * DefaultMultiple
Next bPeriods
Next bLoans

For bLoans = 1 To TotalLoans2
For bPeriods = 1 To TotalPeriods
gp2PrepayRange(bLoans, bPeriods) = PrepayExcelRange
(bPeriods,PrepayFlagArray2(bLoans, 0)) * PrepayMultiple
gp2DefaultRange(bLoans, bPeriods) = DefaultExcelRange
(bPeriods,DefFlagArray2(bLoans, 0)) * DefaultMultiple
Next bPeriods
Next bLoans

End Sub

A few programming tips can be drawn from this example. The first is to be
mindful of the order of nested loops. The subroutine would be difficult to con-
ceptualize if we first looped through periods and then through loans. There is
even a chance that inefficiency can be introduced depending on which loops are
nested. The second programming concept to be mindful of is that we created
this subroutine in a specific order. We needed to dimension, size, and fill certain
arrays before we could use them in the code itself later.

9. Make sure to end the subroutine with an End Sub, which should automatically
be created when we entered the Sub statement.

MODEL BUILDER 3.6: GLOBAL FUNCTIONS

1. There are two functions that should be created prior to writing the main amor-
tization code. The reason for this is that functions run slowly when they are
called from the Excel library. We can speed code up if we create our own custom
functions. Of course the trade-off is the complexity of the function versus its
implementation. The two easiest functions to develop on your own are MIN and
MAX functions. These functions are created in the Global_Functions mod-
ule. Enter the code here in the Global_Functions module to create the MAX
function.

‘**************************************************************
‘General Max Function
‘**************************************************************
Function max(var1 As Variant, var2 As Variant, Optional var3
As Variant)
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If var1 >= var2 Then
max = var1

Else
max = var2

End If

If (Not IsMissing(var3)) Then
If max < var3 Then

max = var3
End If

End If

End Function

2. Now repeat the same for the MIN function but reverse all the less than or greater
than signs as seen in code here.

‘**************************************************************
‘General Min Function
‘**************************************************************
Function min(var1 As Variant, var2 As Variant,
Optional var3 As Variant)

If var1 <= var2 Then
min = var1

Else
min = var2

End If

If (Not IsMissing(var3)) Then
If min > var3 Then

min = var3
End If

End If

End Function

We can now use MAX and MIN later in our code for asset amortization.

MODEL BUILDER 3.7: LOAN-LEVEL ASSET AMORTIZATION

1. With all auxiliary modules to the asset amortization modules complete, now we
can actually create the asset amortization code. As with the loader subroutines,
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we will create the code for the first loan group and then repeat the process for the
second. Double left-click on the Amortizer_Assets1 module and begin the
preliminary code for the Amort1 subroutine. The code here shows how it begins.

Option Explicit
Public DayFactorArray() As Double
Sub Amort1()

‘**************************************************************
‘ Written by Keith Allman 03/01/07
‘ This is a custom amortization engine for fixed and
floating rate transactions.

‘
‘**************************************************************

2. Next, just as we did earlier in the beginning of most subroutines, we declare vari-
ables and assign values to some of them. This process is shown in the code here.

‘ Declare variables
Dim i As Long, j As Long, k As Long, m As Long, l As Long,
z As Long, d As Long, q As Long, u As Long,
TotalPeriods As Long, TotalLoans1 As Long
Dim FixedFloat As String, ServAdv As String

‘ Assign values to size arrays
TotalPeriods = Range("gbl_TotalPeriods")
TotalLoans1 = Range("gbl_LoanID1")

‘ Assign Values to run constants
FixedFloat = Range("assets_FxdFlt")
ServAdv = Range("gbl_ServicerAdv")

3. With a few key values loaded into the variables we can now start declaring arrays
as seen in the code here.

‘ Declare standard arrays sized by periods
ReDim DayFactorArray(0 To TotalPeriods, 0) As Double
ReDim PrepayArray(0 To TotalPeriods, 0) As Double
ReDim DefaultArray(0 To TotalPeriods, 0) As Double
ReDim CurRateArray(0 To TotalPeriods, 0) As Double
‘ Dim arrays for notional amort
ReDim NotionalBegBal(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim NotionalPMT(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim NotionalInt(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim NotionalPrin(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim NotionalEndBal(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim NotionalAmortFact(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
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We will use the ReDim statement for each array so we can make them dynamic.
The key to this section is to notice the names of the arrays that we are declaring,
as they give us an idea of what data we will fill them with. We will need a day
count factor for all the rates related to the collateral, the performance data, and
finally an array to store the current rate. We will go into more detail on the
current rate as we use it later in the code, but for now we should understand
that we need a space to store the current rate of each security, regardless of the
rates in the market.

The next section of arrays curiously begins with the word Notional. This
is because we are going to first amortize the loans assuming no prepayment and
default, and then introduce the performance factors to create the actual amor-
tization. There are six notional arrays. The first five are standard amortization
arrays: beginning balance, payment, interest, principal, and ending balance. The
final notional array is the payment factor, which is a fractional representation
of the notional amortizing balance.

4. The next section is to declare and size the arrays for the actual amortization as
shown in the code here. We will go through what each array means as we see it
in the body of the code later, but for now notice that the array is being sized by
the total number of periods.

‘ Dim arrays for actual calcs
ReDim ActualBegBal(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualNewDef(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualNewDefDelay(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualADB(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualLoss(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualIntPerf(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualIntAdv(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualPrinPerf(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualPrinAdv(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualRecovery(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualAdvOwed(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualPrepay(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualPrepayPen(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualDefRoll(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualPMT(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim ActualEndBal(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)

5. Once we have the arrays for actual amortization, there is another set of arrays
that are required. These are the aggregation arrays. Conceptually, we must loop
through each loan to get its amortization schedule. We could technically figure
out a way to do this by making cumulative arrays, but to aid in auditing, it is
preferred to have separate arrays for the current loan of the loop and aggregation
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arrays for all the loans that have been amortized. The aggregation arrays are
declared and sized in the code here.

‘ Dim arrays for aggregation
ReDim AggBegBal(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggNewDef(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggNewDefDelay(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggADB(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggLoss(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggIntPerf(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggIntAdv(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggPrinPerf(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggPrinAdv(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggRecovery(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggAdvOwed(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggPrepay(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggPrepayPen(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggDefRoll(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggPMT(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)
ReDim AggEndBal(0 To TotalPeriods, 0)

6. The next step is to start loading up data using the subroutines that we created
earlier. Creating subroutines with simple, specific purposes is a better practice
than building a single large subroutine. Modular creation reduces error and is
faster to edit in the future. In VBA, once we create subroutines we can run them
using the Call statement. In the code here we call two subroutines we created
earlier: LoadData1 and LoadPpayDefRates.

Application.ScreenUpdating = False

‘**************************************************************
‘ DATA LOAD
‘**************************************************************

‘ Load up asset data
Call LoadData1

‘ Load up all prepayment and default rates
Call LoadPpayDefRates

‘ Read arrays based on TotalPeriods
For m = 0 To TotalPeriods
DayFactorArray(m, 0) = Range("strt_DayFactor").Offset(m, 0)
gp1AssetFloatArray(m, 0) = Range("strt_AssetFloat1").
Offset(m, 0)
Next m

Application.StatusBar = False
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Whereas we load a majority of the necessary input data using the LoadData1
and LoadPpayDefRates, there are two universal arrays related to amortiza-
tion that we should load up to amortize loan group 1: the day factor and the
floating interest rate assumption. This is done with a For-Next loop as seen
in the code. Also notice the code to turn off screen updating to save time and
the control of the status bar. In this instance, the status bar is reset to “Ready”
using the FALSE statement because the LoadData1 and LoadPpayDefRates
subroutines change the status bar as they are run.

7. With all the necessary assumption data loaded we can begin working with the
amortization arrays. Be aware that the loan loop is initiated using k as the
counter variable. It is important to track the loop that the counter variables are
related to because they will be used throughout the code. The k loop is going to
loop through every loan first. Immediately after initiating the k loop the q loop
is started to clear out any data that might exist in the notional arrays. The code
here shows the k and q loops.

‘**************************************************************
‘ NOTIONAL LOAN AMORTIZATION
‘**************************************************************

‘ Loop through each loan
For k = 1 To TotalLoans1

‘ Clear the notional amort arrays
For q = 0 To TotalPeriods

NotionalBegBal(q, 0) = 0
NotionalPMT(q, 0) = 0
NotionalInt(q, 0) = 0
NotionalPrin(q, 0) = 0
NotionalEndBal(q, 0) = 0
NotionalAmortFact(q, 0) = 0
CurRateArray(q, 0) = 0

Next q

Always keep in mind that code written with loops must anticipate future iter-
ations of the loop. Clearing arrays is a perfect example of the attention that
must be paid to the possible future effects of the loop. For example, if the first
loan had a term of 360 periods, the amortization schedule would be created and
stored for 360 periods. If the second loan only had 240 periods, then the first 240
periods of the array would be rewritten, but the remaining 120 periods would
remain. These remaining periods would be incorrectly added to the aggregate
amortization later.

8. For each loan we will loop through a period, perform calculations, and then
move onto the next period. To do this we need to create another For-Next
loop for the periods. The counter variable for this loop is z. We start the loop
from 0 because period 0 is the closing date. Upon closing there are a couple
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of values that should be captured. The first is the balance of the loan, which
is stored as the ending balance for period 0. There is no beginning balance for
period 0 because it is not a “full” period. The second is setting the amortization
factor to 1, because no amortization takes place on the closing date. If we are
not in the 0 period, then the next array to fill is the beginning balance. The
beginning balance is always the ending balance from the previous period. This is
easy to do in code because the previous period’s value can be referenced directly
by subtracting 1 from the current loop’s value in the ending balance array. All
this code is shown here.

‘ Begin the notional amortization with the zero period
balance ‘ and the amort factor set to one
For z = 0 To TotalPeriods
If z = 0 Then
NotionalEndBal(z, 0) = gp1CurBalArray(k, 0)
NotionalAmortFact(z, 0) = 1
Else
NotionalBegBal(z, 0) = NotionalEndBal(z - 1, 0)

9. Before we can start doing any calculations involving payments or rates, we must
know the correct interest rate. The example transaction is simplified as all the
loans are fixed rate, however, we should build in floating rate capability. To do
this, we need to write a series of statements to account for the reset periodicity
and caps related to a floating rate loan. The first step as seen in the code here
saves running time by avoiding all the forthcoming floating rate calculations if we
are dealing with a fixed rate pool. This is done by using an If-Then statement
connected to an option that is selected on the Inputs sheet. If all the loans are fixed
rate, then the fixed rate for each loan should be loaded as the rate for each period.

‘ Determine the current period interest rate. If fixed rate
’use given rate, otherwise variable tests need to be run
If FixedFloat = "Fixed" Then
CurRateArray(z, 0) = gp1FxdRateArray(k, 0)
Else

‘ Floating rate assets in the first period use the
introductory interest rate

If z = 1 Then
CurRateArray(z, 0) = gp1IntroRateArray(k, 0)
Else

If there are floating rate loans then the first period rate should be the introductory
interest rate. This could be a low teaser rate or simply the current rate of the
loan. Something very important to notice, from a programming perspective, is
that we are loading up data for the loans using the k loop, but using the z
loop for the periods. In the case of a fixed rate the z loop will go through all
its iterations for a single k (a loan) and then move on to the next loan and go
through all the iterations again, most likely loading a different value.
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10. If assets are floating rate they actually remain fixed until the first reset period.
In this period the loan rate changes to the market rate, taking into account rate
caps. An If-Then statement is used to check for this period against the loan’s
first reset period. If the current z loop is equal to the first reset period for the
loan, then the loan rate is the index rate plus margin, capped by the previous
period’s rate plus the cap amount and the absolute ceiling. The code for this
section is shown here.

‘ Floating rate assets at their first reset are bound
by the initial cap
If z = gp1ResetFreqArray(k, 0) Then
CurRateArray(z, 0)= min(gp1AssetFloatArray(z, gp1IndexArray(k,
0)) + gp1MarginArray(k, 0), CurRateArray(z - 1, 0) +
gp1InitCapArray(k, 0), gp1CeilingArray(k, 0))
Else

‘ Otherwise the assets are bound by the subsequent
cap and the ceiling

If z Mod gp1ResetFreqArray(k, 0) = 0 Then
CurRateArray(z, 0) = min(gp1AssetFloatArray(z,
gp1IndexArray(k, 0)) + gp1MarginArray(k, 0),
CurRateArray(z - 1, 0) + gp1SubCapArray(k, 0),
gp1CeilingArray(k, 0))
Else
CurRateArray(z, 0) = CurRateArray(z - 1, 0)

End If
End If
End If
End If

Notice that this is the first time we use the MIN statement created in the
Global_Functions module. This saves calculation time by avoiding a work-
sheet function call.

The next major section of the floating rate determination is if the z loop is
in a reset period after the initial reset period. To determine whether the z loop is
in a reset period, the MOD operator can be used. MOD is short for modulus, which
is a calculation that determines the remainder of dividing two numbers. If the z
loop is perfectly divisible by the reset periodicity, then the loan should reset. For
instance, if the reset periodicity is 12 and the z loop is on month 23, then the MOD
returns 11 and is known to be not perfectly divisible. However, when the z loop
hits 24 with a reset periodicity of 12, the MOD returns a zero. The same is true
when z hits 36, 48, and so on. With a reliable pattern we can use an IF statement
to initiate the resetting of the loan as seen in the lower part of the previous code.

Finally, if the loan is not in a reset period then the rate is the previous
period’s rate. Also, all the If-Then statements that were created must be ended
with End If statements. This is also shown in the previous code.
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11. Once the rate is determined we can now start doing calculations. The first one
is the periodic payment. Recall that we created an array for the possibility
of a payment that has already been calculated. The first section of code for
the payment calculation should check if there is a value that has already been
calculated in the provided payment column on the Inputs sheet. This is done
using an If-Then statement checking if a value greater than zero is entered in
that column. If it is left at zero then a level payment should be calculated. Here
we can use the Pmt function, which can be called from the VBA library. It works
exactly the same as the Pmt function on the Excel sheet:

Pmt(periodic rate, total number of periods, present value).

Because we have the current rate for the period and the day factor, we can
calculate the periodic rate. The total number of periods is the loan’s original
term and the present value is the loan’s original balance. This section of code is
depicted here.

‘ If the payment is already provided then use it, other-
wise ’calculate it based on Original Term, Rate, and Balance
If gp1ProvPmtArray(k, 0) > 0 Then
NotionalPMT(z, 0) = min(gp1ProvPmtArray(k, 0), NotionalBeg-
Bal(z,
0) + (CurRateArray(z, 0) * DayFactorArray(z, 0)) *
NotionalBegBal(z, 0))
Else
NotionalPMT(z, 0) = min(VBA.Pmt(CurRateArray(z, 0) *
DayFactorArray(z, 0), gp1OrgTermArray(k, 0),

gp1OrgBalArray(k,
0) * -1), NotionalBegBal(z, 0) + (CurRateArray(z, 0) *
DayFactorArray(z, 0)) * NotionalBegBal(z, 0))

End If

12. The next calculation that should be completed is the interest component of the
payment. This is one of the easiest calculations in the code. It is the current rate
multiplied by the day factor multiplied by the beginning balance of the period.
This is shown in the top portion of the code here.

‘ Pay notional interest
NotionalInt(z, 0) = (CurRateArray(z, 0) *
DayFactorArray(z, 0)) * NotionalBegBal(z, 0)

‘ Check if loan is in an interest only period, if so do not
pay ‘principal. Otherwise principal is payment less interest
If z <= gp1IOPdsArray(k, 0) Then
NotionalPrin(z, 0) = 0
Else
NotionalPrin(z, 0) = NotionalPMT(z, 0) - NotionalInt(z, 0)

End If
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The bottom half of the code shows the principal calculation. As this transaction
has loans that have IO periods, we must build in that functionality. We know
when the IO period of each loan expires based on the data we loaded up into
the IOpdsArray. If a loan is still in its IO period then no principal should be
paid. However, once the IO period is done, the principal is the payment less the
interest.

An interesting point to consider here, from a programming point of view, is
that we are using arrays that we have created in the code in calculations for other
arrays. Any programmer must be careful to map this process out earlier to avoid
requiring an array for a calculation that has not been created yet. For example, to
calculate the principal we need to calculate the payment and interest first. There
are other methods, but this is the most precise and error can be introduced when
using custom functions to overcome illogical calculation order.

13. The notional amortization is nearly complete, except for two arrays. The first
of these is the ending balance, which is the beginning balance minus the current
period’s principal. The second array is calculating the amortization factor, which
is the current period’s ending balance divided by the closing balance. Notice that
all If-Then statements are closed off using End If statements and the z loop
is set to iterate using the Next z statement. This is shown in the code here.

‘ Calculate ending balance and amortization factor
NotionalEndBal(z, 0) = NotionalBegBal(z, 0) -
NotionalPrin(z, 0)
NotionalAmortFact(z, 0) = NotionalEndBal(z, 0)
/NotionalEndBal(0, 0)
End If
Next z

14. With notional amortization done for every period, we now have an excellent
basis to begin the actual amortization. Performance factors such as default,
prepayment, and recovery will require many additional calculations. Also note
that we must now capture every final calculation for each period to store in
separate aggregated arrays. Still we begin by doing as we did for the notional
amortization arrays and clear out the arrays from the start. The code here shows
this next section.

‘**************************************************************
‘ ACTUAL LOAN AMORTIZATION
‘**************************************************************

‘ Clear actual amortization arrays
For m = 1 To TotalPeriods

ActualBegBal(m, 0) = 0
ActualNewDef(m, 0) = 0
ActualNewDefDelay(m, 0) = 0
ActualADB(m, 0) = 0
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ActualLoss(m, 0) = 0
ActualIntPerf(m, 0) = 0
ActualIntAdv(m, 0) = 0
ActualPrinPerf(m, 0) = 0
ActualPrinAdv(m, 0) = 0
ActualRecovery(m, 0) = 0
ActualAdvOwed(m, 0) = 0
ActualPrepay(m, 0) = 0
ActualPrepayPen(m, 0) = 0
ActualDefRoll(m, 0) = 0
ActualPMT(m, 0) = 0
ActualEndBal(m, 0) = 0

Next m

15. The first real step of the actual amortization is looping through the periods
(i loop) and performing all the necessary calculations for each period. Recall
that we never exited the first loan (k loop). In memory we have the first loan’s
notional amortization for every period. We begin filling the actual amortization
arrays in a very similar pattern, with the balance for period 0. Once again, if
we are not in period 0 then the beginning balance is the prior month’s ending
balance. This concept is transformed into the code here.

‘ Loop through each period
For i = 0 To TotalPeriods

‘ If in period 0 use the current balances from the data tape
‘rather than calculating the beginning balance

If i = 0 Then
ActualEndBal(i, 0) = gp1CurBalArray(k, 0)
AggEndBal(i, 0) = ActualEndBal(i, 0) + AggEndBal(i, 0)
Else
ActualBegBal(i, 0) = ActualEndBal(i - 1, 0)
AggBegBal(i, 0) = ActualBegBal(i, 0) + AggBegBal(i, 0)

Notice the arrays beginning with Agg, which equal one of the actual arrays, plus
itself. This technique is how we store information across loans. The Agg arrays
will never be cleared by setting every period to 0 using loops. Instead, each
loans’ value for each period will be aggregated, producing a single amortization
schedule for the entire pool of loans.

16. A unique section to the actual amortization is that we have to do some work
on the recovery array first. This is because there are situations that need to be
anticipated prior to ending the period loop. Logically, we should end the loan
loop when the beginning balance is paid off. However, if we do this, we would
miss any recovery that would result from a late-stage default. For instance, if the
default curve for the loan had a value in period 239 and the loan’s balance went
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to 0 in period 240 and there was a recovery assumption with a 6-month lag, we
would miss 5 months of recovery. To overcome this, we initialize a loop for all
recovery periods after the loan pays off, as seen in the code here.

‘ If the remaining balance of the loan is zero, begin a
loop ‘for recoveries post amortization. Do not start any
recoveries ’until after the lag period

If ActualBegBal(i, 0) < 0.01 Then
For u = 1 To gp1RcvyLagArray(k, 0)
ActualRecovery(i, 0) = 0
AggRecovery(i, 0) = ActualRecovery(i, 0) +

AggRecovery(i, 0)

You may wonder why we make the recovery value 0 to start with in each period.
This is to make sure that the recovery array is clear prior to any late stage
calculation from a previous loan.

17. Another unique situation to consider for recoveries is if the loan pays off prior to
the first recovery. Any period prior to the first recovery will attempt to reference
an invalid negative period for recovery. We cut this off with the code here.

‘ If the loan has a short tenor and it pays off before
the ‘recovery lag, there should be no recovery until the
period after ‘the lag

If (i - gp1RcvyLagArray(k, 0)) <= 0 Then
ActualRecovery(i, 0) = 0
i = i + 1
Else

18. If the other conditions have not been met, then there must be a default that
should be recovered. Instead of using an Offset function like on the Excel sheet,
we can just reference the new default array (NewDef) by subtracting out the
recovery lag. You may be asking yourself, “We have not created the NewDef
array yet, so how is this possible.” Remember to think in loops and that this
specialized recovery code only runs if the balance of the loan is already zero. It
would be virtually impossible to not run the code that fills the NewDef array
prior to this section of code, which is shown here.

‘ Otherwise, the recovery amount is the recovery rate
times the ’defaulted amount for the current time period
less the lag period
ActualRecovery(i, 0) = gp1RcvyRateArray(k, 0) * Actual-
NewDef(i -
gp1RcvyLagArray(k, 0), 0)
AggRecovery(i, 0) = ActualRecovery(i, 0) + AggRecovery(i, 0)
i = i + 1
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End If
Next u
Exit For
End If

Also in the code is the first use of the Exit For statement. This is to end
the period loop for a loan if the specialized recovery loop is complete. There
is no more calculation to be done. Be very careful on the use of Exit For
statements—they end all procedures related to a loop the minute the statement is
read.

19. The next section of code shown here is to calculate default. Multiple concepts
are turned into code here. The first is that we are calculating defaults using an
original balance methodology. This means that the periodic percentages of the
loss curves are multiplied against the original balance of the loan. With regard
to default, there are many methods to choose from, but this is the one most seen
by sell side structurers. Because we are using an original balance methodology
there is the possibility that the default curve could exceed the balance of the
loan. If this situation ever occurs, the code here caps the default to the current
balance of the loan.

‘ Calculate defaults. In high default scenarios where
defaults ‘can exceed the beginning balance, force the
default to equal the ‘beginning balance.
ActualNewDef(i, 0) = min(gp1DefaultRange
(k, (i + gp1SeasonArray(k, 0))) * gp1OrgBalArray(k, 0),
ActualBegBal(i, 0))
AggNewDef(i, 0) = ActualNewDef(i, 0) + AggNewDef(i, 0)

Also of importance in this section is the use of the seasoning array
(gp1SeasonArray). It is added to the i counter variable to reference the
correct point of time on the loan’s default curve. Seasoned loans in pools should
not take loss like a new loan. The loss percentage should be determined based on
the loan’s seasoning and the correct percentage referenced. Using the seasoning
array as shown in the previous code achieves this.

20. Losses are realized when the recovery is expected. We should, therefore, track
the default amount as it is delayed by recovery. For each default there will
be a recovery lag period where the recovery rate will be realized and the loss
passed through the structure. Keep in mind that the timing of realized loss can
differ between deals. The method shown here is standard for U.S. mortgage
transactions as this is the type of deal that we are reverse engineering. The code
here shows how to delay defaults.

‘ Calculate delayed defaults. These are essentially
the new defaults at their delay period.
If i > gp1RcvyLagArray(k, 0) Then
ActualNewDefDelay(i, 0) = ActualNewDef(i -
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gp1RcvyLagArray (k, 0), 0)
AggNewDefDelay(i, 0) = ActualNewDefDelay(i, 0) +
AggNewDefDelay(i, 0)
Else
ActualNewDefDelay(i, 0) = 0
AggNewDefDelay(i, 0) = ActualNewDefDelay(i, 0) +

AggNewDefDelay(i, 0)
End If

21. The next section of code is only for those who are reverse engineering a deal
with the assumption that the servicer advances delinquent payments. Earlier we
explained why this might not be the case, but if it is, the reverse engineer should
track the amortizing default balance (ADB). This is how much of the defaulted
loans should be amortizing each period. The code here should be inserted to
implement servicer advances.

‘ Calculate the amortized defaulted balance (ADB).
If ServAdv = "Yes" Then
If i > gp1RcvyLagArray(k, 0) Then
ActualADB(i, 0) = ActualNewDefDelay(i, 0) *
(NotionalAmortFact(i - 1, 0) / NotionalAmortFact(i - 1 -
gp1RcvyLagArray(k, 0), 0))
AggADB(i, 0) = ActualADB(i, 0) + AggADB(i, 0)
Else
ActualADB(i, 0) = 0
AggADB(i, 0) = ActualADB(i, 0) + AggADB(i, 0)

End If
Else
ActualADB(i, 0) = ActualNewDefDelay(i, 0)
AggADB(i, 0) = ActualADB(i, 0) + AggADB(i, 0)

End If

If servicer advances are not assumed, then the ADB is equal to the delayed
defaults.

22. The final step for loss is calculating what the periodic loss amount should be.
This is actually quite simple, as it is the lesser of the ADB and the new defaults
delay multiplied by the severity of loss. This is shown in the code here.

‘ Calculate the actual loss amount after giving effect to
recovery
ActualLoss(i, 0) = min(ActualADB(i, 0), ActualNewDefDelay(i, 0)
* (1 - gp1RcvyRateArray(k, 0)))
AggLoss(i, 0) = ActualLoss(i, 0) + AggLoss(i, 0)

23. After loss is calculated, we can continue on to a more familiar calculation,
interest. There are two special calculations to keep in mind. The first is that
new defaults do not pay interest, so we must subtract any defaults from the
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beginning balance of the period. The other calculation is that if servicer advances
are assumed, then the interest portion must be paid. All of these additions to the
calculation are shown in the code here.

‘ Calculate interest based on performing principal times
current rate
ActualIntPerf(i, 0) = (CurRateArray(i, 0) *
DayFactorArray(i, 0)) * (ActualBegBal(i, 0) -
ActualNewDef(i, 0))
AggIntPerf(i, 0) = ActualIntPerf(i, 0) + AggIntPerf(i, 0)

If ServAdv = "Yes" Then
ActualIntAdv(i, 0) = (ActualDefRoll(i - 1, 0) +

ActualNewDef(i, 0)) * (CurRateArray(i, 0) * DayFactorAr-
ray(i, 0))
AggIntAdv(i, 0) = ActualIntAdv(i, 0) + AggIntAdv(i, 0)
Else
ActualIntAdv(i, 0) = 0
AggIntAdv(i, 0) = ActualIntAdv(i, 0) + AggIntAdv(i, 0)

End If

24. The next step is to pay principal. If we are in the closing period there should
be no principal outflow. This is included in the code using an IF statement
because of a nuance where the period 0 was paying principal. We should also
use an IF statement to not pay principal if we are in an IO period. Another
special consideration is if we are in the final period of the loan. If this is the
case, we should first apply our default assumption. Once this is complete, we
can apply our remaining balance for principal payment. Preventing too much
principal payment is completed by using the MIN function with the remaining
balance less default and the normal principal payment. Notice that the regular
principal payment is calculated by taking the beginning balance less defaults
(defaulted loans do not pay principal) and multiplying it by a fraction of the
current period’s amortization factor over the last period’s amortization factor.
This fraction represents the expected periodic amortization of the loan and can
be used rather than recalculating the principal amount. The code here shows all
of these code sections.

‘ Calculate principal as payment less interest
If i = 0 Then
ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) = 0
Else
If i < gp1IOPdsArray(k, 0) Then
ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) = 0
Else
If NotionalAmortFact(i, 0) = 0 Then
ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) = min((ActualBegBal(i, 0) -
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ActualNewDef(i, 0)) * (1 - (NotionalAmortFact
(i, 0) / 1)),

ActualBegBal(i, 0) - ActualNewDef(i, 0))
AggPrinPerf(i, 0) = ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) +
AggPrinPerf(i, 0)
Else
ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) = min((ActualBegBal(i, 0) -
ActualNewDef(i, 0)) * (1 - (NotionalAmortFact(i, 0) /
NotionalAmortFact(i - 1, 0))), ActualBegBal(i, 0) -
ActualNewDef(i, 0))
AggPrinPerf(i, 0) = ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) +
AggPrinPerf(i, 0)

The final portion of the principal calculation is in the case of servicer advances.
If the servicer is advancing principal, we need to keep track of this in a separate
array. The principal the servicer advances is calculated by adding the new defaults
to the rolling default balance, subtracting the ADB, and multiplying that amount
by the periodic amortization factor ratio. If servicer advances are not assumed
then the array value should be zero. This is seen in the code here.

If ServAdv = "Yes" Then
ActualPrinAdv(i, 0) = (ActualDefRoll(i - 1, 0) +
ActualNewDef(i, 0) - ActualADB(i, 0)) * (1 -
(NotionalAmortFact(i, 0) /
NotionalAmortFact(i - 1, 0)))
AggPrinAdv(i, 0) = ActualPrinAdv(i, 0) + AggPrinAdv(i, 0)
Else
ActualPrinAdv(i, 0) = 0
AggPrinAdv(i, 0) = ActualPrinAdv(i, 0) + AggPrinAdv(i, 0)

End If
End If
End If
End If

25. We should next calculate the recovery from default during the normal loops.
Earlier, we calculated the recovery under unique circumstances. This section is
for the mainstream defaults. We definitely do not want to calculate recoveries
prior to the lag. This would cause us to go beyond the boundaries of the array
we defined and generate an error. To prevent this we include an IF statement
that makes the recovery amount equal to zero if the current period is less than
the recovery lag. Otherwise the recovery amount is the actual ADB minus the
actual loss amount, as seen in the code here.

‘ Recoveries on defaults are based off individual
rates and ‘lags
If i <= gp1RcvyLagArray(k, 0) Then
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ActualRecovery(i, 0) = 0
Else
ActualRecovery(i, 0) = ActualADB(i, 0) - ActualLoss(i, 0)
AggRecovery(i, 0) = ActualRecovery(i, 0) +
AggRecovery(i, 0)

End If

26. Because we have been calculating advance amounts we should take time to
aggregate the advances owed in a single array. This is the last period’s advances
owed, plus the current period’s principal and interest advances, less the current
period’s recovery amount. We need to bound this in case of any small negative
amounts by using the MAX function. The code here shows this section.

‘ Keep track of the advances owed to the servicer.
ActualAdvOwed(i, 0) = max(0, (ActualAdvOwed(i - 1, 0) +
ActualIntAdv(i, 0) + ActualPrinAdv(i, 0) -
ActualRecovery(i, 0)))
AggAdvOwed(i, 0) = ActualAdvOwed(i, 0) + AggAdvOwed(i, 0)

27. Prepayments are the next major section to code. We will be running the
prepayment scenarios that were suggested in the prospectus, so we must build in
the functionality. Prepayment amounts definitely have a few considerations: if
the default amount is greater than the current balance, then there is no amount
for prepayment. Note that we recalculate the default amount so we do not create
any dependency on the calculated default array. Also, if we are in the closing
period, then there is no prepaid principal. Otherwise, the prepayment amount is
equal to the correct prepayment rate (based on the loan’s seasoning) multiplied
by the current balance, further multiplied by the periodic amortization factor
ratio. The multiplication by the periodic amortization factor ratio is because
when we calculated SMM, we did not include scheduled amortization. There-
fore, when we apply the rate, we must take out the scheduled amortization. The
prepayment amount should be a pure prepayment amount and not influenced
by scheduled principal. This section of code is shown here.

‘ Calculate the prepayment for each loan. This amount uses
the ‘individual loan’s SMM rate (as determined by period
and product ‘type) multiplied against the current balance
adjusted by the ‘amort factor
If gp1DefaultRange(k, (i + gp1SeasonArray(k, 0) - 1)) *
gp1OrgBalArray(k, 0) > _
ActualBegBal(i, 0) Then
ActualPrepay(i, 0) = 0
Else
If i = 0 Then
ActualPrepay(i, 0) = 0
Else
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ActualPrepay(i, 0) = max(min(gp1PrepayRange(k, (i +
gp1SeasonArray(k, 0))) * ((ActualBegBal(i, 0) *
(NotionalAmortFact(i, 0) / NotionalAmortFact
(i - 1, 0)))),
ActualBegBal(i, 0) - ActualNewDef(i, 0)), 0)
AggPrepay(i, 0) = ActualPrepay(i, 0) + AggPrepay(i, 0)

End If
End If

28. We next need to calculate the amount in foreclosure, known as our ActualDe-
fRoll array. This is the last period’s amount in foreclosure, plus the new de-
faults, minus the servicer advances and recovery. In case of slight zero amounts,
this calculation should be capped by a MAX function and 0 as seen in the code
here.

‘ Calculate foreclosure balance. This is essentially
the rolling balance of assets in foreclosure/repo.
ActualDefRoll(i, 0) = max(0, ActualDefRoll(i - 1, 0) +
ActualNewDef(i, 0) - ActualPrinAdv(i, 0) - ActualLoss(i, 0) -
ActualRecovery(i, 0))
AggDefRoll(i, 0) = ActualDefRoll(i, 0) + AggDefRoll(i, 0)

29. Two more arrays need to be calculated as displayed in the code here: the payment
aggregation and the ending balance. Because we calculated the actual interest
and principal separately, we may, at some point, want to check on the combined
payment that was submitted. This is done by adding the actual interest and
principal arrays together. Note that this is not what the obligors are contracted
to pay, but what they submit. The final array is the actual ending balance, which
is the current period’s balance, minus new defaults, minus prepayments, and
minus scheduled principal.

‘ Calculate ending balance and aggregate payments for
presentation.
ActualPMT(i, 0) = ActualIntPerf(i, 0) + ActualIntAdv(i, 0)

+ ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) + ActualPrinAdv(i, 0)
AggPMT(i, 0) = ActualPMT(i, 0) + AggPMT(i, 0)
ActualEndBal(i, 0) = ActualBegBal(i, 0) - ActualNewDef(i, 0) -
ActualPrinPerf(i, 0) - ActualPrepay(i, 0)

AggEndBal(i, 0) = ActualEndBal(i, 0) + AggEndBal(i, 0)
End If
Next i

Application.StatusBar = "Group 1 - Amortizing Loan"
& Str(k) & " of " & Str(TotalLoans1)

Next k
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Notice that we also include a progress indicator by writing code that changes the
status bar. The status bar is what a model user sees in the bottom-left corner of
Excel that typically reads “Ready.” Programmers can change this to update as
code is run. In our case, we update it whenever the k loop increases. Also notice
that we are done with the i and k loops. This means we are done with the main
body of code as everything for a loan will be repeated on the next iteration of
the k and i loops.

30. Although the primary section of calculation code is complete, there are still a few
steps that are required to finish of the asset amortization. We have yet to write
anything out to the Excel sheets. To write out all the arrays, we need to create
the following named ranges on the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet. Note that we will
have to do this for Group 2 as well, changing all the names appropriately.

G9:G509: rng_gp1_BegBal
H9:H509: rng_gp1_NewDef
I9:I509: rng_gp1_NewDefDelay
J9:J509: rng_gp1_ADB
K9:K509: rng_gp1_Loss
L9:L509: rng_gp1_IntPerf
M9:M509: rng_gp1_IntAdv
N9:N509: rng_gp1_PrinPerf
O9:O509: rng_gp1_PrinAdv
P9:P509: rng_gp1_Recovery
Q9:Q509: rng_gp1_AdvOwed
R9:R509: rng_gp1_Prepay
S9:S509: rng_gp1_DefRoll
T9:T509: rng_gp1_EndBal
G9:T509: rng_gp1_OutputTable

Once we have the ranges named we can write them out using the code here.

‘ Write the outputs
Range("rng_gp1_BegBal") = AggBegBal
Range("rng_gp1_NewDef") = AggNewDef
Range("rng_gp1_NewDefDelay") = AggNewDefDelay
Range("rng_gp1_ADB") = AggADB
Range("rng_gp1_Loss") = AggLoss
Range("rng_gp1_IntPerf") = AggIntPerf
Range("rng_gp1_IntAdv") = AggIntAdv
Range("rng_gp1_PrinPerf") = AggPrinPerf
Range("rng_gp1_PrinAdv") = AggPrinAdv
Range("rng_gp1_Recovery") = AggRecovery
Range("rng_gp1_AdvOwed") = AggAdvOwed
Range("rng_gp1_Prepay") = AggPrepay
Range("rng_gp1_DefRoll") = AggDefRoll
Range("rng_gp1_EndBal") = AggEndBal
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FIGURE 3.13 Once the subroutines amortize the assets in VBA, they are exported at one time to the Waterfall
sheets.

31. The final code that needs to be inserted is largely clean-up. We need to take all
the outputs that we just wrote and format them correctly; otherwise they may
be difficult to interpret. We should make sure the sheet is calculated by forcing
it with a Calculate statement, and then complete the code with an End Sub.
This code should be repeated for loan group 2, but it should be created in
the Amortizer_Assets2 module as the Amort2 subroutine, with all the gp1
references changed to gp2, and the arrays written out to the Group 2 – Waterfall
sheet. The final pieces of the Amortizer_Assets code is seen here.

Range("rng_gp1_OutputTable").NumberFormat = "_(* #,##0_);_
(* (#,##0);_(* ""-""??_);_(@_)"
Worksheets("Inputs").Select

Calculate

Application.StatusBar = False

End Sub

32. Finally, we should run both the Amort1 and Amort2 subroutines in a simple
Main subroutine, stored in the Main module. The main subroutine should be
assigned to a button on the Inputs sheet. In the example model this is done in the
range of cells G4:I8. The code for this simple module and subroutine is shown
here.

Sub Main()
Call Amort1
Call Amort2

End Sub

33. We can now see the results of the asset amortization macros by going to the
Group 1 – Waterfall and the Group 2 – Waterfall sheets. The subroutines should
have output the asset amortization arrays to columns G through T. An example
of this is shown in Figure 3.13.
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CHAPTER 4
Setting Up Liability Assumptions,

Paying Fees, and Distributing Interest

Reverse engineering the liability structure is just as challenging as the asset section,
but in a different way. To recreate the asset cash flow we have to apply inter-

mediate programming techniques and know concepts that are not readily defined
in the prospectus. The liability structure is technically less demanding, as it can be
completed entirely on the Excel sheet; however, the documentation wording is far
more challenging to interpret and implement.

Our approach will be to first identify the liabilities in the prospectus, set up
the liability parameters in Excel, and then go back and forth between the prospec-
tus’s description of how the liabilities get paid and how the payment structure is
implemented in Excel. The liability structure is particularly well suited to reverse
engineering as most prospectuses, terms sheets, or indentures have a section called
the priority of payments or waterfall. It is a step-by-step allocation of cash flow
generated by the assets. Following the priority of payments is a virtual road map to
reverse engineering the liabilities.

IDENTIFYING THE OFFERED SECURIT IES

Liability information is littered all over the prospectus supplement for our example
transaction, which is dangerous for our purposes because some sections only provide
partial liability information. Partial liability information is caused by the fact that
a prospectus supplement is as its name implies, a supplement. This means that it is
supplementing another document. Without delving into the legal reasoning behind
this, you should understand that the prospectus supplement is often offering select
securities for a transaction; not the entire securities backed by the assets.

In our example case, nearly all of the securities being offered are included in
the prospectus supplement. Figure 4.1 is an excerpt from page S-5 of the prospectus
supplement detailing the offered certificates.

In Figure 4.1 we see eleven tranches of debt, each with an initial principal balance
and pass-through rate. We should read more to check for other tranches. As we see
on page S-7, there is a description of the certificates, which include more than eleven

81
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F IGURE 4.1 The securities being offered by the supplement are detailed in this table. Notice though
the M-5 tranche has no information.

different sets of securities. There are six more tranches of debt that exist in the
structure: an M-5 class, a CE class, a P class, an X class, and two sets of residual
certificates. This is explicitly stated on page S-7 and shown in the excerpt here.

The Class M-5 Certificates, the Class CE Certificates, the Class P Certificates,
the Class X Certificates and the Residual Certificates are not offered by this
prospectus supplement.

Information about these classes of certificates is included in this
prospectus supplement solely to facilitate an understanding of the Offered
Certificates.

Interestingly, the final sentence of the excerpt states, “Information about these
classes of certificates is included in this prospectus supplement solely to facilitate an
understanding of the Offered Certificates.” Our goal is a thorough understanding. If
we were an investor in any of the offered securities, we would not be too concerned
by the other six tranches of debt, as, by name, they initially appear to be subordi-
nate in payment priority to the offered securities. However, if we were part of the
subordinate class or if the nonoffered securities had any possible prioritization over
the offered securities, we should be extremely concerned about the description and
payment structure of the nonoffered securities.

Because we have determined that we want to reverse the entire liability struc-
ture, we should next think about what information we will need to accomplish this
task. The two most important pieces of data have already been seen for the offered
securities: the initial principal balance and the pass-through rate. A comprehensive
list of all securities’ rates are seen on page S-7 and displayed in Figure 4.2.

Notice that Figure 4.2 includes the M-5 class, however, two items are missing:
the rates for the other four classes and their initial principal balances. The missing
rates are not a problem as those certificates do not pay a coupon, but are unique
tranches in a structure that we will discuss later. The missing initial principal balances
can be determined on page S-8 of the prospectus supplement, under each security’s
description.
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FIGURE 4.2 The complete liability information,
including pass-through rates (column 1) and
post-clean-up call pass-through rates (column 2).

Also of interest in the securities’ descriptions in Figure 4.2, are a second set
of pass-through rates. We will discuss the implementation later, but we should
understand what they are and why they exist. The pass-through rates in the second
column are applicable to the securities when the assets have amortized to less than
10% of their original principal balance. Such a point in time is when the optional
clean-up call is active. This is officially described on page S-10, which has been
excerpted here.

Optional Termination

At its option, the majority holder of the Class X Certificates may purchase
all of the mortgage loans in the trust, together with any properties in re-
spect of the mortgage loans acquired on behalf of the trust, and thereby
effect termination and early retirement of the certificates, after the aggregate
principal balance of the mortgage loans and properties acquired in respect
of the mortgage loans has been reduced to less than 10% of the aggregate
principal balance of the mortgage loans as of the cut-off date.

The optional clean-up call allows the residual Certificate X holders to purchase
all of the mortgage loans in the trust and terminate the transaction. The reasoning
behind an optional clean-up call is because at a certain point a transaction becomes
inefficient. With fixed fees and cash being generated on a percentage basis, it is often
better to curtail a transaction earlier than maturity. There are other reasons behind
a clean-up, some of which we will discuss in Chapter 6.
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To incentivize the residual holder to exercise the call, the transaction increases
the rates for the securities. This also compensates the certificate holders for extended
maturities of their certificates, which could have gone beyond the certificate holders’
expectations. To properly reverse engineer the deal we should build in the possibility
of passing a clean-up call and not having the deal called.

Thus far we see that we need the following information to model the liability
section: the initial principal balances, the pass-through rates under normal condi-
tions, and the pass-through rates post clean-up call. The day-count system is the final
piece of information necessary to set up the liabilities. To find this information we
turn to page S-86 for a description of the pass-through rates. The key sentence of
this section states:

Interest will accrue on each class of Fixed Rate Certificates on the basis of a
360 day year consisting of twelve 30-day Interest Accrual Periods.

We should be very careful whenever we see capitalized words or phrases, as
this often indicates a defined term. In this sentence the terms Fixed Rate Certificates
and Interest Accrual Periods are capitalized. The Fixed Rate Certificates are easy to
identify on page S-7, where it states in italic that the fixed rate certificates are the
Class A and Mezzanine Certificates. To find the Interest Accrual Periods definition
we have to turn to page S-91. The excerpt here shows this definition as seen in the
prospectus supplement.

“Interest Accrual Period”: The Interest Accrual Period for any distribution
date and each class of Fixed Rate Certificates will be the calendar month
preceding the month in which the distribution date occurs, and each such
Interest Accrual Period will be deemed to be 30 days regardless of its actual
length.

Two interesting points come out of the definition: the first being that the accrual
month is the month preceding the distribution and the second is reconfirmation that
each month is assumed to have 30 days regardless of the actual number of days.
Both are important to make sure we are calculating the correct amount and periods
of interest.

MODEL BUILDER 4.1: TRANSFERRING THE L IABIL ITY
INFORMATION TO A CONSOLIDATED SHEET

1. Given the large number of liabilities in the example transaction, we should create
an entirely separate sheet to store the basic descriptive information. Insert a new
worksheet and name it Liabilities.

2. To make the sheet easy to comprehend enter the text, Liabilities in cell A1. Also,
enter the text Tranches in cell C3.
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3. Label the following cells with the corresponding text:

C4: ID
C5: Name
C6: Advance Rate
C7: Initial Certificate Principal Balance
C8: Price
C9: Interest Type
C10: Day Count System
C11: Fixed Rate
C12: Fixed Rate Post Clean-Up Pct
C13: Index
C14: Margin

4. We want to be able to identify all of the liabilities by both name and number. The
number will be useful when we set up a subroutine later, which automatically
creates names for each liability item. In cell D4 enter a 1 and increase it by 1 in
each of the cells through the range of cells D4:T4. Next enter the liability names
in the range of cells D5:T5. This should include:

D5: A-1 M5: M-3
E5: A-2A N5: M-4
F5: A-2B O5: M-5
G5: A-2C P5: CE
H5: A-2D Q5: P
I5: A-2E R5: X
J5: A-2F S5: R
K5: M-1 T5: R-X
L5: M-2

5. Next we should enter the amounts of each tranche. It is useful to have both
the dollar amount of each certificate and a percentage representation, other-
wise known as the advance rate. Figure 4.1 had the starting certificate principal
balances for each tranche up to and including the M-4 tranche. Enter these bal-
ances in the corresponding cell in the range of cells D7:T7. We can complete
the balances of the remaining certificates by going to page S-8, where the de-
scriptions of those certificates include the certificate balances.

Converting the dollar amounts to advance rates is simple. Divide the dollar
balance of the tranche by the aggregate asset balance. Do this for each cell in
the range of cells D6:T6. This has been represented as a hard-coded value in the
example model.

6. Each liability may sell for less than or more than 100% of its par. We should
represent this as a percentage. For now let’s assume that each liability is priced
at 100% of par. Enter 100% for each cell in the range of cells D8:T8.
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7. The next section to create for each liability is a cell noting whether the liability’s
interest payment is fixed, variable, or custom. We completed a similar task for
the assets and now we should implement the same for each liability. Create a
data validation list using the named range lst_FxdFlt for each cell in the range
of cells D9:T9.

8. Also similar to the assets, we need to assume a day count system for each liability.
Create a data validation list using the named range lst_DayCountSys for each
cell in the range of cells D10:T10.

9. Two very important fields of data need to be entered for the interest rate: the
fixed rate under normal circumstance and the fixed rate after the clean-up call.
These rates are detailed in Figure 4.2. Enter the correct rate for each tranche (for
both circumstances) in the range of cells D11:T12.

10. Cell range D13:T13 is where we would enter the floating rate index and cell
range D14:T14 is for the margin that is in addition to the index. Because we
have no floating rate certificates in the example model, we can enter 0% for the
margin and create drop-down lists for the index, although they will not be used
for this example.

11. Notice that we did not name any of the liability cells or ranges in the instructions.
This is because there are so many different liability cells that it would take a
long time and be very tedious to enter each one individually. Although entering
each one is an option, the Appendix details how to write a VBA subroutine to
automatically name all of these cells. If you do not want to implement the addi-
tional code in the Appendix, you should name each cell as in the example model.
It is critical to name these cells either by hand or using the method described in
the Appendix as many parts of the upcoming chapters are referenced with these
names in formulas. Thus far the Liabilities sheet should look like Figure 4.3.

F IGURE 4.3 The Liabilities sheet stores all of the descriptive information of the liabilities. Note that
the button will be created later in the Appendix.
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THE L IABIL ITY WATERFALL: A SYSTEM OF PRIORITY

Listing out each liability is of little use unless we build in functionality to see how
the deal performs under different assumptions. The only way of seeing how the deal
performs is by modeling out the monthly cash flows of each liability. Risk is often
parsed in Wall Street transactions by a system of priority. Cash that is paid to one
entity prior to another is considered to be more secure. In a structured transaction,
such as we are looking at in the example model, the standard priority is payment of
fees first and then interest and principal. The priority of payments is well defined,
but in various places throughout the prospectus supplement.

Fees: No Transaction is Free

It would be a bizarre world if transactions were free. In most transactions the parties
who keep the deal working expect to get paid first. This is no different in the example
transaction. The excerpt here is from page S-82, which clearly states that the fees are
paid prior to any distributions to the certificate holders.

Fees and Expenses of the Trust

The following fees and expenses will be paid from amounts received on the
Mortgage Loans prior to distributions to certificateholders . . .

In the example transaction, there are three key entities that we should assume
receive fees: the servicer, the primary mortgage insurer, and the credit risk manager.
Without any of these parties the transaction would fall apart. We are introduced
to the fees on page S-82 of the prospectus supplement, where the servicing fee, the
credit risk manager fee, and the Primary Mortgage Insurance (PMI) fee are outlined.

The servicer is responsible for the monthly collection of payments from obligors
and the continued collection of payments in arrears. The first instance of how the
servicing fee is structured has been excerpted here.

For each mortgage loan, a monthly fee paid to the servicer out of interest
collections received from the related mortgage loan. The monthly fee is
calculated as one-twelfth of the Servicing Fee Rate on the unpaid principal
balance of the mortgage loan at the end of the applicable Due Period.

A number of important facts about the servicing fee structure can be garnered
from this excerpt. We see basic elements such as the periodicity of the payment and
that the fee is applied on the balance of mortgage loans. However, there are more
subtle details such as the source of funds for the servicing fee coming only from the
interest collected on the mortgages. There is also reconfirmation that the fee is paid
prior to distributions to the certificate holders.
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We still have yet to see the actual servicing fee rate. This is in the excerpt here
from page S-94.

“Servicing Fee Rate”: The Servicing Fee Rate on each mortgage loan is
0.375% per annum.

The next fee seen in the transaction is paid to the credit risk manager, who
monitors the transaction’s other fiduciary entities. The credit risk manager is paid
similarly to the servicer, as shown in the excerpt here from page S-82. The fee rate
of 0.01125% per annum is defined on page S-89.

For each mortgage loan, a monthly fee payable to the credit risk manager.
The monthly fee is calculated as one-twelfth of the Credit Risk Manager Fee
Rate on the unpaid principal balance of the mortgage loan at the end of the
applicable Due Period.

The final fee that we should incorporate into our analysis is the PMI fee. PMI is
typical for mortgage obligors whose properties have LTVs greater than 80%. PMI
does not eliminate all default risk of the obligor. The excerpt from page S-16 gives
us the first indication of how the PMI policy works.

Unlike a financial guaranty policy, coverage under a mortgage insurance
policy is subject to certain limitations and exclusions including, for example,
losses resulting from fraud and physical damage to the mortgaged property
and to certain conditions precedent to payment, such as notices and reports.
As a result, coverage may be denied or limited on covered mortgage loans. In
addition, since the amount of coverage depends on the loan-to-value ratio at
the time of origination of the covered mortgage loan, a decline in the value
of a mortgaged property will not result in increased coverage, and the trust
may still suffer a loss on a covered mortgage loan.

The example model will account for the fee for the policy, but the actual loss
mitigation is not included. For now we have to understand how the fee for the PMI
policy works. There are a number of indications in the prospectus supplement that
suggest that the precise fee amount will be difficult to pinpoint. Take a look at the
defined PMI Insurer Fee Rate on page S-93, detailed in the excerpt here.

“PMI Insurer Fee Rate”: With respect to any distribution date and any
mortgage loan covered by the PMI Policy, the PMI Insurer Fee Rate will
range from approximately 0.176% per annum to approximately 2.467%
per annum. The weighted average PMI Insurer Fee Rate as of the Closing
Date is approximately 0.9023%.
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In this excerpt, we see that the rate can vary and it is only applied to the loans
that are covered by PMI. Earlier in the prospectus supplement, on page S-9, we see
that 47.43% of the Group I loans and 48.02% of the Group II loans have PMI.
There are further stratifications of the loans and their PMI policies on page S-34 and
S-44. The payment of the PMI fee is also detailed in the same familiar format as the
servicing and credit risk manager fees, as seen in the excerpt here from page S-82.

For each mortgage loan covered by the PMI Policy, a monthly fee payable
to the PMI Insurer. The monthly fee is calculated as one-twelfth of the
applicable PMI Insurer Fee Rate on the unpaid principal balance of the
related mortgage loan at the end of the applicable Due Period.

A reverse engineer at this point could try to determine the PMI-covered loans
and calculate the balance as they amortize, or they can estimate the fees. The orig-
inal structurer of the deal estimated the fees. This is known from page S-73 where
the prospectus supplement lays out the transaction’s modeling assumptions. In this
section, we see that regardless of the actual fee calculations the fee rates assumed
for modeling purposes are collapsed into a single weighted rate described in the
excerpt here. This blended rate should be first converted to a periodic rate using
the 30 / 360 day count factor and then further multiplied by the current balance of
the mortgages each month. We will see this later in Model Builder 4.2.

the sum of the Servicing Fee Rate, the PMI insurer fee rate and the Credit
Risk Manager Fee Rate is 0.81705% per annum . . .

MODEL BUILDER 4.2: STARTING THE WATERFALL WITH FEES

1. We have just described the fees section, so it makes sense to go ahead and
implement it as the start of the waterfall. The first step is to go to the Inputs sheet
to enter in the fee assumptions. In the following cells, enter the corresponding
text:

B19: Fixed Mthly Fees
B20: Servicing Fees
B21: PMI Fee
B22: WA Combined Fees

In cell B19, we are creating an area for the possibility of fixed monthly fees if we
want to add additional fees to the model. The two primary fees are listed: the
servicing fee and the PMI fee. The credit risk manager fee is not singled out be-
cause it is usually such a small component. However, all of the individual fees are
trumped by the WA Combined Fees assumption in cell B22, which we will take
directly from the modeling assumptions section of the prospectus supplement.
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F IGURE 4.4 The fees section on the Inputs sheet.

2. In the following cells enter the corresponding values:

C19: 0
C20: 0.375%
C21: 0.90273%
C22: 0.81705%

Name cell C19 fees_FixedMthly, cell C20 fees_ServicingFee, cell C21 struc_
WAPMIFee, and cell C22 struc_WACombFees. The fees section of the Inputs
sheet should look like Figure 4.4.

3. Next go to the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet. In cell V10, enter the following
formula:

=MIN((struc_WACombFees*C10)*G10,(L10+M10))

This formula multiplies the combined weighted average fee assumption by the
30 / 360 day count factor. This converts the annual fee rate to a monthly rate. The
formula then multiplies the monthly fee rate by the beginning of period balance
for the Group 1 assets. A MIN statement is used because we are determining
how much can be paid. We can only pay the lesser of what we have and what
we owe. Because the first part of the formula calculates what we owe, all we
need to reference is what we have, which are the interest distributions from the
assets. Recall that the fees were only paid for by the interest amounts collected
from the loans. Copy this formula over the range of cells V10:V509. Also, enter
the text Fees Paid in cell V7 for labeling purposes. Repeat Step 3 for the Group
2 assets on the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet. Figure 4.5 is an example of what the
fees section should look like.

What we have started here is the movement of cash through the liability
waterfall. We will approach each liability in the waterfall in a similar manner,
but broken down in a bit more detail than the way we implemented the fee
calculations. The normal method will be to calculate what is due in one column,
what can be paid in the next, what is unpaid, and then how much cash is
remaining. The reason we did not bother with such detail for fees is that we
should never run a scenario where the fees are unpaid. It would be a ridiculously
stressed scenario that would essentially shut down the transaction as none of the
key parties get paid.
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FIGURE 4.5
The top of the
fees section on the
Waterfall sheets.

INTEREST: NO FINANCING IS FREE

Much like the fact that a party would rarely work on a transaction for free, few
people would provide money for free. Astute investors also want to get paid for
the risk that they take. Interest paid to investors for their risk in the transaction
typically comes right after fees. This is where we start seeing a more developed
interplay between the terms in the prospectus. Often there is a section that describes
specific instructions on how cash should flow, but embedded in those instructions are
defined terms that require a reader to jump to the definitions. Within the definitions
are also references to more defined terms. This process can get very confusing, but it
is something that we will work through in a detailed and diligent manner.

The first indication of how interest is paid to investors comes from page S-95,
which is excerpted here.

Interest Distributions

On each distribution date, the trust administrator will withdraw from the
Distribution Account that portion of Available Distribution Amount for
such distribution date consisting of the Interest Remittance Amount for
such distribution date and make the following disbursements and transfers
in the order of priority described below, in each case to the extent of the
Interest Remittance Amount remaining for such distribution date.

As mentioned earlier, the capitalized phrases are defined terms. To truly under-
stand what is meant by each of these defined terms we must locate the definition
(usually spread out all over the prospectus supplement). In the case of this excerpt,
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we see that we must take funds from the Distribution Account. We encountered this
term earlier when we discussed fees, but did not actually find the definition for it. If
we go to page S-108 we see the following sentence:

The trust administrator will establish an account (the “Distribution
Account”) into which will be deposited amounts withdrawn from the Col-
lection Account for distribution to certificate holders on a distribution date
and payment of certain fees and expenses of the trust.

We read earlier in the same paragraph that the Collection Account contains
funds from the mortgages. However, the amount each period is constrained by the
term Available Distribution Amount, which is defined on page S-86. The key idea
behind this definition is that the Available Distribution Amount includes:

1. The scheduled monthly payments from the mortgages for the related due date,
after deducting the servicing fee, credit risk manager fee, and PMI insurer fee.

2. Unscheduled amounts from prepayment, liquidation, or repurchase.
3. All advanced amounts.

The model is currently set up with this information because we have calculated
the periodic amount for each of these three components, including the fees to be
deducted. To fully determine the amount we start with we have to look up one more
definition: the Interest Remittance Amount. The prospectus supplement defines this
for each loan group (for example, “Group 1 Interest Remittance Amount”), rather
than as “Interest Remittance Amount.” We can find the definition for Group 1
Interest Remittance Amount on page S-90, which is captured in the excerpt here.

“Group I Interest Remittance Amount”: The Group I Interest Remittance
Amount for any distribution date will be (i) interest received or advanced on
the Group I Mortgage Loans and (ii) amounts paid by the servicer in respect
of Prepayment Interest Shortfalls on the Group I Mortgage Loans (in each
case, to the extent remaining after payment of an allocable portion of (A)
the servicing fees for such distribution date and any unpaid servicing fees in
respect of prior periods collected by the servicer, (B) the Credit Risk Manager
Fee for such distribution date and (C) the PMI insurer fee, if applicable, for
such distribution date).

This statement isolates the Interest Remittance Amount to just the interest paid
and advanced from the mortgage loans. It also reinforces that the three fees we
calculated earlier should be deducted first. In sum, all we know thus far is that the
interest from the mortgage loans should first be applied to fees, which we have done,
and next is paid to certificate holders in some type of priority. Now we must identify
that priority, what amount should be paid, and how that amount should be paid.
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The priority is immediately started after the Interest Distributions on page S-
95 is initiated. Here there are specific instructions for dispersing funds from the
Distribution Account based on the Group 1 Interest Remittance Amount. We see that
the Group I certificate holders (the A-1 certificates only) are due the Senior Interest
Distribution Amount. When we read the definition of Senior Interest Distribution
Amount on page S-94, it leads us to another defined term, the Interest Distribution
Amount. The excerpt shows the definition for the Interest Distribution Amount on
page S-92.

“Interest Distribution Amount”: The Interest Distribution Amount for each
class of certificates on any distribution date will be equal to interest accrued
during the related Interest Accrual Period on the Certificate Principal Bal-
ance of such class of certificates immediately prior to the distribution date
at the then applicable pass-through rate for such class, reduced, to not less
than zero, in the case of each class, by the allocable share for such class of
Prepayment Interest Shortfalls to the extent not covered by Compensating
Interest paid by the servicer and shortfalls resulting from the application of
the Relief Act or any state law providing for similar relief.

This definition states that each security gets paid periodically based on its
monthly pass-through rate. At this point, we will just use one of the two rates
for each security, determined by being in an optional call state or not. The last piece
of information we need, which we have briefly discussed and partially implemented,
is the day count system. The definition of the Interest Distribution Amount indicated
that the amount is paid based on the Interest Accrual Period. When we look this
definition up on page S-91, we see that the 30 / 360 day count system is used for the
Fixed Rate certificates.

Given that we know which rates to use, the balances of the certificate balances,
the day count system, and the source to pay the interest, we can now implement the
interest calculations in the example model.

MODEL BUILDER 4.3: CONTINUING THE WATERFALL WITH
INTEREST PAID TO THE CERTIF ICATE HOLDERS

1. We will start the Interest section with the Group 1 certificates on the Group 1 –
Waterfall sheet. Skip a few columns from where we left off on Fees to column
Y. In cell Y7, enter the text Group 1 Interest Remittance Amount.

2. In cell Y9 enter the following formula:

=(L10+M10)-V10

This formula takes the interest from the mortgage loans, plus the interest ad-
vanced and subtracts out the servicing, credit risk manager, and PMI insurer
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fees. This is the Interest Remittance Amount each period. Copy and paste this
formula over the range of cells Y9:Y510.

3. Next we need to figure out the appropriate interest rate. In cell Z7, enter the
text A-1 Interest Rate. The next formula will return the correct interest rate for
the tranche. This formula needs to assess whether or not the transaction is in an
optional call state. We have yet to track the optional call state and should do so
on a separate sheet. Insert a worksheet and name it Balances.

4. On the Balances sheet, enter the following text in the corresponding cells to
create labels:

A11: Timing
A12: Period
B12: Date

5. The period and date columns (A and B) can be set to reference other sheets where
this is calculated. Enter the following formula into cell A14:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!A9

Copy and paste the formula over the range of cells A14:A514. Also create
following formula in cell B14:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!B9

Copy and paste the formula over the range of cells B14:B514.
6. Next, in cell D11, enter the text Collateral. In cell D12, enter EOP Balance.

This column is going to be the summary of both asset loan groups. Enter the
following formula in cell D14:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!T9+’Group 2 - Waterfall’!T9

Copy and paste the formula over the range of cells D14:D514.
7. In cell E12, enter the text % of Original Balance. In cell E14, enter the following

formula:

=D14/$D$14

This formula tracks the current aggregate asset balances as a percentage of the
original balance. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells E14:E514.

8. Once we know the percentage of current assets to original, we are almost set up
to create the optional clean-up call test. First we should jump to the Inputs sheet
and enter the following text in the corresponding cells:

G19: % of Collateral for Call
G20: Call On/Off
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9. Enter the value 10% in cell H19 and name this cell struc_CallPct. In cell H20
we want to have an On/Off option, so go to the Hidden sheet and enter the
text OnOff in cell A21, On in cell A22, and Off in cell A23. Name the range
of cells A22:A23 lst_OnOff. Now go back to the Inputs page and create a data
validation list in cell H20 using the range lst_OnOff.

10. Now we can go back to the Balances sheet and continue with the call trigger.
Enter the following formula in cell F15:

=IF(AND(E14<struc_CallPct,struc_CallOnOff=“On”),TRUE,FALSE)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells F15:F514. This formula
checks to see if the beginning of period asset balance is 10% of the original
balance. If so, and if the optional clean-up call is turned on, then a TRUE value
is returned. Also, enter the text Clean-up Call Possible in cell F12.

11. We should also track the aggregate interest and amortization on the mortgage
loans. Notice the word amortization is used because it includes all items that
reduce the principal balance of the loan pool. Enter the following formulas in
the corresponding cells:

G15: =(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!L10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!M10)+
(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!L10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!M10)

H15: =(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!H10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!N10+
‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!O10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!P10+
‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!R10)+(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!H10+
‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!O10+
‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!P10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!R10)

Copy the formula in cell G15 over the range of cells G15:G514 and the formula
in cell H15 over the range of cells H15:H514. Enter the text Interest in cell
G12 and Amortization in cell H12. So far the Balances sheet should look like
Figure 4.6.

F IGURE 4.6 The Balances sheet is started to track balances and deal states.
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12. While we are on this page, we should take a moment to step back and look at
the big picture of the modeling. We are working on the Balances sheet, which
is where we will store the aggregate balances of the assets throughout time, all
of the balances of the liabilities throughout time, and information that is tied to
those balances that affects the payment structure. This last set of information is
usually calculations for triggers or tests that the deal sets up. We have already
seen this with the optional clean-up and will see it more.

Because we will soon return to the waterfall sheets to complete the interest
calculations, we should think whether we have enough information to actually
calculate periodic interest. Although we have the rate, whether the deal is in an
optional call state or not, and the day count system, we do not have a balance
to multiply against. We should now create the balances for all of the liabilities
on the Balances sheet.

On the Balances sheet, skip over to column P. There is a lot of repetitive
information that will need to be entered here, so there will be multiple cell
references for the same text (instructed in a reverse manner than usual). Make
sure to enter the following text in the corresponding cell references:

P10: Group I, T10: Group II
P11: A-1, T11: A-2A, Y11: A-2B, AD11: A-2C, AI11: A-2D, AN11: A-2E, AS11:

A-2F, AY11: M-1, BC11: M-2, BG11: M-3, BK11: M-4, BO11: M-5, BS11:
CE, BV11: P, BY11: X, CB11: R, CE11: R-X

EOP Balance: D12, P12, T12, Z12, AF12, AL12, AR12, AX12, BE12, BI12,
BM12, BQ12, BU12, BY12, CB12, CE12, CH12, CK12

% of Original Tranche Balance: E12, Q12, U12, AA12, AG12, AM12, AS12,
AY12, BF12, BJ12, BN12, BR12, BV12

Group II Interest Pro Rata Share: V12, AB12, AH12, AN12, AT12, AZ12
Group II Principal Pro Rata Share: W12, AC12, AI12, AO12, AU12, BA12
Interest: G12, R12, X12, AD12, AJ12, AP12, AV12, BC12, BG12, BK12, BO12,

BS12, BW12, BZ12, CC12, CF12, CI12, CL12
Principal: S12, Y12, AE12, AK12, AQ12, AW12, BD12, BH12, BL12, BP12,

BT12, BX12, CA12, CD12, CG12, CJ12, CM12
BB12: Lockout Distribution Percentage

13. In cell P14, we will start entering the balance data for the first liability. Enter the
following formula into cell P14:

=IF($A14=0,liab1_Balance,P13-S14)

Notice that this checks to see if the current period is the closing period and enters
that starting balance of the first liability if true. Otherwise it is the previous
period’s balance less the current period’s principal. Copy this formula over the
range of cells P14:P514. This step should be repeated for each column where we
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FIGURE 4.7 The liabilities should
be entered on the Balances sheet.

entered the title “EOP Balance” in row 12. For instance, cell T14 should have
the following variation of the same formula:

=IF($A14=0,liab2_Balance,T13-X14)

Repeat Step 13 for all of the EOP Balance columns.
14. Next we want a fractional representation of each tranches’ current balance versus

original balance. This is easily done by entering the following formula into cell
Q15:

=P15/$P$14

Copy this formula over the range of cells Q15:Q514. This step should be repeated
for each column with the title “% of Original Tranche Balance” in row 12. Make
sure that the denominator changes when creating this formula multiple times for
different columns. This section of the Balances sheet should look like Figure 4.7.

15. We see that for the A-1 tranche, the only two missing items are interest and
principal. Because we have yet to calculate either we will have to move away
from the Balances sheet temporarily and back to the Group 1 - Waterfall sheet.
Determining the correct interest rate is the next step toward calculating the
correct interest amounts. However, this is not as clear as you might expect.
The interest rates for the tranches are generally determined by three possible
factors: if the deal is in a normal state, if it is in an optional clean-up call
state, or if the mortgages are generating less interest than the fixed liabilities
demand.

The last part of the statement, where the mortgages generate less interest
than the fixed liabilities require, is a problem solved by a concept called the Net
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WAC Pass-Through Rate. This term is defined on page S-92 and captured in the
excerpt here.

“Net WAC Pass-Through Rate”: The Net WAC Pass-Through Rate for
any distribution date and (a) the Group I Certificates is a per annum rate
equal to the weighted average of the Expense Adjusted Mortgage Rates
on the then outstanding Group I Mortgage Loans, weighted based on
their principal balances as of the first day of the related Due Period;

(b) the Group II Certificates is a per annum rate equal to the
weighted average of the Expense Adjusted Mortgage Rates on the then
outstanding Group II Mortgage Loans, weighted based on their princi-
pal balances as of the first day of the related Due Period; and

(c) the Mezzanine Certificates is a per annum rate equal to the
weighted average (weighted in proportion to the results of subtracting
from the aggregate principal balance of each loan group the current ag-
gregate Certificate Principal Balance of the related Class A Certificates)
of (i) the Net WAC Pass-Through Rate for the Group I Certificates and
(ii) the Net WAC Pass-Through Rate for the Group II Certificates.

Reading this excerpt for the Group I certificates suggests that the Net WAC Pass-
Through Rate is based on the rates from the Group I mortgages rates. There
is another defined term within this term called “Expense Adjusted Mortgage
Rates”, which we should look into further. We find this term on page S-89
and understand that an expense adjusted mortgage rate is a mortgage rate less
servicing, credit risk manager, and PMI Insurer fees.

So, does this mean that we have to create more code to pull out each
mortgagor’s rate, weight it by the periodic balance, and then aggregate and
export it? Although that is a solution, we could just take the interest that has
been paid and advanced each period and divide it by the beginning balance of
that period and the day factor (in order to get an annual rate). Enter this formula
in cell X10 of the Group 1 - Waterfall sheet:

=IF(G10<0.001,0,MAX((SUM(L10:M10)-V10)/G10/Vectors!E9,0))

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells X10:X509. Note that this
formula starts with an IF function that returns a zero in case of the amortization
being off by fractions of a penny and the balance not quite becoming 0. Label
this formula by entering the text Group I Net WAC Pass-Through Rate in
cell X7.

16. With the Net WAC Pass-Through Rate known, there are still the other two
possible rates that we must calculate in case they are used. Enter the following
formula in cell Z10:

=IF(G10<0.001,0,MIN(X10,IF(Balances!F14,liab1_FxdRateClnUp,
liab1_FxdRate)))
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Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells Z10:Z509. Also enter the text
in A-1 Interest Rate in cell Z7. The first part of the formula, the MIN function, is
very important. Earlier we just assumed that there are only two possible rates, a
pass-through rate for normal circumstances and one if the optional clean-up call
period is activated. If we read the Pass-Through Rate section of page S-86 we see
that the actual pass through rate for each period is the lesser of the Formula Rate
and the Net WAC Pass-Through rate. The Formula Rate is defined on page S-90
and is the same as what we have entered on the Liabilities sheet. The Net WAC
Pass-Through rate we calculated in Step 15. We must construct the actual rate
formula to take the lesser of the Net WAC Pass-Through rate and the Formula
rate. This is written out as the prospectus states on page S-86, also excerpted here.

Pass-Through Rates

The pass-through rate for any class of Fixed Rate Certificates and any
distribution date will be the lesser of (i) the related Formula Rate for
such distribution date and (ii) the related Net WAC Pass-Through Rate
for such distribution date.

The formula in cell Z10 ends with an IF function checking to see whether the
optional clean-up call is activated on the Balances sheet. If the clean-up call is
activated, then it populates the post clean-up call rate, otherwise it is the pre
clean-up call rate.

17. Once the rate is determined, we have all the information necessary to calculate
the interest dollar amount. The only challenge we have is that each tranche of
debt may have a different day count system (this is unlikely, but we should build
in the option to alter each one). To do this we use a combination of the OFFSET-
MATCH functions. To understand the complete formula enter the following in
cell AA10:

=(Z10*OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab1_DayCtSys,grp1_DayCountSys,
0))*Balances!P14)+AC9

This formula takes the periodic rate we created in Step 15 and multiplies it
by the day count system. The day count system is selected by using OFFSET
on the possible day count systems starting in the B column of the same sheet
and matching the OFFSET column reference with the type of day count system
selected on the Liabilities sheet. That product is then multiplied by the balance
we created for the A-1 tranche on the balances sheet for the end of the previous
period. A final step that you will notice is the addition of AC9.

Remember that the prospectus supplement stated that the certificate holders
are due the Senior Interest Distribution Amount. To fully understand the nuances
of this defined term we should turn to page S-94. On this page, we can read that
the Senior Interest Distribution Amount includes an item called the Interest
Carry Forward Amount. In the excerpt here, from page S-92, we can see that the
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Interest Carry Forward Amount is the unpaid portion of interest from the prior
period. Thus we must add this amount to what interest is currently due. Copy
and paste the complete formula over the range of cells AA10:AA509. Enter the
text A-1 Interest Due in cell AA7.

“Interest Carry Forward Amount”: The Interest Carry Forward Amount
with respect to any class of Fixed Rate Certificates and any distribution
date will be equal to the amount, if any, by which the Interest Distribu-
tion Amount for that class of certificates for the immediately preceding
distribution date exceeded the actual amount distributed on the certifi-
cates in respect of interest on the immediately preceding distribution
date, together with any Interest Carry Forward Amount with respect to
that class of certificates remaining undistributed from the previous dis-
tribution date, plus interest accrued thereon at the related pass-through
rate on such class of certificates for the most recently ended Interest
Accrual Period.

18. In Step 16, we calculated what interest is due, but we are mostly concerned with
the amount paid. This formula is much simpler because we will only take the
lesser of what we have and what we owe. We have calculated the interest due
and we know how much we have available from the assets and can therefore
create the following formula in cell AB10:

=MIN(Y10,AA10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AB10:AB509. Make sure to
enter the text A-1 Interest Paid in cell AB7.

19. In Step 17, we looked at the concept of the Interest Carry Forward Amount
and how it was unpaid interest that was added to the interest due for the next
period. We need to calculate the unpaid interest in a separate column. This is
relatively easy to implement, but a bit convoluted when you read the previous
excerpt. The definition states that the amount is “. . . equal to the amount, if any,
by which the Interest Distribution Amount for that class of certificates for the
immediately preceding distribution date exceeded the actual amount distributed
on the certificates in respect of interest on the immediately preceding distribution
date.” The use of the word exceeded is confusing but it simply means that if the
amount that is due is greater than what was paid, the difference should be carried
forward. The formula to capture this concept is in cell AC10:

=AA10-AB10+AC9+(AC9*X10*OFFSET($B10,0,
MATCH(liab1_DayCtSys,grp1_DayCountSys,0)))

Notice that this formula also adds the interest due on the unpaid from the
previous period. The latter part of the definition states that interest should be
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FIGURE 4.8 The A-1 tranche’s interest distribution is reverse engineered in the Group 1 - Waterfall
sheet.

charged on unpaid interest. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells
AC10:AC509. Enter the text A-1 Interest Carry Forward Amount in cell AC7.
Figure 4.8 shows how the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet should be developing.

20. Column AD we will skip over until later in this chapter, and columns AE
through AG we will come back to in Chapter 6. Let us look back at the In-
terest Distribution steps on page S-95. We have essentially finished step I (i)
of the interest section of the prospectus. The next substep (ii) directs the cash
to the Group II certificates after substep (i) has been completed. This is an im-
portant feature of a multiple loan group transaction. Certificates are directly
supported by the mortgages in their respective loan group, but there is the pos-
sibility of cross support if excess cash exists in one loan group and the other
needs it.

For this reason, we must build in a system to track the available cash for
the other loan group. In our example, we have been working on the interest
distributions for the Group I liabilities, which consist of a single A-1 tranche.
We have calculated how much is due, paid, and unpaid, and therefore know
how much is available for loan group II. Label this section by entering the text
Undistributed Interest Sent to Group II in cell AH7 and then enter the following
formula in cell AH10:

=Y10-AB10

Copy this formula over the range of cells AH10:AH509.
21. We should now move immediately to the Group II interest calculations as we

are at a point on the Group I interest waterfall that interacts with the Group II
waterfall. These next few steps can be confusing as there will now be interaction
between two sheets with similar names, so pay careful attention to which sheet
and loan group is being referenced in the instructions. We are going to switch
over to the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet now. So far this sheet has been developed as
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far as Fees in column V. Repeat Steps 15 and 16 for the A-2A class making sure
to replace any reference to an assumption for the A-1 certificate to assumptions
for the A-2A certificate.

The first difference we will encounter for the Group II liabilities is that
they are paid on a pro rata basis. To help understand this concept, look at
the etymology of the phrase pro rata, which is derived from two Latin words:
pro meaning “by” and rata meaning “of calculation” (in reference to a rate
or change). The next logical question is “What rate or change?” The answer
to this question resides in the wording of the pro rata payment instructions.
Notice the excerpt here from page S-95 states that the Group II interest should
be paid in section II (i) “. . . on a pro rata basis based on the entitlement of each
such class.”

II. On each distribution date, the Group II Interest Remittance Amount
will be distributed in the following order of priority: (i) concurrently,
to the holders of each class of Group II Certificates, on a pro rata basis
based on the entitlement of each such class, the Senior Interest Distribu-
tion Amounts allocable to the Group II Certificates; and (ii) to the hold-
ers of the Group I Certificates, the Senior Interest Distribution Amount
related to such certificates, to the extent remaining undistributed after
the distribution of the Group I Interest Remittance Amount, as set forth
in clause I above.

The entitlement in this case is the interest amount that is due to each class
of certificates. You might think that this whole section is absurd because how
can we have an interest amount that is based off a percentage of entitlement,
when we haven’t calculated the entitlement? Although it seems circular, the
answer is relatively easy. Each class of notes is due their interest entitlement,
which is essentially their periodic certificate rate multiplied by the beginning of
period balance. If there is enough cash to pay everyone, then everyone gets their
entitlement. However, if there is a shortfall of cash, we must restrict the payment
in such a way that everyone gets paid a share based on what they would have
been entitled.

This is effected in the model by making the Interest Due calculation
the same as always, but restricting the Interest Paid calculation. Go to the
Group 2 – Waterfall sheet and enter the following formula in cell AA10:

=(Z10*OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab2_DayCtSys,grp2_DayCountSys,
0))*Balances!T14)+AC9

This formula should look similar to the one we did for Group 1. In fact it’s
virtually identical aside from references being changed for the A2-A class. Copy
and paste this formula over the range of cells AA10:AA509. Also enter the text
A-2A Interest Due in cell AA7.
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We know the initial balances and rates, so now we can perform this calcu-
lation for all of the Group II certificates. To calculate the next step, we will need
to perform Step 16 and this last step in order to get interest rates and interest
due amounts for each of the Group 2 certificates. We already have the balance
information on the Balances sheet, so this can be mostly completed. The word
mostly is used because we have not calculated any principal at this point and the
balances will look odd since they will be capitalizing interest and not amortizing
down. Do not worry about this as it is normal during model construction; it will
all make sense by the end!

22. With initial interest calculations for each Group 2 tranche, we can now calculate
the interest entitlement of each class. Go to the Balances sheet and enter the
following formula in cell V15:

=IF(SUM(T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14)<0.001,0,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AA10/(SUM(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AA10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AI10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AQ10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AY10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BG10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BO10)))

This formula looks far worse than it really is. The initial IF function checks to
see if the certificates are paid off. If they are it forces a 0 rather than allowing
division by zero, which causes a #DIV/0! error. The main part of the formula
takes a tranche’s interest entitlement for a period and reflects it as a fraction
of the aggregate interest entitlement for the same period for all of the Group 2
tranches. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells V15:V514. Enter
the text Group II Interest Pro Rata Share in cell V12. This section should look like
Figure 4.9.

23. We can now jump back to the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet to finish off the A-2A
interest calculation. On the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet go to cell AB10 and enter
the following formula:

=MIN(Y10*Balances!V15,AA10)

Notice that this formula takes the lesser of the remittance amount multiplied by
the A-2A’s interest pro rata share and the amount of interest that is due. This is
the same concept as taking the lesser of what we have and need. Only this time,
what we have is constrained by the interest pro rata share percentage, which will
allow the other tranches to receive interest based on their interest entitlement
percent if there is a shortfall of cash.

Another clue that this is how the cash should flow is from the use of the
word concurrently in the Interest Distribution steps on page S-95. Concurrently
is synonymous to “at the same time,” meaning that the cash is not paid in
any order, but distributed at the same time on a pro rata basis. Finalize this
column by copying and pasting the formula in cell AB10 over the range of cells
AB10:AB509 and entering the text A-2A Interest Paid in cell AB7.
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F IGURE 4.9 The pro rata
percentages are required to
calculate the correct
distribution amounts to the
Group II liabilities.

24. The next section, the Interest Carry Forward calculation, is the same as the A-1
class as long as each reference is changed to reflect the A-2A tranche. Enter the
variation of the formula over the range of cells AC10:AC509 and enter the text
A-2A Interest Carry Forward Amount in cell AC7.

25. Column AD is where we will see the first interaction between the two loan
groups. The idea is that if there is a shortfall of one loan group, then the other
loan group can support it in so far as there is cash available. Once again, we can
rely on the concept of taking the lesser of what you have and need. In this case,
you need to cover any unpaid amounts for the A-2A tranche and you have the
excess cash from the Group 1 tranche. However, keep in mind that the Interest
Distributions section I (ii) states that the amount must be paid to the Group 2
tranches in a pro-rata fashion based on entitlement. We have gone through the
creation of the pro rata percentage and can create the following formula in cell
AD10 on the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet:

=MIN(AC10,‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AH10*Balances!V14)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AD10:AD509. Also, enter
the text A-2A Interest Covered by Excess Group I in cell AD7. This section of
the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet should look like Figure 4.10.

26. At this point, we have the concept of cross support down and implemented
for the A-2A certificate, but we should clean up some open-ended areas and
replicate the formulas for other tranches. Go back to the Balances sheet and
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FIGURE 4.10 The Group 2 interest and cross support from Group I comes together in the example
model.

repeat Step 22 for each Group 2 tranche where we created a column header titled
“Group 2 Interest Pro Rata Share.”

27. Next go to the Group 2-Waterfall sheet and repeat Steps 23 through 25 for each
of the Group 2 certificates. Be very careful when doing this to make sure each
formula is adjusted for the correct tranche.

28. To finish off the senior certificate interest section, we need to create an area to
track how much interest is left after cross supporting; this will be done at the
beginning of Model Builder 4.4. For both loan groups there can be instances
where money has been made available to the other loan group, but goes unused.
In fact, under a normal performing transaction, there should be no need for
money to switch between loan groups. However, we always direct the cash there
in case it is needed and if it is not needed it will get directed elsewhere. The
next area it can get directed to is in accordance with part III of the interest
distributions section on page S-95 of the prospectus supplement.

29. One final step prior to moving on is to reference the aggregate interest paid to
the Senior certificates on the Balances sheet. Go to the Balances sheet and enter
the following formula in cell R15:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AB10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AD10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells R15:R514. Enter the text
Interest in cell R7. Notice that this is how much interest was paid to the
A-1 tranche, plus an additional column. The additional column will be cre-
ated in Chapter 6. Repeat this step for all of the Class A tranches making sure
to reference the correct columns, copy and paste across the appropriate range,
and to add text for labeling purposes in row 7.
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MORE ON WATERFALLS AND WALL STREET’S RISK PARSING

We should take a brief moment to pull ourselves from the minutiae of the model
and talk about what we are doing and where we stand in the reverse engineering
process. Thus far, we have created a system for generating cash flow from assets
and have been applying that cash flow to fees and senior liabilities as dictated by
the transaction documents. We began to see at the end of the last Model Builder
section that the way the prospectus supplement is worded instructs us to pay cash
to liabilities in different orderings of priority. This system is exactly how Wall Street
has made innovations in parsing risk.

It becomes clear from the Model Builder exercises that this system is incredibly
complex and that making assumptions about how a specific liability will perform
without modeling the transaction at this level of detail is risky. Combined with intri-
cate mechanics is how each tranche may perform when various stress assumptions
on default and prepayment are introduced. Making buy or sell decisions on these
securities without understanding how the assumptions and structure work in tandem
is risky and has been shown to create market problems as evinced by the subprime
mortgage securities fallout in 2007.

Although we are looking at an Alt-A transaction as an example, which tend to
be less problematic than subprime deals, the mezzanine tranches that we will explore
next are where the real risk is dispersed. These tranches are considered credit support
for the senior tranches and can take principal write-downs when loss resulting from
defaulted mortgages exceeds credit enhancement in the deal. Even the interest on
these mezzanine tranches is subordinate to the senior tranches as we will see in the
Model Builder exercise.

MODEL BUILDER 4.4: MEZZANINE INTEREST

1. We begin the mezzanine interest waterfall where we left off on the senior interest
waterfall for both loan groups. Using the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet as an
example, go to cell AH10. Here, we sent money to the Group II – Waterfall sheet
in case the Group 2 certificates needed support. If they do not need the support
the money should be sent down the waterfall to the Mezzanine Certificates. This
means that we should collect the unused money for each loan group so it can be
used as the primary resource to pay the Mezzanine Certificates’ interest. In cell
AI10 on the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet enter the following formula:

=AH10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AD10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AL10-‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AT10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BB10-‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!BJ10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BR10

This formula starts with the interest funds that are sent to offer support to the
Group 2 certificates and deducts all possible uses of the funds that could take
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FIGURE 4.11 The newly inserted
Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet should
take form after Step 3.

place in the Group 2 waterfall. This will return the remainder of the interest
funds that can be passed to the Mezzanine Certificates. Copy and paste this
formula over the range of cells AI10:AI509. Label cell AI7 Undistributed Sent
to Mezz.

2. Repeat Step 1 for the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet. This should be done in column
BW.

3. Insert a new sheet and name it Mezzanine – Waterfall. Columns A through E
of this new sheet should be identical to the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet. Repeat
the steps necessary to complete this task. The one difference is cell A1 should
read Mezzanine – Waterfall. Take a look at Figure 4.11, as the model should
progress to this state.

4. Because we left off aggregating the cash available for the Mezzanine Certificates,
we should begin the Mezzanine waterfall with the cash that we amassed. The
following formula should be entered in cell G10 of the Mezzanine – Waterfall
sheet:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AI10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BW10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells G10:G509. Notice that this
concept is reinforced by the wording in section III of the Interest Distributions
section, where it states, “. . . the sum of the Group I Interest Remittance Amount
and the Group II Interest Remittance Amount remaining.” Label cell G7, Aggre-
gate Interest Remittance Amount. The full excerpt of Section III follows here:

III. On each distribution date, following the distributions made pur-
suant to clauses I and II above, the sum of the Group I Interest Remit-
tance Amount and the Group II Interest Remittance Amount remaining
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will be distributed sequentially, to the Class M-1, Class M-2, Class M-3,
Class M-4 and Class M-5 Certificates, in that order, in an amount equal
to the Interest Distribution Amount for each such class.

Also from the excerpt, we see that the amount remaining should be distributed
sequentially to the Mezzanine Certificates. So far we have seen the word con-
currently, which directs cash at the same time, typically in a pro rata style.
Sequentially is the opposite and pays out cash in a specific order. Here the or-
der is listed, “Class M-1, Class M-2, Class M-3, Class M-4, and Class M-5
Certificates, in that order.”

5. We know that we must begin to calculate interest for the Class M-1 tranche. The
amount of interest that each mezzanine tranche should be paid is referenced on
S-95. In Section III of the Interest Distributions section it states “. . . an amount
equal to the Interest Distribution Amount for each such class.” This wording is
familiar—it was used for the senior class. We must repeat similar steps for the
Mezzanine Certificates as with the senior classes: determine the Mezzanine Net
WAC Pass-Through Rate, determine the tranche rate, calculate the interest due,
calculate the interest paid, determine the interest carry forward, and then move
on to the next tranche to repeat the steps.

The first step that will be applicable to all five mezzanine tranches is calcu-
lating the Mezzanine Net WAC Pass-Through rate. The purpose of a Net WAC
Pass-Through rate is to try to make sure the certificates are earning a minimum
yield based on the yield of the mortgages. The calculation is a direct relation
to the mortgage yield for the seniors, but because the interest must pay out the
senior class prior to the mezzanine, the Net WAC Pass-Through must be based
on the senior tranche yields. The wording used by the prospectus supplement to
capture this idea is on the bottom of page S-92:

(c) the Mezzanine Certificates is a per annum rate equal to the weighted
average (weighted in proportion to the results of subtracting from the
aggregate principal balance of each loan group the current aggregate
Certificate Principal Balance of the related Class A Certificates) of (i)
the Net WAC Pass-Through Rate for the Group I Certificates and (ii)
the Net WAC Pass-Through Rate for the Group II Certificates.

This is where wording can make you think for a while. Breaking apart this
excerpt we understand that we are seeking an annual rate that is the weighted
average of (i) and (ii). This means that we must take the sum of multiplying the
Net WAC Pass-Through Rate for each loan group by weights and then divide
by the sum of the weights. The Net WAC Pass-Through rate of the Group I and
II certificates has already been calculated, so all that we must interpret is what
constitutes the weights.

The weights are determined individually for each loan group by taking
the current total principal of the mortgages that support the loan group and

Andrey
trading software col
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subtracting the related certificates current principal balance. When we put all of
this together for the first period we get the following formula in cell H10 of the
Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet:

=IF((‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!G10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!G10)<0.001,0,
(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!X10*(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!G10-Balances!P14)+
‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!X10*(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!G10-
SUM(Balances!T14,Balances!Z14,Balances!AF14,Balances!AL14,
Balances!AR14,Balances!AX14)))/(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!G10-
Balances!P14+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!G10-SUM(Balances!T14,
Balances!Z14,Balances!AF14,Balances!AL14,Balances!AR14,
Balances!AX14)))

This formula looks a bit horrendous, but this is primarily because it is referencing
cells that are on sheets with long names. Note that the beginning IF function is
in place to force the rate to zero when the mortgage loans are paid off. Copy and
paste this formula over the range of cells H10:H509. Label cell H7, Mezzanine
Net WAC Pass-Through Rate.

6. The next rate we need to implement is the stated rate of the security. Recall that
this can vary depending on an optional clean-up call. The calculation is virtually
identical to the senior certificates, except in this case we force the rate to 0 only
when the collateral for both Group I and II is fully paid off. Enter the following
formula in cell I10:

=IF((‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!G10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!G10)<0.001,0,
MIN(H10,IF(Balances!F14,liab8_FxdRateClnUp,liab8_FxdRate)))

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells I10:I509. Label cell I7, M-1
Interest Rate.

7. With the proper rate determined and the balances established on the Balances
sheet earlier, we can now calculate the periodic interest due on the first mezzanine
tranche. The formula for this looks familiar and should be entered in cell J10:

=I10*OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab8_DayCtSys,mezz_DayCountSys,0))
*Balances!BE14

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells J10:J509 and label cell J7,
M-1 Interest Due. Prior to moving on, there is a slight difference in this formula.
Notice that there is no addition of unpaid interest as we have done in the senior
certificates. Remember that the senior certificates were paid under the definition
for the Senior Interest Distribution Amount. This is defined on S-94 and includes
the key wording, “. . . and the Interest Carry Forward Amount, if any, for that
class for that distribution date.” This wording is definitely missing for the Interest
Distribution Amount definition on page S-92.
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So the question arises, “If a mezzanine tranche does not receive an interest
payment, is it gone forever and not capitalized?” The answer to this is unfortu-
nately a maybe. What we will see later is that the transaction structurers have
subordinated mezzanine unpaid interest. It will appear later in the waterfall
structure and may or may not get paid depending on the cash flow scenario run.
Mezzanine investors should realize that this functionality adds additional risk to
their tranche.

8. Moving on to paying interest, we invoke the “lesser of what you have and need”
principle. Enter the following formula in cell K10:

=MIN(G10, J10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells K10:K509. Label cell K7,
M-1 Interest Paid. Figure 4.12 shows how the mezzanine section should be
developing.

9. Although we have not read about the “Interest Carry Forward Amount” for
the mezzanine tranches, we will assume readers have skimmed over the entire
prospectus supplement as suggested in Chapter 1 and noted that the concept
comes up later in the waterfall. We will not fully implement the concept now
since it will rely on some future calculations, but we will put the system in place.
Label cell L7 Interest Carry Forward Amount Due and enter the following
formula in cell L10:

=J10-K10+L9+(L9*H10*OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab8_DayCtSys,
grp2_DayCountSys,0)))-M9

This formula is very similar to the senior interest carry forward formula where
we add the current period’s unpaid amount to the previous unpaid balance and

F IGURE 4.12 The Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet starts with the M-1
tranche interest.
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then add the capitalized interest. However, there is an amount subtracted at
the end of the formula that differs from what was implemented for the seniors.
This cell references the prior period’s interest carry forward amount that was
paid. Why is this implemented differently? In the senior tranches, the interest
carry forward amount is integrated directly in the interest payment. For the
mezzanines there will be a different source of payment later in the waterfall. For
this reason it is easiest to implement and avoid circular references in Excel by
creating a due and paid accounting system. Copy and paste the formula over the
range of cells L10:L509.

10. Paying the interest carry forward is the same as paying any other liability. Take
the lesser of what you have and need. Enter the following formula in cell M10:

=MIN(L10,AL10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells M10:M509 and label cell M7,
M-1 Interest Carry Forward Amount Paid. Notice that the source of the funds
to pay this is column BA, which we have not calculated or entered information
yet. This is fine as we will do so later in Chapter 6. The M-1 tranche should look
like Figure 4.13.

11. We have finished the interest calculation for the first mezzanine tranche and
need to replicate this for the remaining tranches. Create the following labels by
entering the text provided here that corresponds with the cell references:

Q7: M-2 Interest Rate AG7: M-4 Interest Rate
R7: M-2 Interest Due AH7: M-4 Interest Due
S7: M-2 Interest Paid AI7: M-4 Interest Paid
T7: M-2 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Due
AJ7: M-4 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Due
U7: M-2 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Paid
AK7: M-4 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Paid
Y7: M-3 Interest Rate AO7: M-5 Interest Rate
Z7: M-3 Interest Due AP7: M-5 Interest Due
AA7: M-3 Interest Paid AQ7: M-5 Interest Paid
AB7: M-3 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Due
AR7: M-5 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Due
AC7: M-3 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Paid
AS7: M-5 Interest Carry Forward

Amount Paid

12. For all Interest Rate, Interest Due, and Interest Carry Forward Amount Due
columns, the formulas will be variations of the M-1 tranche. Create these for-
mulas, being very careful to replace all references that pertain to the M-1 tranche
with the current tranche under consideration.

13. The Interest Paid columns are going to be different from what we have seen. For
the Group II tranche, when we had multiple tranches of debt, we paid them on
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F IGURE 4.13 The first
mezzanine tranche’s interest
distributions.

a pro rata basis using share rates calculated on the Balances sheet. In the case of
the Mezzanine Certificates, we should pay them sequentially. This means that
the M-2 tranche should not receive any interest unless the M-1 tranche has been
paid. To implement this in the model enter the following formula in cell S10:

=MIN(G10-K10,R10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells S10:S509. Notice that this
formula subtracts what was paid to the M-1 tranche from the amount available.
This upholds the lesser of what you have and what you need principle, because
you do not have cash that is first distributed to a mezzanine tranche with priority.
Replicate this formula for all of the Interest Paid columns and make sure that each
time the aggregate of what is paid to priority tranches is subtracted. For instance,
the M-3 tranche should subtract the amount paid to the M-1 and M-2 tranches.

14. The Interest Carry Forward Amount Paid is the other column that must be ad-
justed because of the sequential nature of the Mezzanine Certificates. In Chapter
6, we will see the wording, but assume for now that the Interest Carry Forward
Amount should also be paid sequentially. If this is the case, then we must sub-
tract out amounts paid to priority mezzanine tranches. As an example, enter the
following formula into cell U10:

=MIN(T10,BA10-M10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells U10:U509. Notice that
regardless of the source of the funds to pay the Interest Carry Forward Amount,
we subtract the M-1 tranche’s Interest Carry Forward Amount Paid prior to
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paying the M-2’s Interest Carry Forward Amount. Think about the implications
of this as a junior mezzanine investor. Not only is unpaid interest pushed back
and subordinated to other items, but if there is cash to pay the unpaid interest
later in the waterfall any mezzanine tranche higher in the waterfall must be fully
reimbursed its unpaid interest.

At this point we have completed a majority of the interest calculations.
Careful readers will notice that we left out explaining a few items including
advanced concepts such as Net WAC Carryover, Prepayment, and Relief Act
shortfalls. Net WAC Carryover will be explained in Chapter 6. Prepayment
shortfalls have actually been included in the asset amortization calculations by
using the current asset principal balance less prepaid amounts to determine the
interest available. We calculate our Senior Net WAC Pass-Through Rates using
the asset amortization numbers, so they are already reduced by amounts not
covered by the servicer. Notice that we also put the option of servicer advances
in the asset amortization and included this in the Senior Net WAC Pass-Through
Rate formulas. Finally, the Relief Act is not being modeled in this transaction
because it has no quantitative trigger.

15. As with the Class A tranches, we should summarize the interest paid on the
Balances sheet. Go to the Balances sheet and enter the following formula in cell
BG15:

=‘Mezzanine - Waterfall’!K10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BG15:BG514. Repeat this
step for all of the Mezzanine Certificates, making sure to change the reference
for the appropriate tranche. Note that this amount is strictly the regular interest
paid. We will see later in Chapter 7 that we will include more amounts when
summarizing the interest paid to the Mezzanine Certificates. Figure 4.14 shows
the progress on the Balances sheet.

F IGURE 4.14 The M-1 tranche is tracked on the
Balances sheet.
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CONTINUING THE WATERFALL: IT ONLY GETS
MORE COMPLICATED

By now you may be wondering why Wall Street has instituted such a complex
system. Each step is designed to instill a specific measure of risk for each security
being offered. Changes in priority of payment are especially pertinent to the interest
waterfall because the first major source of credit enhancement is called excess spread.
The simple definition for excess spread is any amount that exists in a transaction
from interest generated by the assets after netting out fees and certificate interest.
Transactions are designed with higher yielding assets than liabilities, so this excess
flow of cash exists at each stage in the waterfall. We will see that this excess amount
can sometimes compensate tranches for interest shortfalls because of defaults, but
more importantly it also helps pay principal.

Principal is the next topic and has been organized into a separate chapter because
more complex structures and features will be introduced. As we go through the
prospectus and reverse out the principal repayment, try to keep the interest waterfall
and flow of funds in the back of your mind. When the waterfall is complete by the
end of Chapter 6, it is worth going back over each section of the waterfall starting
with the one we just implemented in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
Principal Repayment and the Shifting

Nature of a Wall Street Deal

Principal in many structured transactions is directly passed through from the assets,
meaning that whatever dollar amount comes in from a mortgage because of

scheduled principal or voluntary prepayment is used to pay liability principal. This
is the reason the prospectus supplement defines different distribution accounts for
interest and principal. Reverse engineering a transaction like this can be done by
creating a single waterfall structure, but it is always much easier to reverse a deal by
following exactly what was done in the documentation.

The principal waterfall often changes based on certain conditions, which is
perhaps the most elusive part of understanding a capital markets transaction on
Wall Street. This is typically the case for principal repayment as senior investors are
expected to have more security than subordinate investors. When a deal is performing
poorly, the transaction designers try to build in mechanisms to mitigate loss according
to senior prioritization. However, the converse can be true for subordinate investors
when a transaction is performing well.

Reverse engineering this part of the transaction means keeping track of some-
thing I have termed the deal “state.” A deal state is a categorization of a deal
depending on specific conditional tests. For the most part, there are common con-
ditional tests, but what defines the deal state can vary between banks and within
the same bank’s transactions. For instance, many transactions change the deal state
depending on whether there is a certain amount of senior credit enhancement in the
deal. This means there is a predefined calculation for the balance of the subordinate
bonds versus the collateral and when that ratio dips below a certain level, the trans-
action switches deal states. The repercussion of a change in deal state is typically a
reordering of the waterfall in some way, usually in respect to the principal payments.
The concept of a deal state is captured in Figure 5.1.

Another challenge of reverse engineering principal distributions is that principal
repayment is directly where collateral loss affects investors, making calculations
difficult. Reductions in liability yield from defaulted assets only affect a bondholder
in respect to opportunity cost, but a reduction in principal can mean an actual
loss of investor principal. As we will see in this chapter, Mezzanine Certificates are
particularly affected by loss because their principal balance can often be written
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F IGURE 5.1 The deal state is typically determined by triggers
and dates, which cause effects on cash flow.

down based on allocated losses from the assets. A write-down means that the value
of the investors note is physically changed in the time period that the write-down
takes place. Even senior liabilities are exposed to losses. Although they may not
take a periodic write-down based on the deal documentation, the transaction may
not have enough cash to return all the principal the senior liabilities are owed.
At maturity, if the senior liability has not been paid off, the remaining balance
is lost.

Complicating this section further is that mortgages default at different times
and with different severity. This can cause variations in loss amounts over time
and in the possibility of recovery. Excess funds can become available to try to
ensure senior investors are paid by transaction maturity or that subordinate investors
get reimbursed for written-down principal. All these intricacies are detailed in the
prospectus supplement allowing us to reverse engineer the flow of principal.

It is extremely important that you review the full Principal Distributions section
of the prospectus supplement, starting on page S-96, prior to beginning the follow-
ing Model Builder sections. Much of the Principal Distributions section has been
excerpted, but the complete wording has not been replicated. Reading through the
Principal Distribution section once or even a few times will provide an excellent
contextual foundation for implementing it using the Model Builder instructions.

MODEL BUILDER 5.1: THE DEAL STATE AND SENIOR PRINCIPAL

1. The first indication that there is a deal state concept comes on page S-96. If we
read the first section of the Principal Distributions, we come across this wording:

I. On each distribution date (a) prior to the Stepdown Date or (b) on
which a Trigger Event is in effect, distributions in respect of principal to
the extent of the Group I Principal Distribution Amount will be made
in the following amounts and order of priority . . .
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The excerpt has two conditions (a and b) to determine the deal state. The first
condition (a) checks to see whether the current date is prior to the Stepdown
Date. The Stepdown Date is defined on page S-94 and has been excerpted here:

“Stepdown Date”: The Stepdown Date will be the earlier to occur of
(i) the distribution date on which the aggregate Certificate Principal
Balance of the Class A Certificates has been reduced to zero and (ii) the
later to occur of (x) the distribution date occurring in June 2009 and (y)
the first distribution date on which the Senior Enhancement Percentage
(calculated for this purpose only prior to any distribution of the Group I
Principal Distribution Amount and the Group II Principal Distribution
Amount to the holders of the certificates then entitled to distributions
of principal on the related distribution date) is greater than or equal to
approximately 19.30%.

Let’s pick the Stepdown Date definition apart step-by-step. First we see that the
Stepdown Date is the earlier of (i) and (ii). Section i is easy to understand—it is
simply the date on which the Class A Certificates are fully paid off. This could
be a long time, so we should see what could possibly occur earlier in (ii). Section
ii provides two possible dates (x) and (y) and confuses the reader by taking
the later of those two dates. The first date (x) is a fixed date, the distribution
date occurring in June 2009. In most transactions this date is 36 months after
deal closing. The second date (y) is a conditional test on whether the Senior
Enhancement Percentage is greater than or equal to a fixed percentage in the
deal documentation.

In the previous assessment of the Stepdown Date, we determined there are
three possible dates that need to be understood. The first two are straightforward,
but the last one that tests whether the Senior Enhancement Percentage exceeds
a specific value requires more investigation. We should go back to page S-94
in the prospectus supplement and look at the Senior Enhancement Percentage
definition, which is excerpted here.

“Senior Enhancement Percentage”: The Senior Enhancement Percent-
age for any distribution date is the percentage obtained by dividing
(x) the aggregate Certificate Principal Balance of the Mezzanine Cer-
tificates and the Class CE Certificates, calculated after taking into ac-
count distribution of the Group I Principal Distribution Amount and the
Group II Principal Distribution Amount to the holders of the certificates
then entitled to distributions thereof on the related distribution date by
(y) the aggregate principal balance of the mortgage loans as of the last
day of the related Due Period (after giving effect to scheduled payments
of principal due during the related Due Period, to the extent received or
advanced, and unscheduled collections of principal received during the
related Prepayment Period).
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When we read this definition we see that the Senior Enhancement Percentage
is calculated by adding up all the Mezzanine Certificate balances for a given
time period and dividing by the corresponding period’s total mortgage collat-
eral balance. What is very tricky about this is that the Senior Enhancement
Percentage clarifies that the Mezzanine Certificate balances should be reduced
by the possible payment of principal for that period, whereas the Stepdown
Date definition tells us otherwise. If we go back to the Stepdown Date defi-
nition. we see in parentheses that, for the purpose of the Stepdown Date def-
inition, all principal distributions should not be taken into account. This is a
very important distinction, because if it is missed, the Stepdown Date could
be modeled earlier than it would occur, thereby making any scenario more
aggressive.

To begin the implementation of the Stepdown Date, go to the Inputs sheet
and enter the following text into the corresponding cells:

D23: Stepdown Hard Date
D24: Stepdown Sr Enh Pct
D25: Stepdown Pct Date

The Stepdown Hard Date is the date directly from the prospectus supplement. It
is section (ii) (x) of the Stepdown Date definition, where it states the distribution
date in June 2009. Recall from page S-72 that the modeling assumptions assume
that all distribution dates are on the 25th of the month, so we should enter the
date 6/25/2009 in cell E23. Name cell E23 struc_StepDnDate.

The other important figure provided in the Stepdown Date definition is the
test for the Senior Enhancement Percentage. Section (ii) (y) tests if the Senior
Enhancement Percentage exceeds 19.30%. Enter 19.30% in E24 and name the
cell struc_StepDnSrPct.

We will come back to entering a formula for cell E25 after creating the
Senior Enhancement Percentage calculations.

2. Go to the Balances sheet and enter the following formula in cell I15:

=IF(D15<0.001,0,(SUM(BE14,BI14,BM14,BQ14,BU14,BY14))/D15)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells I15:I514. This formula
calculates the Senior Enhancement Percentage by first checking to see if there is
any collateral left. If not then the value is 0 to prevent #DIV/0! errors. Otherwise
the formula sums up all the subordinate certificate balances for a period and
divides that amount by the end of period aggregate collateral balance. Notice
that the formula takes the beginning of period balances for the subordinate debt.
This is to ensure that the calculation adheres to the Stepdown Date definition
exception. Enter the text Senior Enhancement % in cell I12 for labeling purposes.

3. Go back to the Inputs sheet to finish off cell E25. After running a scenario,
we may want a quick indication of when the Senior Enhancement Percentage
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FIGURE 5.2 The Stepdown Date section
of the Inputs sheet, where a user controls
Stepdown functionality, is largely complete.

exceeds the percentage provided in the prospectus supplement. Enter the follow-
ing array formula in cell E25:

{=MIN(IF(struc_StepDnSrPct<Balances!I15:I514,Balances!B15:B514,
1000000))}

Note that this is an array formula and CTRL-SHFT-ENTER should be pressed
to enter it in correctly. The formula should be written without the braces. Once
CTRL-SHFT-ENTER is pressed, the braces should appear in the formula bar.
Keep in mind that this formula returns the date when the Senior Enhancement
Percentage exceeds the value listed in the prospectus. It is not the actual Stepdown
Date as there are more tests required. Thus far we have created a section on the
Inputs sheet that should look like Figure 5.2.

4. All the tests come together on the Balances sheet. Go to the Balances sheet and
enter the following formula in cell K15:

=IF(SUM(P14,T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14)<0.001,TRUE,IF
(AND(B15>=struc_StepDnDate,I15>=struc_StepDnSrPct),
TRUE, FALSE))

This formula transforms the Stepdown Date definition into a logical statement
in Excel. First it checks to see if the sum of the Senior certificates have paid off.
If this is the case, then the Stepdown Date has definitely occurred regardless of
any other test. If it is not the case, then we must check if the current period be-
ing tested is beyond the Stepdown Date provided in the prospectus supplement.
At the same time, we should check if the current period’s Senior Enhancement
Percentage is greater than the value defined in the prospectus supplement. When
both of these previous two conditions are true then the Stepdown Date is ac-
tive and a TRUE value populates. Copy and paste this formula over the range
of cells K15:K514. Also, label cell K12 by entering the text Stepdown Date
Active.

5. We now know if the Stepdown Date is active, but looking at the Principal
Distributions section I (b), we see we have to also determine if a Trigger Event is
in effect. Turning to page S-94 of the prospectus supplement we see the definition
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for Trigger Event. It is a complex definition divided into the two sections. The
first section is excerpted here:

“Trigger Event”: With respect to any distribution date, a Trigger Event
is in effect if: (i) (A) the percentage obtained by dividing the aggregate
principal balance of mortgage loans delinquent 60 days or more (in-
cluding mortgage loans delinquent 60 days or more and in foreclosure,
in bankruptcy or REO properties) by the aggregate principal balance
of all of the mortgage loans, in each case, as of the last day of the pre-
vious calendar month, exceeds (B) 36.00% of the Senior Enhancement
Percentage for the prior distribution date; or . . .

We interpret this definition as another conditional test during a distribution date.
There are two parts to the test, the first one checking on delinquent, foreclosed,
bankrupt, and real estate-owned loans. Because of the strong possibility that
loans in this category will default the original structurer of the deal wanted to
make sure that at any point of time there was enough enhancement for the Senior
certificates.

To properly reverse a deal one would need to have performed a thorough
collateral analysis including an analysis of delinquency and default. Earlier we
built the possibility of calculating loss for the assets through the use of loss curves.
When calibrating these curves we can also measure the delinquency. Alternative
methods also include stationary or better yet, nonstationary transition matrices
to create delinquency and default assumptions. Instead of deviating to calibrate
these curves, which could be a book in itself, we will enter in a delinquency as-
sumption. Also, if the deal that you are reverse engineering is well seasoned then
there can be plenty of actual delinquency information that can be entered instead
of an assumption. Any transpired data should be used in a deal that is seasoned.

Go to the Vectors sheet and enter the text Delinquencies in cell AE6 and
60+ Day Delinquencies in cell AE7. For purposes of the model we do not want
to trip the trigger yet, so we will enter a very low delinquency assumption. In
cell AE9 enter the value 0.05%. Grow this value in subsequent rows below by
0.0125%; cell AE508 should have 6.288% as a value. The beginning of the
delinquency curve is shown in Figure 5.3.

6. Go back to the Inputs sheet and in cell G25, enter the text Delinquency Trigger
Pct. In cell H25, enter the value 36% and name the cell struc_DelTrigPct.

7. We are now prepped to enter the first part of the Trigger Event formula to
implement the definition in the example model. Go to the Balances sheet and
enter the text Trigger Active in cell M12. The first part of the formula that we
will enter in cell M16 follows, but do not enter this yet as there will be a second
step for the test. Just keep this part of the formula in mind:

=IF(SUM(P15,T15,Z15,AF15,AL15,AR15,AX15)<0.001,FALSE,IF
(Vectors!AE9>(struc_DelTrigPct*Balances!I15),
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FIGURE 5.3 The
delinquency curve is
an estimate that we
have created for the
example model. In
actuality one would
perform a historical
study to calibrate
this curve.

Notice that we first want to test if there are any Senior certificates left. If there
are not, then the trigger is useless and should be deactivated. If there are Senior
certificates, we then want to first test if the transpired or assumed delinquency
curve that we entered on the Vectors sheet is greater than 36% of the Senior
Enhancement Percentage of the prior period.

8. Although delinquency is a good metric as a precursor to default and loss, loss
itself should be carefully monitored. This is built into the Trigger Event definition
as well. Section (ii) of the definition is excerpted here:

(ii) the aggregate amount of Realized Losses incurred since the cut-off
date through the last day of the related Prepayment Period (after giving
effect to scheduled payments of principal due during the related Due
Period, to the extent received or advanced, and unscheduled collections
of principal received during the related Prepayment Period), reduced
by the aggregate amount of Subsequent Recoveries received since the
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F IGURE 5.4 The realized loss
percentages with corresponding dates.

cut-off date through the last day of the related Prepayment Period,
divided by the aggregate principal balance of the mortgage loans as of the
cut-off date exceeds the applicable percentages set forth below with
respect to such distribution date . . .

In the prospectus supplement, this excerpt is followed by the table on page S-95
depicted in Figure 5.4.

To integrate section (ii) into the Trigger Event formula, we need to replicate
the table on the Inputs sheet. Go to the Inputs sheet and enter the following date
values in the corresponding cells:

E29: 6/25/2008 G29: 5/25/2009
E30: 6/25/2009 G30: 5/25/2010
E31: 6/25/2010 G31: 5/25/2011
E32: 6/25/2011 G32: 5/25/2012
E33: 6/25/2012

Also enter the text thereafter in cell G33 and Realized Loss Percentages in cell
E28. Then enter the following values into the corresponding cells:

H29: 0.25%
H30: 0.60%
H31: 1.05%
H32: 1.50%
H33: 1.80%

9. Next go to the Balances sheet and enter the text Loss Trigger Pct in cell L12.
Some of you may have picked up that we are going to compare the current loss
rate to the values provided in the prospectus. We already entered the values from
the prospectus, now we need to calculate each period’s loss rate as defined in the
Trigger Events definition. Enter the following formula in cell L16:

=(SUM(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!$K$10:K10)+SUM(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!
$K$10:K10)-SUM(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!$P$10:P10)-SUM(‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!$P$10:P10))/SUM(grp1_TotalBal, grp2_TotalBal)
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This formula aggregates the loss each period for both loan groups and takes out
recoveries. It then divides this amount by the total mortgage balances as of the
cut-off date. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells L16:L514.

10. The strategy for triggers and varying waterfalls is to break up the conditional
testing so it is easier to visualize. We have calculated both the delinquency and
loss component to the trigger test and can now implement the actual trigger.
Enter the text, Trigger Active in cell M12 and then enter the following formula
in cell M16:

=IF(SUM(P15,T15,Z15,AF15,AL15,AR15,AX15)<0.001,FALSE,
IF(Vectors!AE9>(struc_DelTrigPct*Balances!I15),TRUE,
IF(B16<Inputs!$E$29,FALSE,IF(L16>OFFSET(Inputs!$H$28,MATCH
(Balances!$B16,Inputs!$E$29:$E$33,1),0),TRUE,FALSE))))

The first part of this formula checks to see if the Senior certificates are all paid
off. If they have, then the trigger is turned off. Next the delinquency is checked
against the limits set forth in the prospectus supplement. If the limit is breached,
then the trigger is activated with a TRUE. The date is then checked to see if
it is prior to the start of the table on the Inputs sheet. If it is then the formula
returns a FALSE. It would be unlikely to realize so much loss in the first two
years without the delinquency rate breaching the trigger. Finally, the loss rate
in the L column is compared against the table we entered on the Inputs sheet
using an OFFSET-MATCH combination. Copy and paste this formula over the
range of cells M16:M514. The trigger section should look like the area shown in
Figure 5.5.

11. Now that we know the Stepdown Date and have built in a mechanism to test if a
Trigger Event has occurred, we should look at how the two concepts are used for

F IGURE 5.5 The complete area of the trigger
section.
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principal payment. If we look at the excerpt from Step 1 of this Model Builder
we see that the Principal Distribution’s first section only applies if the current
period is prior to the calculated Stepdown Date or if the Trigger Event is in effect.
Be extraordinarily careful with the wording in this section. The conditional test
here involves the word or meaning that if either of these conditions is true then
the payment instructions that follow should be used for calculations.

The conditional test in Section 1 of the Principal Distributions on page S-96
of the prospectus supplement only applies to the Group I certificates. If we look
at Section II and III we see that the same conditional test is applicable for the
Group II and Mezzanine Certificates. When we look at Sections IV, V, and VI we
notice that the conditional test changes. Those sections’ payment structures are
activated on or after the Stepdown Date and if the Trigger Event is not in effect.
Once again, be careful of the wording as the conditional statement changes from
an or to an and.

Principal will be paid depending on one of these two states. Each period one
of the two conditional statements will be met. For this reason we should track
the current state of the transaction. Enter the text Waterfall 1 Active in cell N12
and Waterfall 2 Active in cell O12. In cell N15 enter the following formula:

=IF(OR(K15=FALSE,M15),TRUE,FALSE)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells N15:N514. This formula
uses the OR function to activate the first waterfall if the Stepdown Date has not
occurred or if a Trigger Event is in effect. Complete the second waterfall status
check by entering the following formula in cell O15:

=IF(AND(K15,IF(M15=FALSE,TRUE,FALSE)),TRUE,FALSE)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells O15:O514. A bit more
complicated than the previous waterfall status check, this formula activates the
second waterfall if the current period is the Stepdown Date or beyond and if
a Trigger Event is not in effect. By knowing which waterfall is in effect we are
ready to begin the actual principal calculations. However, the Stepdown Date
and Trigger Events are very important parts to a structured transaction and we
should provide more detail on them.

The Stepdown Date and Trigger Events are features that are closely watched
in structured mortgage transactions, particularly by mezzanine investors. The
reason is that passing the Stepdown Date without a Trigger Event is a key hur-
dle in achieving additional returns. As we will see later in this chapter, once
the Stepdown Date is passed in conjunction with no Trigger Events, additional
cash will flow to the Mezzanine Certificates. The likelihood of a Stepdown
Date being realized is a key decision for mezzanine investors, especially in dis-
tressed environments. Often deals get marked down in depressed times with the
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expectation of no cash being released to the mezzanine debt holders. However,
if a Stepdown Date is passed with no trigger breaches, even for a few periods,
then cash can flow to the mezzanine tranches. If this cash creates a yield that is
more than the price paid, a savvy investor can earn a decent return.

12. We can now finally proceed through the Principal Distributions section to the
first subsection (i), which states:

(i) to the holders of the Group I Certificates until the Certificate Principal
Balance thereof has been reduced to zero; and . . .

Recall from the first excerpt from Step 1 of this Model Builder that the amount
that is available to the Group I certificates is the Group I Principal Distribu-
tion Amount. Turning to the definition on page S-90 we are met with a hefty
definition:

“Group I Principal Distribution Amount”: The Group I Principal Dis-
tribution Amount for any distribution date will be the sum of (i) the
principal portion of all scheduled monthly payments due on the Group
I Mortgage Loans during the related Due Period, to the extent received
on or prior to the related Determination Date or advanced prior to such
distribution date; (ii) the principal portion of all proceeds received in
respect of the repurchase of a Group I Mortgage Loan (or, in the case
of a substitution, certain amounts representing a principal adjustment)
during the related Prepayment Period; (iii) the principal portion of all
other unscheduled collections, including insurance proceeds, liquidation
proceeds, Subsequent Recoveries and all full and partial principal pre-
payments, received on the Group I Mortgage Loans during the related
Prepayment Period, to the extent applied as recoveries of principal on
the mortgage loans and (iv) the Group I Allocation Percentage of the
amount of any Overcollateralization Increase Amount for such distri-
bution date minus (v) the Group I Allocation Percentage of the amount
of any Overcollateralization Reduction Amount for such distribution
date. In no event will the Group I Principal Distribution Amount with
respect to any distribution date be (x) less than zero or (y) greater than
the then outstanding aggregate Certificate Principal Balance of the Fixed
Rate Certificates.

Like any complex statement we will break this down in parts. The first key
phrase to notice is that the Group I Principal Distribution Amount will be a sum
of subsections (i, ii, iii, iv, v). The first subsection (i) is the scheduled monthly
principal from the Group I mortgage loans for the period. These are principal
amounts that are received from mortgagors or advanced from the servicer. Sub-
section (ii) is reserved for special circumstances involving loan repurchases or
substitution. These would typically take place if fraud or an ineligible loan ended
up in the pool of loans. We are not modeling these loans, but should note that
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they do frequently occur in structured mortgage transactions. Subsection (iii) is
very important as it includes all unscheduled collections, which we have calcu-
lated as voluntary prepayments and recoveries. Subsections (iv) and (v) will be
discussed in Chapter 6 as they are part of the credit enhancement calculations.

Go to the Group 1 - Waterfall sheet and enter the text Group I Principal
Remittance Amount in cell AL7. Enter the following formula in cell AL10:

=N10+O10+P10+R10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AL10:AL509. Notice that
this sums up the Group I asset’s scheduled and advanced principal, voluntary
prepayments, and recovery proceeds. This covers subsections (i, ii, and iii) of the
Group I Principal Distribution Amount, but is not the Group I Principal Distri-
bution Amount. The first thought is, “So why bother calculating it?” The reason
is that the formula in column AL is the Group I Principal Remittance Amount
as defined a bit lower on page S-90, which will be integral to the calculations.

“Group I Principal Remittance Amount”: The Group I Principal
Remittance Amount for any distribution date will be equal to the sum
of the amounts described in clauses (i) through (iii) of the definition of
Group I Principal Distribution Amount.

13. We will continue with the Principal Distribution section, but will have to skip
over many columns for now because much of the principal section relies on
advanced features described in Chapter 6. For now, enter the following formula
in AN10:

=N10+O10+P10+R10

Copy and paste this formula over the range AN10:AN509. Note that this for-
mula is the same as the last step. This is primarily because in Chapter 6, we will
modify the formula to take into account advanced features, but need to populate
the data for now. Also, label cell AN7, Group I Principal Distribution Amount.

14. Before we can pay any amount of principal we should jump slightly ahead in
the Principal Distributions section to cases when the second waterfall state is
active. This is because there is a key difference in wording that we should define
now for use later. If we go to page S-96 to subsection (iv) we see the following
instructions for situations when the second waterfall state is activated:

(i) to the holders of the Group I Certificates, the Group I Senior Principal
Distribution Amount until the Certificate Principal Balance thereof has
been reduced to zero; and . . .

The important difference between this excerpt and the first one described in
Step 12 is that the excerpt here defines the Group I Senior Principal Distribution
Amount as the amount paid to the certificates. We should check this definition
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to understand what we need to implement to be able to pay this amount. On
page S-90 we find the definition, which reads:

“Group I Senior Principal Distribution Amount”: The Group I Senior
Principal Distribution Amount is an amount equal to the excess of (i)
the aggregate Certificate Principal Balance of the Group I Certificates
immediately prior to the related distribution date over (ii) the lesser
of (A) the product of (i) approximately 80.70% and (ii) the aggregate
principal balance of the Group I Mortgage Loans as of the last day
of the related Due Period (after giving effect to scheduled payments of
principal due during the related Due Period, to the extent received or
advanced, and unscheduled collections of principal received during the
related Prepayment Period) and (B) the aggregate principal balance of
the Group I Mortgage Loans as of the last day of the related Due Period
(after giving effect to scheduled payments of principal due during the
related Due Period, to the extent received or advanced, and unscheduled
collections of principal received during the related Prepayment Period)
minus 0.50% of the aggregate principal balance of the Group I Mort-
gage Loans as of the cut-off date.

No doubt this definition is a mouthful, but like all legal definitions it is worded
for precision and can be followed precisely. The first key word is excess, which
means that we will be subtracting an amount from another amount. This is
tricky because excess is usually followed by an over, which is suggestive of
a fraction or division. However, when over is paired with excess the inten-
tion is to subtract an amount. Here we see that (ii) should be subtracted
from (i). This is made even more confusing because there are two (i)s and
two (ii)s.

Clarity can be achieved by starting with (i) the aggregate Group I Certificate
Principal Balance (predistribution) minus (ii) the minimum of (A), which is
80.70% multiplied by the Group I mortgage loan principal balance and (B),
which is the aggregate principal balance of the Group I mortgage loans less
0.50% multiplied by the original balance of the Group I mortgage loans. To
properly implement this formula we need to insert a few assumptions on the
Inputs sheet. Go to the Inputs sheet and enter the following text and values in
the corresponding cells:

D19: Senior Prin Dist %
D20: Senior Org Prin Dist %
E19: 80.7%
E20: 0.5%

Figure 5.6 shows the progress on the Inputs sheet thus far. Also, name cell E19
struc_SrPrinPct and cell E20 struc_SrOrgPrinPct.
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F IGURE 5.6 The Inputs sheet should
incorporate the principal percentages.

15. Next go to the Group 1 – Waterfall and enter the following formula in cell
AO10:

=MAX(MIN(Balances!P14-MIN(struc_SrPrinPct*T10,
T10-struc_SrOrgPrinPct*grp1_TotalBal),AN10),0)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AO10:AO509. Notice that
this formula captures the wording in Step 14, but also adds a MAX function in
case of a rare condition where there could be a slight negative value. Also, enter
the text Group I Senior Principal Distribution Amount in cell AO7.

16. Most likely in no loss or low loss situations, there will be little to no difference
between the Principal Distribution Amount and Senior Principal Distribution
Amount. We will see in the next chapter, after we modify the Senior Principal
Distribution Amount formula to include credit enhancement, how the two values
deviate. For now we can move on to what should actually be paid to the Group
I Senior certificate holder. This is in column AP. In cell AP7, enter the text A-1
Distribution Paid and then enter the following formula in cell AP10:

=MIN(Balances!P14,MIN(AL10+AK10,IF(Balances!N15,AN10,AO10)))

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AP10:AP509. This formula
checks to see which waterfall is activated and then pays either the Principal Dis-
tribution Amount or the Senior Principal Distribution Amount. It is constrained
by the Principal Remittance Amount plus the excess spread, which we have not
yet included. Finally, the formula is constrained further by only paying the bal-
ance of the tranche. This protects from overpaying when the tranche balance
becomes very low. Notice that cell AK10 is referenced, but not yet complete.
We will come back to this reference in the next chapter when we calculate
overcollateralization increases.

17. The next step in reversing out the principal waterfall is to include the second
subsection of Step I:

(ii) to the holders of the Group II Certificates (allocated among the
classes of Group II Certificates in the priority described below), after
taking into account the distribution of the Group II Principal Distribu-
tion Amount already distributed, as described herein, until the Certifi-
cate Principal Balances thereof have been reduced to zero.
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This wording is similar as in the interest section. It is a bit trickier given the two
possible distribution amounts. Therefore the following formula must be entered
in cell AR10:

=IF(Balances!N15,AN10-AP10,AO10-AP10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AR10:AR509. Also, enter the
text, Undistributed Principal Sent to Group II in cell AR7. Thus far this section
of the example model should look like Figure 5.7.

18. Notice from the excerpt in Step 17 that the money which we calculated in the
formula is directed to the Group II certificates and is allocated according to a
specific priority. This priority is detailed on page S-97 and excerpted here:

With respect to the Group II Certificates, all principal distributions
will be distributed sequentially, first, to the holders of the Class A-2F
Certificates, the Lockout Distribution Percentage of such principal dis-
tributions, until the Certificate Principal Balance of the Class A-2F Cer-
tificates has been reduced to zero; second, to the Class A-2A Certificates,
until the Certificate Principal Balance of the Class A-2A Certificates has
been reduced to zero; third, to the Class A-2B Certificates, until the
Certificate Principal Balance of the Class A-2B Certificates has been
reduced to zero; fourth, to the Class A-2C Certificates, until the Certifi-
cate Principal Balance of the Class A-2C Certificates has been reduced
to zero; fifth, to the Class A-2D Certificates, until the Certificate Prin-
cipal Balance of the Class A-2D Certificates has been reduced to zero;
sixth, to the Class A-2E Certificates, until the aggregate Certificate Prin-
cipal Balance of the Class A-2E Certificates has been reduced to zero
and seventh, to the Class A-2F Certificates, until the Certificate Prin-
cipal Balance of the Class A-2F Certificates has been reduced to zero,
provided, however, on any distribution date on which the aggregate
Certificate Principal Balance of the Subordinate Certificates has been
reduced to zero, principal distributions will be distributed concurrently,
to the Group II Certificates, on a pro rata basis, based on the Certificate
Principal Balance of each such class.

From this excerpt we can read that the normal distribution of principal to the
Group II certificates is sequential, but not to the Class A-2A first as one would
expect. Instead, the A-2F is allocated a special amount based on a concept called
the Lockout Distribution. To completely understand the Lockout Distribution
we should turn to the definition on page S-92, which states:

“Lockout Distribution Percentage”: The Lockout Distribution Percent-
age for the Class A-2F Certificates and any distribution date means the
indicated percentage of the Lockout Certificate Percentage for such dis-
tribution date . . .
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FIGURE 5.8 The Lockout Distribution
Percentages in table format.

The percentages the prospectus show are captured in Figure 5.8.
To fully interpret the last figure and excerpt, we now understand that the

first principal distribution goes to the A-2F tranche based on the percentages
shown in Figure 5.2. Prior to starting the Group II principal waterfall, we need
to update the Inputs sheet to account for the special payments to the A-2F
tranche.
Go to the Inputs sheet and enter the following text and dates in the corresponding
cells:

B28: Lockout Distribution Percentages
B29: 6/25/2006
C29: 5/25/2009
B30: 6/25/2009
C30: 5/25/2011
B31: 6/25/2011
C31: 5/25/2012
B32: 6/25/2012
C32: 5/25/2013
B33: 6/25/2013
C33: thereafter

Also enter the following values in the corresponding cells:

D29: 0%
D30: 45%
D31: 80%
D32: 100%
D33: 300%

This sets up the necessary assumptions on the Inputs sheet to continue with
principal amortization for Group II.

19. Go to the Group II – Waterfall sheet. The Group II Principal Remittance Amount
is defined identically to the Group I Principal Remittance in the prospectus
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supplement. This definition is captured by entering the following formula in cell
BZ10:

=N10+O10+P10+R10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BZ10:BZ509. Notice that
this formula on the Group II – Waterfall sheet is identical to the one on the
Group I – Waterfall sheet. Also enter the text Group II Principal Remittance
Amount in cell BZ7.

20. Just as we did for the Group I – Waterfall sheet we will enter a partial formula
in the next column, which will be finished off in Chapter 6. In cell CB10 enter
the following formula:

=N10+O10+P10+R10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CB10:CB509. This is the same
as the previous formula, as the definition for the Group II Principal Distribution
Amount is virtually identical. Keep in mind that this is incomplete and we will
revisit this column in Chapter 6 to add additional functionality. Enter the text
Group II Principal Distribution Amount in cell CB7.

21. Moving on, we need to jump ahead to the second waterfall state, just as we did
with the Group I loans. This is seen on page S-96, where it states:

V. On each distribution date (a) on or after the Stepdown Date and
(b) on which a Trigger Event is not in effect, distributions in respect of
principal to the extent of the Group II Principal Distribution Amount
will be made in the following amounts and order of priority:

(i) to the holders of the Group II Certificates (allocated among the
classes of Group II Certificates in the priority described below), the
Group II Senior Principal Distribution Amount, until the Certificate
Principal Balances thereof have been reduced to zero; and . . .

The wording is similar to what was implemented for the Group I loans in
Step 14. Even the definition of the Group II Senior Distribution Amount on page
S-91 is very much alike; however there are many more tranches in Group II.
This translates into a formula that should be entered in CC10 on the Group II –
Waterfall sheet:

=MAX(MIN(SUM(Balances!T14,Balances!Z14,Balances!AF14,Balances!
AL14,Balances!AR14,Balances!AX14),SUM(Balances!T14,Balances!Z14,
Balances!AF14,Balances!AL14,Balances!AR14,Balances!AX14)-MIN
(struc_SrPrinPct*T10,T10-struc_SrOrgPrinPct*grp2_TotalBal),CB10),0)
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Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CC10:CC509. This formula is
actually much simpler than it seems because it is highly repetitive. When reading
the Group II Senior Distribution Amount definition, we see the word excess
again. Recall that this means we are going to subtract two amounts. The first
amount is the sum of the aggregate Group II certificates, which we are drawing
from the Balances sheet. We also need to cap the formula by the current period’s
beginning balances of those certificates. Remember that you should never pay
more principal than is due to the certificate holders. Later in the formula we
reference set percentages from the Inputs sheet and apply them to the Group
II collateral’s current and original balances. Also enter the text Group II Senior
Principal Distribution Amount in cell CC7 to create a label.

22. We can now proceed forward on the Group II principal distribution definition as
shown in the excerpt in Step 18. We see that we have to pay the Group A-2F first
based on the Lockout Certificate Percentage. We have set up the initial inputs
for this, but we need to set up the actual amount each period. This is best done
on the Balances sheet. Go to the Balances sheet and enter the following formula
in cell BB15:

=IF(SUM(T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14)<0.001,0,AX14/SUM(T14,
Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14)*OFFSET(Inputs!$D$28,MATCH(B15,
Inputs!$B$29:$B$33,1),0))

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BB15:BB514. Also enter
the text, Lockout Distribution Percentage in cell BB12. Notice that in Step
18, we looked at the definition of the Lockout Distribution Percentage, not the
Lockout Certificate Percentage. Wall Street loves details. The Lockout Certificate
Percentage modifies the Lockout Distribution Percentage. Read the Lockout
Certificate Percentage from page S-92, excerpted here:

“Lockout Certificate Percentage”: The Lockout Certificate Percentage
for the Class A-2F Certificates will be calculated for each distribution
date to be the percentage equal to the Certificate Principal Balance of
the Class A-2F Certificates immediately prior to such distribution date
divided by the aggregate Certificate Principal Balance of the Group II
Certificates immediately prior to such distribution date.

Essentially this is a pro rata weighting for the Class A-2F class. It seems as if the
Lockout Distribution Percentage was created for any tranche of debt and that
if a tranche is allowed it, then it only receives its pro rata share. This explains
why the latter part of the formula divides the prior period’s balance by all the
tranches’ balances and then multiplies that ratio by the relevant percentage from
the Inputs sheet (as determined by period). There is some clean up functionality
to prevent errors. The formula first checks to see if there are any Group II
certificates outstanding; if not then the percentage is zero.
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23. While we are on the Balances sheet, we are going to complete some columns
that will help us with the Group II principal distributions. Earlier, in the excerpt
from Step 18, we read that the Group II principal distributions are sequential.
However, we should read the entire payment priority instructions. Right after
explaining that each tranche should be paid sequentially, the definition has a
subtle ending that informs the reader that the Group II certificates will be paid
concurrently on a pro rata basis, if the Mezzanine Certificates are all reduced to
zero. This is a complete change in payment methodology.

In Chapter 4, we created pro rata share percentages for the Group II cer-
tificates. These percentages are created based on interest due. The last line of
the excerpt from Step 18 informs the reader that if the certificates are be-
ing paid on a pro rata basis, the pro rata weighting is based on certificate
balances.

We have already labeled the pertinent columns for the periodic principal
pro rata percentages as “Group II Principal Pro Rata Share.” Now we should
enter formulas for them, beginning with W14 on the Balances sheet:

=IF(SUM(T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14)<0.001,0,T14/SUM(T14,Z14,
AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14))

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells W14:W509. This formula
should be repeated for each Group II certificate. The only difference between the
formulas is the numerator of the weighted average calculation should change.
Notice this difference for the A-2B tranche in cell AC14:

=IF(SUM(T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14)<0.001,0,Z14/SUM(T14,Z14,
AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14))

Make sure to copy and paste all formulas over the rows 14 to 509 for the relevant
columns.

24. We can finally start paying the Group II liabilities. Go to the Group II – Waterfall
sheet and enter the following formula in cell CD10:

=IF(SUM(Balances!BE14,Balances!BI14,Balances!BM14,Balances!BQ14,
Balances!BU14)>0,MIN(IF(Balances!N15,CB10*Balances!BB15,CC10*
Balances!BB15),Balances!AX14,BZ10),MIN(IF(Balances!N15,CB10*
Balances!BA14,CC10*Balances!BA14),Balances!AX14,BZ10))

We first pay the A-2F certificate with this formula, as the prospectus supple-
ment directs us to pay the Lockout Distribution Percentage. However, there
are a number of nuances within this formula. First, we need to check if the
subordinate certificates have balances. Recall that if they are paid off, then
the payment priority switches to pro rata. We set up a conditional test on the
subordinate certificate balances to implement this feature. If the aggregate subor-
dinate balance is greater than zero, we pay the Lockout Distribution Percentage.
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However, we have to test if we are paying the Group II Principal Distribution
Amount or the Group II Senior Principal Distribution Amount. Remember that
the Principal Distribution section on page S-96 shows that either can be paid
depending on the Stepdown Date and Trigger Event. Because we have set both
principal distribution amounts up in cells CB10 and CC10, and have logical
statements for the active waterfall, we can set up a conditional test and pay
the correct distribution amount multiplied by the Lockout Distribution Percent-
age from the Balances sheet. Keep in mind that we must always cap principal
payments by the current period’s beginning certificate balance using a MIN
function. Finally, if the subordinate tranches are paid off, then we implement
a pro rata pay system based on the Group II Pro Rata Share percentage for
the A-2F certificate from the Balances sheet. Although we will come back to
the A-2F tranche later in the waterfall in a sequential situation, this is the only
time we will pay the pro rata share; otherwise we would overpay the A-2F tranche
in a given period. Make sure to copy and paste this formula over the range of cells
CD10:CD509. Also, enter the text A-2F Distribution Paid in cell CD7 for labeling
purposes.

25. Next we should follow the sequential ordering and pay the A-2A tranche. To
make this easier in sequential situations we should move the cash by adding
another column to calculate what is available after paying the A-2F distribution.
First enter the text Group II Principal Distribution Remaining in cell CF7 and
then enter the following formula in cell CF10:

=CB10-CD10

Copy and paste this over the range of cells CF10:CF509. This simple formula
takes the Group II Principal Distribution we started with and subtracts out the
distribution to the A-2F tranche.

26. A similar formula should be entered into cell CG10:

=MAX(CC10-CD10,0)

This formula is to carry over the Group II Senior Distribution Amount. The
difference is that this formula has a MAX function in case of very rare nuances
where there could be a slight negative value. Copy and paste this formula over
the range of cells CG10:CG509. Also, enter the text Group II Senior Distribution
Remaining in cell CG7. The Group II principal section should be developing as
seen in Figure 5.9.

27. The first tranche paid, the A-2F, tranche was a special case. The remaining Group
II certificates have similar payment formulas. First we should label each column
appropriately by entering the following text in the corresponding cell:

CH7: A-2A Distribution Paid
CJ7: A-2B Distribution Paid
CL7: A-2C Distribution Paid
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F IGURE 5.9 The Group II principal calculations that have been created thus far.

CN7: A-2D Distribution Paid
CP7: A-2E Distribution Paid
CR7: A-2F Distribution Paid

28. In cell CH10, enter the following formula to pay the A-2A principal:

=IF(SUM(Balances!BE14,Balances!BI14,Balances!BM14,Balances!BQ14,
Balances!BU14)>0,MIN(IF(Balances!N15,CF10,CG10),Balances!T14),
MIN(IF(Balances!N15,CB10*Balances!W14,CC10*Balances!W14),
Balances!T14))

This formula has similar elements to the A-2F payment formula earlier, but
the most important difference is that when there are subordinate certificates,
the tranche is due the entire amount from the distribution amount, rather than
a percentage. The distribution amount can vary depending on the state of the
deal. What can be confusing about this formula is if there are no subordinate
certificates and the Group II certificates are paying pro rata. Some will think there
is an error in the formula because it is referencing the earlier distribution amount.
This is actually correct because in a pro rata distribution, the tranches are taking
the full distribution amount and splitting it up based on balance percentages. In
the sequential system, we must deduct payments made to tranches prior to the
tranche under examination. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells
CH10:CH509.

29. Let’s move on to the A-2B certificate, the next sequential tranche according to
the principal distribution priority. For this tranche enter the following formula
in cell CJ10:

=IF(SUM(Balances!BE14,Balances!BI14,Balances!BM14,Balances!BQ14,
Balances!BU14)>0,IF((Balances!T14-CH10)<0.001,MIN(IF(Balances!
N15,CF10-CH10,CG10-CH10),Balances!Z14),0),MIN(IF(Balances!N15,
CB10*Balances!AC14,CC10*Balances!AC14),Balances!Z14))
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Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CJ10:CJ509. For the most
part this formula is almost the same as the A-2A tranche aside from logical shifts
in references to reflect the A-2B certificate exposures. The major difference is
that there is an additional IF function right after the initial IF function to check
if the subordinate tranches are paid off. An additional IF function is included
to check if the tranche prior to the A-2B (the A-2A) is paid off before releasing
funds for payment. Notice that the IF function looks at the A-2A balance less the
amount paid in the current period. If this is less than a certain level of precision
(in this case .0001), then the A-2B can start receiving money. If not, then the
tranche gets nothing. Such a system only pertains to a sequential payout. If the
subordinate certificates are paid off, then the payment system reverts to a pro
rata payout as seen in the last part of the formula.

30. Replicate the formula in Step 29 for the A-2C, A-2D, and A-2E tranches in their
respective columns. Make sure to change all references and to subtract out prior
payments in the sequential section of the formula. If any of this is unclear, refer
to the example model on the CD-ROM for the complete formulas.

31. Finally, there is the matter of the A-2F tranche. We see it appear twice in the
prospectus supplement’s priority of Group II principal payments. This is only
the case for a sequential pay system. In such a system, the A-2F receives it’s
Lockout Distribution first and if there is money left after paying all the other
Group II tranches, then it receives another distribution. In a pro rata situation,
we already allocated funds to the A-2F tranche. The ordering does not matter
in the pro rata case because if there are shortfalls, each tranche will only be
assigned its pro rata share of the available funds. To implement these concepts
enter the following formula in cell CR10:

=IF((Balances!AR14-CP10)<0.001,MIN(IF(Balances!N15,CF10-CH10-
CJ10-CL10-CN10-CP10,CG10-CH10-CJ10-CL10-CN10-CP10),
Balances!AX14-CE10),0)

Notice that this is the same as the part of the other Group II formulas, but only
covers sequential pay. The pro rata pay was implemented earlier in column CD.
Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CR10:CR509. So far the
Group II principal section should look like Figure 5.10.

32. Next we should follow the principal distribution instructions to see where the
remaining cash should go. The following excerpt is from page S-96:

(ii) to the holders of the Group I Certificates, after taking into account
the distribution of the Group I Principal Distribution Amount already
distributed, as described herein, until the Certificate Principal Balance
thereof has been reduced to zero.

We have seen this language before with the Group I certificates directing remain-
ing funds to Group II. Here the funds are directed to Group I. We incorporate
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this by entering the following formula in cell CT10 of the Group II – Waterfall
sheet:

=IF(Balances!N15,CF10,CG10)-CH10-CJ10-CL10-CN10-CP10-CR10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CT10:CT509. Also enter the
text Undistributed Principal Sent to Group I in cell CT7.

33. We should now go back to the Group I – Waterfall sheet and complete the section
that relies on the undistributed Group II funds. Enter the following formula in
cell AQ10 of the Group I – Waterfall sheet:

=MIN(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CT10,Balances!P14-AP10)

This formula uses the “lesser of what you have and need” adage, by taking the
minimum of what is available from Group II and what is needed for the A-1
tranche after the Group I distribution. Copy and paste this formula over the
range of cells AQ10:AQ509. Enter the text A-1 Principal Distributed By Group
II in cell AQ7.

34. We should now do the same for the Group II certificates. Because there are more
tranches, we need to have a more systematic approach. Enter the following text
in the corresponding cells:

CE7: A-2F Principal Distributed by Group I
CI7: A-2A Principal Distributed by Group I
CK7: A-2B Principal Distributed by Group I
CM7: A-2C Principal Distributed by Group I
CO7: A-2D Principal Distributed by Group I
CQ7: A-2E Principal Distributed by Group I
CS7: A-2F Principal Distributed by Group I

For the initial A-2F payment, we should use a custom formula to take into
account that only the Lockout Distribution should be attempted to be paid.
Enter the following formula in cell CE10:

=IF(SUM(Balances!BE14,Balances!BI14,Balances!BM14,Balances!BQ14,
Balances!BU14)>0,MIN(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AR10*Balances!BB15,
Balances!AX14-CD10,‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AR10),MIN(‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!AR10*Balances!BA14,Balances!AX14-CD10))

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CE10:CE509. Notice that
this formula applies the Lockout Distribution Percentage to the available funds
from the Group I waterfall. When the subordinate certificates are paid off then
the A-2F tranche only receives its pro rata share of the Group I available funds.
We also cap the payment by the certificate balance less the current period’s
principal payment.
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35. The A-2A tranche is the first tranche to get paid its full amount in sequential
order so its formula will be slightly different from the others. Enter the following
formula in cell CI10:

=IF(SUM(Balances!BE14,Balances!BI14,Balances!BM14,Balances!
BQ14,Balances!BU14)>0,MIN(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!
AR10-CE10,Balances!T14-CH10),MIN(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!
AR10*Balances!W14,Balances!T14-CH10))

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CI10:CI509. Here the same
rules apply: if the subordinates exist then the Group I remaining is provided
to the A-2A first, if there are no subordinate certificates left then the Group I
remaining is split pro rata.

36. The A-2B, A-2C, A-2D, and A-2E tranches will have similar formulas. For
example, look at the A-2B formula that should be entered in cell CK10:

=IF(SUM(Balances!BE14,Balances!BI14,Balances!BM14,Balances!BQ14,
Balances!BU14)>0,IF((Balances!T14-CH10-CI10)<0.001,MIN(‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!AR10-CE10-CI10,Balances!Z14-CJ10),0),MIN(‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!AR10*Balances!AC14,Balances!Z14-CJ10))

Like the normal principal payment, in a sequential pay structure, the A-2B
tranche is paid only after the A-2A is completely paid off using funds from
both the Group I and II sources. Otherwise it is paid in a pro rata form using
the percentages from the Balances sheet. Enter variations of this formula for
the other three tranches, making sure to change all references that pertain to a
tranche. Also make sure to copy and paste each formula in its correct column
over the rows 10 through 509. If you are lost you should definitely follow the
example model formulas on the CD-ROM.

37. Once again, the final exception is the A-2F’s final sequential payment. The
following formula captures the concept and should be entered in cell CS10:

=IF((Balances!AR14-CP10-CQ10)<0.001,MIN(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AR10-
CE10-CI10-CK10-CM10-CO10-CQ10,Balances!AX14-CD10-CE10-
CR10),0)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CS10:CS509. We already
paid out the pro rata distribution of the Group I funds in column CE, so we
should only pay the remaining sequential funds that could be distributed from
Group I sources here. Always make sure to cap the payment amount by the
balance of the certificate less what has been paid out already.

38. We are almost nearing the end of the Group I and II principal distribution
sections, so do not think the waterfall is endless. We have amounts that can be
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paid, but we have not actually applied any cash to the certificate balances. Go
to the Balances sheet and enter the following formula in cell S15:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AP10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AQ10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells S15:S514. This formula adds
up the amounts paid to the A-1 certificate from Group I and Group II sources.
This should be repeated for each Group II tranche, paying special attention to
the four references for the A-2F certificate (two possible payment sources from
Group II funds and two possible payment sources from Group II funds).

39. Finally, we need to determine how much money to pass on to the Mezzanine
Certificates, which is the next major stage of the principal distribution section.
We will split this out by what remains directly from the Principal Remittance
accounts and what remains after each loan group supports the other. Do this by
starting on the Group I – Waterfall sheet and entering the following formula in
cell AS10:

=AR10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CE10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CI10-‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!CK10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CM10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!
CO10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CQ10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CS10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AS10:AS509. This formula
takes the amount that was sent to Group II and returns the remainder of all
the uses in the Group II waterfall for each period. Enter the text Undistributed
Unused Sent to Mezz in cell AS7. Do the same for the Group II certificates by
entering the following formula in cell CU10 of the Group II – Waterfall sheet:

=CT10-‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AQ10

Make sure to copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CU10:CU509.
Enter the text Undistributed Unused Sent to Mezz in cell CU7.

Now enter the following formula in cell CV10 of the Group II – Waterfall
worksheet:

=BY10+BZ10-CD10-CH10-CJ10-CL10-CN10-CP10-CR10-CU10

This formula captures the amount left over after paying the Group II liabilities.
Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CV10:CV509. Also, enter
the text Unused Sent to Mezz in cell CV7.

Go to the Group I – Waterfall worksheet and enter the following formula
in cell AT10:

=AK10+AL10-AP10-AS10
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F IGURE 5.11 The mezzanine funds come
from the end of the senior waterfalls.

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AT10:AT509. Label AT7 by
entering the text Unused Sent to Mezz. This section, where funds are sent to the
mezzanine tranches, is shown in Figure 5.11.

MEZZANINE PRINCIPAL RETURNS

We can see from Model Builder 5.1 that the senior principal waterfall is complex and
attempts to make the most funds available for the Senior certificates. This protection
for the Senior certificates should be understood by mezzanine investors, because the
principal that is returned to the Mezzanine Certificates must pass through the Senior
certificates’ waterfall first.

Mezzanine investors need to be even more careful and understand the other
Mezzanine Certificates because as we will see from the prospectus supplement, the
Mezzanine Certificates are always paid sequentially. The amounts that are paid each
period may also change depending on the deal state, which also complicates the anal-
ysis. To really understand this section, we will jump right in with Model Builder 5.2.

MODEL BUILDER 5.2: THE MEZZANINE CERTIF ICATES’
PRIORITY OF PAYMENTS

1. We will begin with the funds that were left over after paying the Senior certifi-
cates. Prior to actually moving that cash over, we should set up a few labels.
Go to the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet and enter the text Principal in cell BK6.
Also, enter the text Aggregate Principal Distribution Amount in cell BK7. Enter
the following formula in cell BK10 to capture the cash that was left over from
the Senior certificates’ waterfall:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AS10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AT10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!CU10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CV10
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Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BK10:BK509.
2. Next we should look back to the prospectus supplement to the Mezzanine

certificate principal instructions detailed in Sections III and VI, on pages S-96
and S-97, respectively. To show the two possible payment structures Sections III
and VI have been excerpted here:

III. On each distribution date (a) prior to the Stepdown Date or (b) on
which a Trigger Event is in effect, distributions in respect of principal to
the extent of the sum of the Group I Principal Distribution Amount and
the Group II Principal Distribution Amount remaining undistributed
for such distribution date will be made sequentially to the Class M-1,
Class M-2, Class M-3, Class M-4 and Class M-5 Certificates, in that
order, in each case, until the Certificate Principal Balance of each such
class has been reduced to zero.

VI. On each distribution date (a) on or after the Stepdown Date and
(b) on which a Trigger Event is not in effect, distributions in respect of
principal to the extent of the sum of the Group I Principal Distribution
Amount and the Group II Principal Distribution Amount remaining
undistributed for such distribution date will be made in the following
amounts and order of priority:

(i) to the holders of the Class M-1 Certificates, the Class M-1 Principal
Distribution Amount, until the Certificate Principal Balance thereof has
been reduced to zero;

(ii) to the holders of the Class M-2 Certificates, the Class M-2 Principal
Distribution Amount, until the Certificate Principal Balance thereof has
been reduced to zero;

(iii) to the holders of the Class M-3 Certificates, the Class M-3 Principal
Distribution Amount, until the Certificate Principal Balance thereof has
been reduced to zero;

(iv) to the holders of the Class M-4 Certificates, the Class M-4 Principal
Distribution Amount, until the Certificate Principal Balance thereof has
been reduced to zero; and

(v) to the holders of the Class M-5 Certificates, the Class M-5 Principal
Distribution Amount, until the Certificate Principal Balance thereof has
been reduced to zero.

Read carefully to see that the mezzanine payment structure changes depending
on the deal states. In Section III, when the current period is prior to the Stepdown
Date or if there is a Trigger Event active, then all the undistributed funds will
be used to pay principal to the Mezzanine Certificates in a sequential order.
In Section VI, when the current period is on or after the Stepdown Date and
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when the Trigger is not active, then each Mezzanine Certificate should receive
its defined Principal Distribution Amount.

To implement this is simple for Section III as we have already populated the
remaining amounts from the Senior certificates. However, for Section VI, we need
to understand how each Mezzanine Certificates’ Principal Distribution Amount
is defined. Take the Class M-1 Principal Distribution Amount for example, its
definition from page S-87 is excerpted here:

“Class M-1 Principal Distribution Amount”: The Class M-1 Principal
Distribution Amount is an amount equal to the excess of:

– the sum of (i) the aggregate Certificate Principal Balance of the Class
A Certificates (after taking into account the distribution of the Se-
nior Principal Distribution Amount on the related distribution date)
and (ii) the Certificate Principal Balance of the Class M-1 Certificates
immediately prior to the related distribution date over

– the lesser of (A) the product of (i) approximately 89.40% and (ii) the
aggregate principal balance of the mortgage loans as of the last day of
the related Due Period (after giving effect to scheduled payments of
principal due during the related Due Period, to the extent received or
advanced, and unscheduled collections of principal received during the
related Prepayment Period) and (B) the excess, if any, of the aggregate
principal balance of the mortgage loans as of the last day of the related
Due Period (after giving effect to scheduled payments of principal due
during the related Due Period, to the extent received or advanced, and
unscheduled collections of principal received during the related Pre-
payment Period) over approximately 0.50% of the aggregate principal
balance of the Mortgage Loans as of the cut-off date.

We will discuss the reasoning for the complexity of the entire Principal Distri-
butions section at the end of this chapter. For now we should implement the
Class M-1 Principal Distribution Amount by entering the following formula in
cell BL10:

=MAX(MIN(BK10,(SUM(Balances!P14,Balances!T14,Balances!Z14,
Balances!AF14,Balances!AL14,Balances!AR14,Balances!AX14)-IF
(Balances!N15,0,SUM(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AO10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!CC10))+Balances!BE14)-MIN(struc_M1PrinPct*(‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!T10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!T10),(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!T10+
‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!T10)-(struc_SrOrgPrinPct*(grp1_TotalBal+
grp2_TotalBal)))),0)

This formula converts the excerpt defining the Class M-1 Principal Distribution
Amount into Excel. It seems like a ridiculous formula, but it is lengthy because
it must reference multiple cells on different sheets. A number of items must be
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FIGURE 5.12 The beginning of the
mezzanine principal distribution section.

referenced in a way that prevents circular references. Copy and paste this for-
mula over the range of cells BL10:BL509. Enter the text Class M-1 Distribution
Amount in cell BL7.

3. Next, enter the text M-1 Distribution Paid in cell BM7. We will now pay cash
to the M-1 certificate by entering the following formula in cell BM10:

=IF(Balances!N15,MIN(BK10,Balances!BE14),MIN(BL10,Balances!BE14))

Notice that the formula checks to see which deal state is active from the Balances
sheet. If the deal is pre-Stepdown Date or if a Trigger Event is active, then
anything that remains from the Senior certificates is applied to the M-1 tranche.
If the other deal state is active, then the Class M-1 Principal Distribution Amount
is paid. As always this is capped by the balance of the M-1 tranche. Copy and
paste this formula over the range of cells BM10:BM509. The mezzanine principal
section should begin as seen in Figure 5.12.

4. There will be repetition for the remaining Mezzanine Certificates, but we should
go over the M-2 tranche to be clear on how the formulas should vary. Enter the
text Class M-2 Principal Distribution Amount in cell BC7. Enter the following
formula in cell BR10:

=MAX(MIN(BK10-BL10,(SUM(Balances!P14,Balances!T14,Balances!
Z14,Balances!AF14,Balances!AL14,Balances!AR14,Balances!AX14)-
IF(Balances!N15,0,SUM(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AO10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!
CC10))+Balances!BE14+Balances!BI14)-MIN(struc_M2PrinPct*
(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!T10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!T10),(‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!T10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!T10)-(struc_SrOrgPrinPct*
(grp1_TotalBal+grp2_TotalBal)))),0)
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Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BR10:BR509. This for-
mula is different from the one in Step 3, not only because it is readjusted
for the M-2 tranche, but it also subtracts any payments to the M-1 tranche.
Read the Class M-2 Principal Distribution Amount definition on page S-87 for
details.

5. Next, enter the text M-2 Distribution Paid in cell BS7. Enter the following
formula in cell BS10 to see the principal payment variation for the M-2 tranche:

=IF(Balances!N15,MIN(BK10-BM10,Balances!BI14),MIN(BR10,Balances!
BI14))

The pattern that emerges is to always deduct out the payments that have already
been made to more senior classes of Mezzanine Certificates. Copy and paste this
formula over the range of cells BS10:BS509.

6. Repeat Steps 4 and 5 to complete the M-3, M-4, and M-5 tranches, making
sure to change cell references accordingly. Be careful to do this in the correct
columns, because the skipped columns will be completed in Chapter 6. The
correct columns are noted here:

BX: Class M-3 Principal Distribution Amount
BY: M-3 Distribution Paid
CD: Class M-4 Principal Distribution Amount
CE: M-4 Principal Distribution Paid
CJ: Class M-5 Principal Distribution Amount
CK: M-5 Distribution Amount

7. We should summarize how much cash remains after all the Mezzanine Certifi-
cate principal distributions are made. Enter the text Undistributed Mezzanine
Principal in cell CP7 and the following formula in cell CP10:

=BK10-BM10-BS10-BY10-CE10-CK10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CP10:CP509.
8. Finalize the Mezzanine Certificate principal distributions by integrating them

with the Balances sheet. To do this, go to the Balances sheet and enter the
following formula in cell BH15:

=‘Mezzanine - Waterfall’!AX10+‘Mezzanine - Waterfall’!AY10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BH15:BH514. I know the
additional cell reference seems useless at this point, but it will be made relevant
in Chapter 6. Repeat this step for each Mezzanine Certificate, making sure to
reference the correct principal payment cells.
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NUMBER GAMES OR RISK PARSING?

Now that we can see firsthand how complex the principal distribution waterfall
can be, we have to ask ourselves, why? The prospectus supplement provides an
immediate answer on page S-97, excerpted here:

The allocation of distributions in respect of principal to the Class A Cer-
tificates on each distribution date (a) prior to the Stepdown Date or (b) on
which a Trigger Event is in effect, will have the effect of accelerating the
amortization of the Class A Certificates while, in the absence of Realized
Losses, increasing the respective percentage interest in the aggregate princi-
pal balance of the mortgage loans evidenced by the Subordinate Certificates.
Increasing the respective percentage interest in the trust of the Subordi-
nate Certificates relative to that of the Class A Certificates is intended to
preserve the availability of the subordination provided by the Subordinate
Certificates.

This statement explains that prior to the Stepdown Date or when a Trigger Event
is active the Senior certificates will be accelerated, meaning they will receive more
principal proportionally than the Mezzanine Certificates. In most cases the Senior
certificates will receive principal, whereas the Mezzanine Certificates will receive
nothing. Conceptually, if the Senior certificates are paying down faster than the
Mezzanine Certificates, then they are getting priority over the mortgage flows and
can be thought of as a safer instrument.

When there is no problem with a Trigger Event and the Senior certificates are
being accelerated because the current period is prior to the Stepdown Date, the rea-
soning for such mechanisms is to prepare for possible deterioration. The Stepdown
Date is created to occur when there is a specific level of comfort with the balance
between Senior certificate and Mezzanine Certificate balances, the latter often re-
ferred to as subordination amounts. If the deal is performing as expected, then the
Stepdown Date is achieved and the payment structure allows more cash to flow to
the Mezzanine Certificates. However, if there is trouble and the Trigger Event is
activated, then the Senior certificates continue to accelerate.

In general, although the Principal Distributions section shows that funds can be
released to the Mezzanine Certificates prior to the Stepdown Date, this is unlikely
because the Senior certificates will be accelerating and taking most, if not all, the prin-
cipal. We can see this when the model is complete, but the prospectus supplement dis-
closes this risk to mezzanine investors on page S-19, which is partially excerpted here:

Unless the aggregate certificate principal balance of the Class A Certificates
has been reduced to zero, the Mezzanine Certificates will not be entitled
to any principal distributions until at least June 2009 or a later date as
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described under “Description of the Certificates—Principal Distributions”
in this prospectus supplement or during any period in which delinquencies
or realized losses on the mortgage loans exceed the levels set forth under
“Description of the Certificates—Principal Distributions” in this prospectus
supplement.

The design of such a system limits the risk to the senior investors and provides
the opportunity of return to the mezzanine investors, but any return is predicated on
the performance of the assets. The system is not risk proof and will fail to protect
investors if delinquencies and defaults exceed the expectations of the original design.
The hard-coded numbers seen in the prospectus at this point have been based on
expectations for delinquency and default and if there are significant deviations, then
investors are exposed to loss. Given their subordinated position, the Mezzanine Cer-
tificates are particularly sensitive to variations in the underlying asset performance.

The entire system of risk parsing can seem useless when an investor takes a loss.
There are two reasons that this could occur: (1) the assets are performing far worse
than expected or (2) the investor did not understand the structure they invested in
and have taken exposure in a tranche that is susceptible to loss even in expected
stress situations. This second point has been endemic because of an over reliance
on rating agency ratings. Hopefully as the market tries to recover from the massive
mortgage exposure losses of 2007 and 2008, underwriters will not write products
that have the potential for loss beyond historical norms, structurers will be able to
project loss more accurately, and investors will understand payment structures in
more detail.
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CHAPTER 6
Credit Enhancement Mechanisms

to Mitigate Loss

The changing priority of principal payments given different deal states is one mech-
anism that is used to mitigate loss and can be thought of as a form of credit

enhancement. However, there are other mechanisms built into Wall Street deals that
serve to explicitly mitigate loss. The two most important concepts are excess spread
and overcollateralization. Both of these concepts play an important role in the exam-
ple model, which will be evidenced by the results of implementing the Model Builder
sections.

In general, excess spread is the basic concept that transactions are set up with
assets that generate more yield than fees and liability costs. This means there is
an excess amount of cash in a transaction. This is not really a foreign concept
considering any bank that keeps a transaction on their balance sheet encounters this
phenomenon. No doubt the bank is funding its assets for less than what the assets
are yielding. These excess amounts may be used to add to loss reserves, create capital
for more products, or be paid out to shareholders. In a structured transaction, the
excess spread is used to cover loss, reimburse shortfalls, or is paid out to the deal’s
equity holders.

There are some important differences between excess spread in a structured
transaction and a bank owning assets that generate more return than liabilities. The
primary difference is the behavior of a pool of obligors. A bank will have diversified
assets that are dynamically exiting and entering the balance sheet. In a nonrevolving,
structured transaction, there is a discrete set of borrowers who have specific credit
profiles. It is not surprising that higher interest rate obligors will tend to default and
prepay more so than lower or more average yielding obligors. Obligors with high
rates tend to be of poorer credit quality. As pools age, the obligors with poorer credit
tend to be the ones to default. With regard to prepayment, obligors with higher rates
are more incentivized to prepay their loan in favorable interest rate environments.
Both of these occurrences cause the overall asset yield to decrease over time and the
excess spread to decrease. The prospectus supplement warns of this on page S-17,
which is excerpted here:

149
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Prepayments and liquidations of mortgage loans with relatively higher mort-
gage rates will cause excess interest to be reduced to a greater degree than
will prepayments and liquidations of mortgage loans with relatively lower
mortgage rates.

Overcollateralization is the other major form of credit enhancement and is cre-
ated when there is more asset value than liabilities. This is not immediately clear
from reading the prospectus because the total of the tranches appears to equal the
beginning asset principal amount. However, the C/E tranche stands for credit en-
hancement, and exists in the transaction for the benefit of the other tranches. This
C/E tranche is designed to grow and contract as the transaction progresses in time.
It’s difficult to conceive of, but the C/E tranche is not an actual funded tranche. It is a
numerical representation of the difference between the assets and the liabilities. It is
useful to implement it as a tranche because it makes calculations and balance tracking
easier. The formal definition of overcollateralization in the prospectus supplement
starts on page S-8 and is excerpted here:

Overcollateralization: As of the closing date, the aggregate principal bal-
ance of the mortgage loans as of the cut-off date will exceed the aggregate
certificate principal balance of the Fixed Rate Certificates, the Class P Cer-
tificates and the Class X Certificates as of the closing date by approximately
$4,525,582, and therefore the overcollateralization target amount will not
be met.

Excess interest, if any, generated by the mortgage loans will be ini-
tially applied to distribute principal on the Fixed Rate Certificates, sub-
ject to the priorities described below and under “Description of the
Certificates—Principal Distributions,” until the required level of overcollat-
eralization is reached. The required level of overcollateralization will initially
be equal to approximately 1.10% of the aggregate principal balance of the
mortgage loans as of the cut-off date. We cannot assure you that sufficient
interest will be generated by the mortgage loans to create overcollateraliza-
tion or thereafter to maintain or restore overcollateralization at the required
level.

From this definition we see that the C/E tranche amount of $4,525,582 is in
fact the overcollateralization. We also see that the overcollateralization can change
over time and is dependent on excess interest to assist in funding increases. To work
through how excess spread and overcollateralization interact, we will start Model
Builder 6.1. The focus of this Model Builder will be excess spread and overcollater-
alization, but we will also discuss and implement more subtle mechanisms of credit
enhancement along the way.
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MODEL BUILDER 6.1: EXCESS SPREAD,
OVERCOLLATERALIZATION, AND CREDIT ENHANCEMENT

1. Excess spread is first noticeable after we pay all the required fees and liability
interest. Therefore, the logical place to begin is at the end of the interest waterfall
on the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet. Go to this sheet and enter the following
formula in cell AX10:

=G10-K10-P10-U10-Z10-AE10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AX10:AX509. This formula
takes the interest amount at the start of the mezzanine waterfall and subtracts
out the current period’s mezzanine interest distributions. Enter the text XS Re-
maining Pre Sr. Prin Use in cell AX7.

2. The formula just entered in cell AX10 seems like the excess spread, but for us
to keep with the prospectus supplement we should look at how it is defined. On
page S-98, we find the following statement that continues the flow of funds:

With respect to any Distribution Date, any Net Monthly Excess Cash-
flow will be paid in the following amounts and order of priority . . .

The follow up question is, “What is the definition of Net Monthly Excess Cash-
flow?” Turn to page S-92 and we find the following definition:

“Net Monthly Excess Cashflow”: The Net Monthly Excess Cashflow
for any distribution date will be equal to the sum of (a) any Overcollat-
eralization Reduction Amount and (b) the excess of:

– the Available Distribution Amount for such distribution date over
– the sum for such distribution date of the aggregate of (a) the Senior In-

terest Distribution Amounts distributable to the holders of the Class A
Certificates, (b) the Interest Distribution Amounts distributable to the
holders of the Mezzanine Certificates and (c) the Principal Remittance
Amount.

This definition should be implemented in the example model. Do this by going
to the Balances sheet and entering the following formula in cell CU15:

=(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!L10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!M10+‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!O10+‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!P10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!R10)+(‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!L10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!M10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!O10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!P10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!R10)-(‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!V10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!V10)-(‘Group 1 -
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Waterfall’!AB10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AD10+‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!AL10)-(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AB10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AD10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AJ10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AL10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AR10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AT10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AZ10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!BB10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BH10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!BJ10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BP10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!BR10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BZ10)-(‘Mezzanine -
Waterfall’!K10+’Mezzanine - Waterfall’!S10+’Mezzanine -
Waterfall’!AA10+’Mezzanine - Waterfall’!AI10+’Mezzanine -
Waterfall’!AQ10)

Do not be discouraged by the size of this formula; it’s simple repetitive arithmetic.
The reason it is created this way is to avoid circular references. The formula
replicates the Net Monthly Excess Cash Flow. Copy and paste this formula over
the range of cells CU15:CU514. Also, enter the text, Net Monthly Excess Cash
Flow in cell CU12.

Very careful readers will question why the values in the column on the
Mezzanine – Worksheet, labeled “XS Remaining Pre Sr Prin Use” are the same
as the Net Monthly Excess Cash Flow. Specifically, the excess spread does not
seem to remove principal as suggested by the prospectus supplement. This is
because the principal component of the Available Distribution Amount is equal
to the Principal Remittance Amount, so the two cancel each other out. All that is
left are additional funds from interest. We created the formula to be very literal
in our translation of the prospectus definition and to check our calculations. We
will soon see how this amount is converted to principal.

3. We can now move forward with the Net Monthly Excess Cash Flow instructions
from page S-98, which continue with the following excerpt:

(i) to the holders of the class or classes of Fixed Rate Certificates then
entitled to receive distributions in respect of principal, in an amount
equal to the Overcollateralization increase Amount, distributable as part
of the Group I Principal Distribution Amount and Group II Principal
Distribution Amount . . .

Remember that we left unfinished formulas on the Fixed Rate Certificates sheets.
The Principal Distribution Amounts were the sections that we left unfinished.
This first subsection requires the Net Monthly Excess Cash Flow to be directed
to the Fixed Rate Certificates up to the Overcollateralization Increase Amount.
We will soon define the Overcollateralization Increase Amount, but earlier we
discussed the concept. The reasoning behind this mechanic is to first direct
excess spread to the Senior certificates so their balance is reduced vis-à-vis the
Mezzanine Certificates.
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Jump to page S-93 to understand the definition of the Overcollateralization
Increase Amount, which is excerpted here:

“Overcollateralization Increase Amount”: The Overcollateralization
Increase Amount with respect to any distribution date will equal the
lesser of (a) the Net Monthly Excess Cashflow for such distribution
date and (b) the amount, if any, by which the Overcollateralization
Target Amount exceeds the Overcollateralized Amount on such distri-
bution date (calculated for this purpose only after assuming that 100%
of the Principal Remittance Amount on such distribution date has been
distributed).

The concept that this definition tries to address is that if the current overcollat-
eralization is less than the target overcollateralization, then the periodic excess
spread should be used to increase the overcollateralization to the target level.
Reading through this definition now brings up a whole host of new definitions
that we will have to systematically deconstruct. Right now we should under-
stand that there is a minimum amount of overcollateralization that needs to be
achieved and if it is not met, then funds need to be directed in such a way that
the overcollateralization is increased. We will implement this formula as soon as
we define and understand the terms Overcollateralization Target Amount and
Overcollateralized Amount used in the previous excerpt.

The Overcollateralization Target is defined on the same page (S-93) and
excerpted here:

“Overcollateralization Target Amount”: The Overcollateralization Tar-
get Amount with respect to any distribution date, (i) prior to the Step-
down Date, an amount equal to 1.10% of the aggregate principal bal-
ance of the Mortgage Loans as of the cut-off date, (ii) on or after the
Stepdown Date, provided a Trigger Event is not in effect, the greater of
(x) 2.20% of the then current aggregate outstanding principal balance
of the Mortgage Loans as of the last day of the related Due Period (after
giving effect to scheduled payments of principal due during the related
Due Period, to the extent received or advanced, and unscheduled collec-
tions of principal received during the related Prepayment Period) and (y)
0.50% of the aggregate principal balance of the mortgage loans as of the
cut-off date or (iii) on or after the Stepdown Date and if a Trigger Event
is in effect, the Overcollateralization Target Amount for the immedi-
ately preceding distribution date. On and after any Distribution Date
following the reduction of the aggregate Certificate Principal Balance
of the Fixed Rate Certificates to zero, the Overcollateralization Target
Amount shall be zero. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the percentages
set forth above are subject to a variance of plus or minus 5%.
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F IGURE 6.1 The overcollateralization
amounts follow a strict set of rules based
on assumptions entered on the Inputs
sheet.

This definition sets the minimum amount for overcollateralization and is a good
place to start implementing formulas because it does not rely on other over-
collateralization definitions. To implement this formula, there are a couple of
inputs we need to set up. Go to the Inputs sheet and enter the following text and
values in the corresponding cell references:

D21: OC Target Pct
D22: OC Target Pct Stepdown
E21: 1.10%
E22: 2.20%

Name cell E21 struc_OCTargPct and E22 struc_OCTargPctStp. This section of
the Inputs sheet should look like Figure 6.1.

4. With the necessary inputs complete, go to the Balances sheet and enter the
following text in the corresponding cell references to label the upcoming over-
collateralization section:

CO11: Overcollateralization Amounts
CO12: OC Target Amount
CP12: OC Amount
CQ12: OC Amount (for Inc/Red Calc)
CR12: OC Increase Amount
CS12: OC Reduction Amount

5. Still on the Balances sheet, we begin with the OC Target Amount, which was
defined in Step 3. Enter the following formula in cell CO15:

=IF(SUM(P14,T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14)<=0.001,0,IF
(K15,MAX(struc_OCTargPctStp*D15,$D$14*struc_SrOrgPrinPct),
$D$14*struc_OCTargPct))

The beginning of this formula checks to see if the senior tranches are paid
off. If they are, then overcollateralization is not necessary. After the initial
IF statement the formula then checks to see if the Stepdown state is active.
Reading the Overcollateralization Target Amount definition, you see that the
Stepdown state check is necessary because there are two different targeted
overcollateralization amounts depending on whether the Stepdown Date has
been achieved. If the Stepdown Date has been achieved, then the overcollater-
alization amount is the maximum of the overcollateralization target percentage
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for Stepdown (2.20%) multiplied by the aggregate mortgage balance at the end
of the period and the aggregate mortgage balance at the beginning of the pe-
riod multiplied by the senior original principal distribution percentage. If the
Stepdown Date has not been achieved, then it is the aggregate mortgage balance
multiplied by the standard overcollateralization target percentage. Copy and
paste this formula over the range of cells CO15:CO514.

6. Once we know how much overcollateralization the transaction is targeting, the
next logical step is how much overcollateralization the transaction currently has.
Although we were provided an indication of the overcollateralization definition
from page S-8 of the prospectus supplement, the formal definition is located on
page S-93:

“Overcollateralized Amount”: The Overcollateralized Amount with re-
spect to any distribution date will equal the excess, if any, of (a) the
aggregate principal balance of the mortgage loans as of the last day
of the related Due Period (after giving effect to scheduled payments of
principal due during the related Due Period, to the extent received or
advanced, and unscheduled collections of principal received during the
related Prepayment Period) over (b) the aggregate Certificate Principal
Balance of the Fixed Rate Certificates, the Class P Certificates and the
Class X Certificates (after taking into account the distributions of the
Principal Remittance Amount on the related distribution date).

The Overcollateralized Amount definition uses the familiar word excess to imply
that the Overcollateralized Amount is the difference between the end of period
mortgage collateral balance and the sum of the end of period liability balances.
This is translated into the following formula in cell CP14:

=MAX(D14-SUM(P14,T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14,BE14,BI14,BM14,
BQ14,BU14),0)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CP14:CP514. A basic inter-
nal validation for the model is the result of this formula in the closing period
(cell CP14). It should return the value 4,525,782. This is equivalent to the CE
certificate starting balance as defined on page S-8.

7. We next need to create a similar formula, but for calculation purposes only.
It is important to complete this calculation because of the nuanced definition
of the Overcollaterized Amount and the overcollateralization total that is used
for the Overcollateralization Increase and Reduction Amounts. In Step 6, we
used a formula that returns the Overcollateralized Amount after giving effect to
all reductions. Given that we structured the formula slightly different from the
actual definition (by using the end of period balances), this amount would include
any adjustments from the Overcollateralization Increase or Reduction Amounts.
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Because of this, for calculation purposes, we should enter the following formula
in cell CQ15:

=MAX(D15-SUM(P14,T14,Z14,AF14,AL14,AR14,AX14,BE14,BI14,BM14,
BQ14,BU14,-(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!R10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!R10)),0)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CQ15:CQ514. The ques-
tion arises, “Why even have the original calculations for the Overcollateralized
Amount?” It was implemented because it is a good check to see that the amount
in column CQ is the overcollateralization pre-increase or reduction. Therefore,
when we implement the increase or reduction, we should be able to reconcile
differences.

8. By knowing the target amounts and the actual amounts of overcollateralization,
we are now ready to calculate the increase and reduction. Beginning with the
increase, which was defined in Step 3, enter the following formula in cell CR15:

=MAX(MIN(CS15+((G15+H15)-SUM(R15,X15,AD15,AJ15,AP15,AV15,
BC15,BG15,BK15,BO15,BS15,BW15,‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!N10,‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!O10,‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!P10,‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!R10,‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!V10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!N10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!O10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!P10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!R10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!V10)),CO15-CQ15),0)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CR15:CR514. Notice that to
avoid circular references we must reference collateral cash flows and fees directly
from the Waterfall sheets.

9. The Overcollateralization Reduction Amount is defined on page S-93 and ex-
cerpted here:

“Overcollateralization Reduction Amount”: The Overcollateralization
Reduction Amount with respect to any distribution date will equal the
lesser of (a) the Principal Remittance Amount on such distribution date
and (b) the excess, if any, of (i) the Overcollateralized Amount for such
distribution date (calculated for this purpose only after assuming that
100% of the Principal Remittance Amount on such distribution date
has been distributed) over (ii) the Overcollateralization Target Amount
for such distribution date.

It is much easier to translate this definition into a formula than it is the Overcol-
lateralization Increase Amount. Enter the following formula in cell CS15:

=MAX(MIN((‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AL10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!BZ10),CQ15-CO15),0)
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FIGURE 6.2 The overcollateralization amounts are tracked on
the Balances sheet to make sure risk is properly being mitigated.

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CS15:CS514. At this point
the overcollateralization section should look like Figure 6.2.

10. The entire purpose of the overcollateralization calculations is to be able to
calculate how much needs to be taken out of monthly excess spread and directed
to principal pay-down. In the previous chapter, we left a few of the senior
principal distribution formulas unfinished. Go back to the Group 1 – Waterfall
sheet and delete the current formula in cell AN10. Enter the following formula
in cell AN10 instead:

=MAX(N10+O10+P10+R10+((AM10*Balances!CR15)-
(AM10*Balances!CS15)),0)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AN10:AN509. Notice that
this formula adds amounts to the principal distribution if there is an Overcol-
lateralization Increase Amount (based on the pro rata share mechanism) and
subtracts amounts if there is an Overcollateralization Reduction Amount.

The same should be done on the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet. Delete the
current formula in cell CB10 and replace it with the following formula:

=MAX(N10+O10+P10+R10+((CA10*Balances!CR15)-
(Balances!CS15*‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CA10)),0)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CB10:CB509.
11. Another area that was left blank was a calculation involving the excess for each

loan group. On the Group I – Waterfall sheet, in cell AK7, enter the text Group
I Excess. Enter the following formula in cell AK10:

=MIN(‘Mezzanine - Waterfall’!AX10*AM10,AM10*Balances!CR15)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AK10:AK509.
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This process should also be completed for the Group 2 – Waterfall sheet.
Enter the text Group II Excess in cell BY7 and then enter the following formula
in cell BY10:

=MIN(‘Mezzanine - Waterfall’!AX10*CA10,CA10*Balances!CR15)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BY10:BY509.
12. We need to make sure we are tracking the use of the Monthly Excess Spread.

Go back to the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet and enter the following labels in the
corresponding cells:

AY7: (i) OC Increase Due
AZ7: (i) OC Increase Paid

Enter the following formula in cell AY10:

=Balances!CR15

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AY10:AY509. Also enter
the following formula in cell AZ10:

=MIN(AI10,AJ10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AZ10:AZ509. The combina-
tion of these steps pays the Overcollateralization Amount so that it is no longer
counted for further uses of the Monthly Excess Spread.

13. As we get closer to the end of the waterfall, we should continue to implement
internal validations. Enter the following labels in the corresponding cells:

BA7: XS Remaining Post Sr Prin Use
BB7: Concurrent Check

The first part of this section serves to move the excess spread through the wa-
terfall after applying it to the senior principal. Do this by entering the following
formula in cell BA10:

=AI10-(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AK10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BY10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BA10:BA509. This formula
takes the excess spread and subtracts out each loan groups’ excess spread alloca-
tion for senior principal. The formula is done this way so that another check can
be implemented to make sure the right amount of cash is being passed through.
Enter the following formula in cell BB10 as an internal validation to the previous
formula:

=AI10-AK10
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FIGURE 6.3 Because excess spread is first visible after paying mezzanine
interest, the Mezzanine-Waterfall sheet tracks allocations of the excess.

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BB10:BB509. The
Mezzanine − Waterfall sheet should start to develop as seen in Figure 6.3.

14. The next step is to continue with the flow of funds for the excess spread. Step
(ii) on Page S-99 directs this cash to pay the interest carry forward amounts for
the Mezzanine Certificates, as excerpted here:

(ii) sequentially, to the holders of the Class M-1 Certificates, the Class
M-2 Certificates, the Class M-3 Certificates, the Class M-4 Certificates
and the Class M-5 Certificates, in that order, in each case up to the
related Interest Carry Forward Amount related to such certificates for
such distribution date . . .

We implemented the formulas to calculate the interest carry forward amounts
earlier, so all that we have to do is pay the amounts out of the excess spread.
Earlier we also capped the interest carry forward amounts to column AL, which
is the balance of excess spread funds after increasing the overcollateralization
amount. All we need to do now is calculate how much was used and deduct that
amount from the remaining excess spread. Do this by entering the following
formula in cell BC10:

=SUM(M10,R10,W10,AB10,AG10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BC10:BC509. Also, enter
the text (ii) Interest Carry Forward Paid in cell BC7 as a label.

15. After calculating the Interest Carry Forward Paid, we should move the cash
along the excess spread allocations by determining how much is remaining. This
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F IGURE 6.4 The second
allocation of excess spread is
toward mezzanine interest carry
forward amounts.

is easy because we have the money prior to the Interest Carry Forward Paid. All
we need to do is subtract what was paid from what was remaining in cell BD10
by entering the following formula:

=AL10-AN10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BD10:BD509. Label cell BD7
by entering the text XS Remaining Post Interest Carry Forward. The second allo-
cation of excess spread should develop the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet as seen in
Figure 6.4.

16. Moving on to the third allotment of excess spread, we read the following in-
structions on page S-99:

(iii) sequentially, to the holders of the Class M-1 Certificates, the Class
M-2 Certificates, the Class M-3 Certificates, the Class M-4 Certificates
and the Class M-5 Certificates, in that order, in each case up to the
related Allocated Realized Loss Amount for such class of certificates for
such distribution date . . .

Section (iii) is one of the more interesting uses of excess spread, particularly
for Mezzanine investors. According to this language the Mezzanine Certificate
holders are allowed to receive funds from excess spread to reimburse themselves
for principal write-downs caused by loss earlier. If for some reason a deal takes
loss to the Mezzanine Certificates and then later the deal performs better, the
excess spread that flows through the structure can be used to “write up” or
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reimburse the Mezzanine Certificates for any losses that they have been allocated
thus far.

From a modeling perspective, this will occur when a forward-loaded loss
timing assumption is assumed that decreases rapidly over time. Losses and write-
down will occur quickly and then funds will be available for reimbursement later.

What’s particularly interesting about this phenomenon is that it is poorly
understood by users of some third-party modeling software. Most third-party
modeling software does not go into the detail of displaying all allocations of
excess spread. Rather this particular phenomenon would show up as a negative
loss in those systems, often confusing users.

To model out section (iii), we need to implement the Mezzanine Certifi-
cate loss allocation by turning to the definition of the Allocated Realized Loss
Amount, which is on page S-86, but thoroughly described on page S-100 as
excerpted here:

Allocation of Losses

Any Realized Losses on the mortgage loans will be allocated on any
distribution date first, to Net Monthly Excess Cashflow, second, to
the Class CE Certificates, until the Certificate Principal Balance of the
Class CE Certificates has been reduced to zero and third, to each class
of Mezzanine Certificates in reverse numerical order until the certificate
principal balance of each such class has been reduced to zero. The pool-
ing and servicing agreement will not permit the allocation of Realized
Losses to the Class A Certificates, the Class P Certificates or the Class X
Certificates. Investors in the Class A Certificates should note, however,
that although Realized Losses cannot be allocated to these certificates,
under certain loss scenarios there may not be enough interest and prin-
cipal received or advanced on the mortgage loans to distribute to the
Class A Certificates all interest and principal amounts to which they are
then entitled.

Once Realized Losses have been allocated to the Mezzanine
Certificates, such amounts with respect to such certificates will no longer
accrue interest and such amounts will not be reinstated thereafter (ex-
cept in the case of Subsequent Recoveries). However, Allocated Real-
ized Loss Amounts may be distributed to the holders of the Mezzanine
Certificates from Net Monthly Excess Cashflow, according to the pri-
orities set forth under “—Overcollateralization Provisions” above.

Any allocation of a Realized Loss to a certificate will be made
by reducing the Certificate Principal Balance of that certificate by the
amount so allocated as of the distribution date in the month following
the calendar month in which the Realized Loss was incurred.

The Allocation of Losses is an extremely important part of the transaction that
we should look at in detail. First, we read that the Net Monthly Excess Cash
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Flow is meant to absorb the losses, which we see by the increase of overcollat-
eralization in case deterioration occurs. If the excess spread cannot maintain the
overcollateralization, then it is effectively reduced by the losses until no credit
enhancement exists. With both of those gone, losses are allocated to the Mezza-
nine tranches by reducing their balance. Notice that it states in reverse numerical
order, meaning that the principal of the M-5 tranche would be reduced by loss
to zero first, then the M-4 tranche, and so on. Mezzanine investors must realize
that the loss allocation is a real principal reduction, as explained in the third
paragraph and reinforced by the second paragraph, where it is made clear that
a reduced certificate will no longer accrue interest on the reduced amount.

To start this process, we must first track the realized losses. Go to the
Balances sheet and enter the following formula in cell CV15:

=‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!K10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!K10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CV15:CV514. This formula
takes the loss amounts from each loan group and adds them up. Enter the text
Realized Losses in cell CV12.

Still on the Balances sheet, there is one more item we should add. Enter the
text Losses Not Covered By Excess Cash Flow in cell CW12. This column will
calculate the losses that cannot be covered by excess spread. Do it by entering
the following formula in cell CW15:

=MAX(0,CV15-CU15)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CW15:CW514. The end of
the Balances sheet should look like Figure 6.5.

F IGURE 6.5 The last part of the Balances
sheet tracks loss and loss not covered by
excess spread.
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17. According to the loss allocation terminology from the prospectus supplement,
the next allocation of losses is to the CE tranche. Recall that we left off with
undistributed Mezzanine principal at the end of the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet
(column CP). We need to do two steps to calculate the loss allocation to the C/E
tranche. The first is to calculate how much a C/E certificate holder would get
paid from the remaining cash. Go to the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet and enter
the following formula in cell CQ10:

=MIN(CP10,Balances!BY14)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CQ10:CQ509. Enter the
text C/E Principal Distribution Paid in cell CQ7. This pays residual cash up to
the C/E starting amount.

We then need to cover losses from the C/E amount. This is done by entering
the following formula in cell CR10:

=MIN(Balances!BY14-CQ10,Balances!CW15)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CR10:CR509. Also, enter
the text C/E Realized Loss Write Down in cell CR7.

18. The next loss allocation is to the Mezzanine tranches. Stay on the Mezzanine –
Waterfall sheet and enter the following text in the corresponding cells:

CL7: M-5 Realized Loss Write-Down
CM7: M-5 Cumulative Write-Down (pre-XS Rec.)
CN7: M-5 Write-Off Recovery From Excess
CO7: M-5 Write-Off Recovery Balance

The first calculation we will start on is the realized loss write-down. In cell CL10
enter the following formula:

=MIN(Balances!BU14-CK10,Balances!CW15-‘Mezzanine - Waterfall’!CR10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CL10:CL509. This formula
assigns loss to the M-5 tranche, after assigning loss to the C/E tranche, but
like the previous C/E write-down formula it also caps the loss at the tranche’s
balance, less current principal distribution. Note that if there is a loss filter-
ing through the waterfall to the Mezzanine Certificates, there most likely will
not be a principal distribution, but we should build in the capability for all
possibilities.

We should also track the cumulative write-down. Enter the following for-
mula in cell CM10:

=CL10+CM9
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F IGURE 6.6 The
write-down portion of the
M-5 tranche resulting from
loss.

This formula should be copied and pasted over the range of cells CM10:CM509.
This section of the M-5 tranche should look like Figure 6.6.

19. Step 18 will have to be repeated for each Mezzanine tranche. There are some
alterations in the two formulas that we have to implement for each tranche, so
we will work through the M-4 tranche as an example. First enter the necessary
text in the corresponding cells to create labels:

CF7: M-4 Realized Loss Write-Down
CG7: M-4 Cumulative Write-Down (pre-XS Rec.)
CH7: M-4 Write-Off Recovery From Excess
CI7: M-4 Write-Off Recovery Balance

In cell CF10 enter the following formula:

=MIN(Balances!BQ14-CE10,Balances!CW15-CR10-CL10)

The pattern that emerges is twofold: first, a tranche can never be written down
by more than the tranche balance for the period and second, the loss amount
that is assigned to a tranche is in reverse. For the cell CF10 formula, copy and
paste it over the range of cells CF10:CF509.

Remember to complete the cumulative write down by entering the following
formula in cell CG10:

=CF10+CG9
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Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells CG10:CG509. Now repeat
these steps for the M-3, M-2, and M-1 tranches. Also recall from Chapter 5
that the principal payment on the Balances sheet for the Mezzanine Certificates
included the realized loss write-down columns. This is the direct link to loss
reducing the Mezzanine Certificate balances.

20. Once we know the write-down of the Mezzanine tranches we are ready to track
the write-up or recovery from excess spread. As section (iii) states, the loss
recovery is applied in sequential order, but starting from the M-1 tranche down.
This is different than the reverse order we just implemented for the assignment
of loss. The logic makes sense though—it is more in line with seniority to have
loss assigned first to the most junior tranches and recoveries first to the more
senior tranches.

To implement this concept, enter the following formula on the Mezzanine –
Waterfall sheet in cell BP10:

=MIN(BD10,BO10-SUM($BP$9:BP9))

This formula looks to the amount of excess spread available up to section (iii) and
pays up to the total amount written down. Notice though that the total amount
written down is reduced by amounts previously recovered. We never want to
recover more than what was originally lost. Copy and paste this formula over
the range of cells BP10:BP509.

We should also track the cumulative write-downs after taking into effect
recoveries. This is done in cell BQ10 with the following formula:

=BO10-SUM($BP$10:BP10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BQ10:BQ509. The write-up
from recovered funds is shown in Figure 6.7.

21. The recovered amounts should then be summarized back on the Mezzanine –
Waterfall sheet, where we have been tracking the uses of excess spread. Enter
the following formula in cell BE10 to complete this functionality:

=SUM(BP10,BV10,CB10,CH10,CN10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BE10:BE509. Also, label cell
BE7 by entering the text (iii) XS Allocated to Loss Recovery.

We should also carry over the cash and sum up what cash remains and is
available for section (iv). Enter the following formula in cell BF10:

=BD10-BE10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BF10:BF509. Label cell BF10
XS Remaining Post Allocated Loss Recovery. Look at Figure 6.8 for details on
how this section should look.
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F IGURE 6.7 The opposite
flow of funds can occur when
money is available to
reimburse Mezzanine
Certificates for written-down
principal.

F IGURE 6.8 Excess spread can be
used to reimburse Mezzanine
Certificates.
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22. The next section we will implement is section (iv) of the excess spread dis-
tributions. Label the appropriate areas by entering the following text in the
corresponding cells:

BG7: (iv) Net WAC Carryover
BH7: XS Remaining Post Net WAC Carryover

Prior to implementing any calculation we should recall from Chapter 4 that
we would come back to Net WAC Carryover and explain the concept in this
chapter. First let’s review the section (iv) excess spread distribution from page
S-99:

(iv) to the Net WAC Rate Carryover Reserve Account, the aggregate
of any Net WAC Rate Carryover Amounts for the Fixed Rate Certifi-
cates . . .

From this statement it becomes clear that we must understand the definition of
both the Net WAC Rate Carryover Reserve Account and the Net WAC Rate
Carryover Amounts. Both definitions are found on page S-93. The Net WAC
Rate Carryover Reserve Account is defined here:

“Net WAC Rate Carryover Reserve Account”: The reserve account
established by the trust administrator from which payments in respect
of Net WAC Rate Carryover Amounts on the Fixed Rate Certificates
will be made.

This does not need to be directly modeled, because section (iv) directs cash to
this account. Essentially the column that sums up the excess spread available up
to section (iv) is this amount. The important definition is what constitutes a Net
WAC Rate Carryover Amount, which is excerpted here:

“Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount”: For any class of Fixed Rate Cer-
tificates and any distribution date, an amount equal to the sum of (i)
the excess, if any, of (x) the amount of interest such class of certificates
would have accrued for such distribution date had the related pass-
through rate been the related Formula Rate, over (y) the amount of
interest such class of certificates accrued for such distribution date at
the related Net WAC Pass-Through Rate and (ii) the unpaid portion of
any Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount for such class from the prior dis-
tribution date together with interest accrued on such unpaid portion for
the most recently ended Interest Accrual Period at the related Formula
Rate applicable for such class for such Interest Accrual Period.

To implement this concept we must calculate the Net WAC Rate Carryover
Amount for each of the fixed rate certificates. We will first do this on the Group
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1 – Waterfall sheet for the A-1 tranche. On the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet in cell
AE10 enter the following formula:

=MAX(IF(Balances!$F14,liab1_FxdRateClnUp,liab1_FxdRate)-
X10,0)*OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab1_DayCtSys,grp1_DayCountSys,0))
*Balances!P14

This formula first checks to see if the clean-up call is activated. The Net WAC
pass-through rate is subtracted from the appropriate fixed rate depending on
the clean-up call state. A MAX function is used because most of the time the
difference should be negative. However, when it is positive, the rate is multiplied
by the day-count factor and by the beginning of period balance. Copy and paste
this formula over the range of cells AE10:AE509. Also, enter the text A-1 Current
Net WAC Carryover Amount (Required) in cell AE7.

23. We still have more work to do to finish off the Net WAC Rate Carryover
Amount. We have calculated the periodic carryover amount, but need to track
the Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount on a cumulative basis and charge interest
on those amounts. This is done for the A-1 tranche in column AF. In cell AF10
enter the following formula:

=AE10+(AF9+IF(Balances!$F14,liab1_FxdRateClnUp,liab1_FxdRate)*

(OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab1_DayCtSys,grp1_DayCountSys,0))*

(AF9-AG9)))-AG9

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AF10:AF509. This for-
mula adds the current Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount to the cumulative
running balance. Notice that capitalized interest is only charged on the cumu-
lative amount, based on the current Formula Rate. Any of the Net WAC Rate
Carryover Amount that can be covered by excess spread is subtracted from the
cumulative amount. Label this column by entering A-1 Cumulative Net WAC
Carryover Amount (pre-XS Rec) in cell AF7.

24. The previous two columns are akin to calculating what is due and the running
balance of what is owed. The final step to implementing the Net WAC Carryover
Amount is calculating amounts to be reimbursed from excess spread. Complete
this for the A-1 tranche by entering the following formula in cell AG10:

=IF(SUM(Balances!$P14,Balances!$T14,Balances!$Z14,Balances!$AF14,
Balances!$AL14,Balances!$AR14,Balances!$AX14)<0.0001,0,MIN
(AF10,‘Mezzanine - Waterfall’!$BF10*(Balances!$P14/SUM
(Balances!$P14,Balances!$T14,Balances!$Z14,Balances!$
AF14,Balances!$AL14,Balances!$AR14,Balances!$AX14))))

This formula takes the lesser of what is needed, the cumulative shortfall plus
accrued interest, and what is available, the A-1 tranche’s pro-rata share of the
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FIGURE 6.9 The Net WAC Carryover Amount is
incorporated into the A-1 tranche calculations.

excess spread remaining through section (iii) of the excess spread distributions.
Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells AG10:AG509. Also, enter
the text A-1 Net WAC Carryover Covered By XS in cell AG7. Figure 6.9 shows
the extra fields necessary for the A-1 tranche.

25. Careful prospectus supplement readers will question how it is known that the
Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount should be distributed on a pro rata basis for
the Class A certificates. For this we have to turn to page S-99 of the prospec-
tus supplement, past the excess spread distribution section. There we find the
following excerpt:

. . .the trust administrator will withdraw from the Net WAC Rate Car-
ryover Reserve Account, to the extent of the amount then on deposit
therein, the aggregate of any Net WAC Rate Carryover Amounts for the
Fixed Rate Certificates for such distribution date and will distribute such
amounts to the holders of such classes of certificates in the following
amounts and order of priority:

(i) concurrently, to the Class A Certificates, on a pro rata basis based
on the Certificate Principal Balance for each such class prior to any
distributions of principal on such distribution date and then on a pro
rata basis based on any remaining Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount
for each such class; and (ii) sequentially, to the Class M-1, Class M-2,
Class M-3, Class M-4 and Class M-5 Certificates.

Because we know that each Class A certificate should be allocated its Net WAC
Rate Carryover Amount on a pro rata basis, we should replicate Steps 22 to 24
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for each Class A certificate. Remember to make the appropriate changes to cell
references during the replication.

26. For the Mezzanine Certificates, we can go ahead and repeat Steps 22 and 23, but
not Step 24. This is very important as the Mezzanine Certificates pay their Net
WAC Carryover Amount sequentially. As an example of the proper formula, on
the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet enter the following formula in cell P10:

=MIN(O10,BF10-‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AG10-‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AG10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AO10-‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AW10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BE10-‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!BM10-‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BU10)

This formula pays the M-1 tranche’s Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount from the
excess spread after the Class A certificates have received any necessary Net WAC
Rate Carryover distributions. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells
P10:P509. Also, in cell P7 enter the text M-1 Net WAC Carryover Covered By
XS.

27. Repeat Steps 22, 23, and 26 for the M-2, M-3, M-4, and M-5 certificates. To
aid with the location of these sections the following labels should be entered in
the corresponding cell references on the Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet (replace x
with the appropriate tranche number):

M-x Current Net WAC Carryover Amount (Required): V7, AD7, AL7, AT7
M-x Cumulative Net WAC Carryover Amount (pre-XS Rec): W7, AE7, AM7,

AU7
M-x Net WAC Carryover Covered By XS: X7, AF7, AN7, AV7

The appropriate formula variations from Steps 22, 23, and 26 should be entered
starting in row 10 of each of these columns and copied through to row 509.

28. With all the Net WAC Rate Carryover Amounts calculated, we can come back
to the excess spread summary section and add up the total amount used. On the
Mezzanine – Waterfall sheet in cell BG10 enter the following formula:

=SUM(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AG10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AG10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!AO10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!AW10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BE10,‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!BM10,‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!BU10,P10,X10,AF10,AN10,AV10)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BG10:BG509.
29. To move the cash along enter the following formula in cell BH10:

=BF10-BG10

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells BH10:BH509. Figure 6.10
shows this section.
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FIGURE 6.10 Cash is moved
along through the excess spread
allocations.

30. We have one more step to complete the waterfall. Technically there are two steps
as defined on page S-99 and excerpted here:

(v) to the holders of the Class CE Certificates as provided in the pooling
and servicing agreement; and
(vi) to the holders of the Residual Certificates, any remaining amounts;
provided that if such distribution date is the distribution date imme-
diately following the expiration of the latest prepayment charge term
or any distribution date thereafter, then any such remaining amounts
will be distributed first, to the holders of the Class P Certificates, until
the Certificate Principal Balance thereof has been reduced to zero; and
second, to the holders of the Residual Certificates.

The reason this is considered one step is because it is a release to the residual
holders. Because we are not modeling the Class P certificates, we can end the
waterfall at Step 5. Enter the following formula in cell BI10:

=BH10

A bit ridiculous as it is just the previous column, but still the formula aids you
in distinguishing amounts. Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells
BI10:BI509. Also, enter the text, (v) Released to CE/Residual Class in cell BI7.

At this point, with the waterfall complete, some serious congratulations are in
order. You have progressed through an incredibly complex waterfall where cash
weaves in and out of the hands of multiple parties, each taking their allocated share
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along the way. The system has been detailed in legal vernacular and transferred
to an electronic medium. This is the essence of reverse engineering a Wall Street
transaction.

Now before we start patting ourselves on the back, jumping out of our chairs
among the cubicles, and telling our managers about the model, we should take time
to make sure we are correct. In the next chapter, we will learn how to internally
validate the model and produce a couple of sheets that verify whether we are reverse
engineering the deal accurately.
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CHAPTER 7
Auditing the Model

Whenever a person hears the word “audit,” their heart begins to race and a sense of
dread sets in. There is probably good reason, because when it comes to auditing

a model, the audit determines if the efforts getting to this point have been justified.
The previous statement is a bit of an exaggeration—even if the audit proves that
something is wrong, it usually means fixing part of what has been completed thus
far, rather than a complete loss of work up to this point.

Auditing a model that has been based on a public document such as a prospectus
supplement, is made easier by the documentation, which often contains results from
the original transaction creator. As we will see in this chapter, the example prospectus
supplement that we have been working with has a detailed section to assist in
model auditing. The section is a series of decrement tables that show each tranche’s
pay-down over time, under various scenarios. Prospectus supplements, in general,
often have similar data detailing the performance of the transaction given various
stresses to key assumptions. Some produce decrement tables as we see in the example,
whereas others offer yield and duration tables.

These output sections can be used directly by a reverse engineer to check whether
their model produces the same results as those in the documentation. Also, if a model
audit is being conducted, two parties can tie (in financial modeling lingo to tie a model
is to verify that the numbers being checked are the same between both models) a
model to a certain degree of accuracy with each other and the prospectus. Usually
this is done with a respected auditor who can issue a letter attesting to the degree of
accuracy of verification.

In addition, the model should be internally validated with a few key metrics.
Reverse engineers not only want to check that their model ties to the documentation,
but that it is also structurally sound. It would be a grave error to create a model that
“makes up” cash. Checks should be implemented to test whether the cash flowing
into the transaction is all accounted for. Also, a system should be set up to make it
clear to the model user that there is a problem, such as tranches not paying down or
assets with zero remaining terms, and so on.

Finally, you may want to expand on the analysis and use the results for other de-
cisions. In the example model, although we will audit the model using the decrement
tables, we will also create an Analytics sheet to measure other key measures.

173
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MODEL BUILDER 7.1

1. The first section that we want to check is whether the model we created is
correct or not. We will do this by checking if the results of our model tie to
those of scenarios in the prospectus. Scenario decrement tables are located in the
current prospectus supplement starting on page S-74. The decrement tables are
organized by four different prepayment scenarios as shown in Figure 7.1.

The tables are then organized by providing each tranche’s annual current
balance as a percent of the tranche’s original balance. We have a sheet called
Balances in the example model, but we should create a separate output sheet
that organizes that data in the same format as the prospectus supplement’s
decrement tables so that we can quickly compare the two. Start this by inserting
a new worksheet in the example model and naming it Output.

2. The top of the Output sheet will contain information relevant to the transaction
as a whole and the scenario under analysis. Much of this is creating labels and
referencing existing cells. Enter the following text or formula references in the
following cells on the Output sheet:

A1: =gbl_ProjnName
A3: S3 (merged): INPUTS & ASSUMPTIONS
A4: Current Balance
A5: Interest Rates
A6: Maximum Periods
A7: Total Number of Loans
A8: Servicer Advances
C4: =Inputs!I13+Inputs!I14
C5: =assets_FxdFlt
C6: =gbl_TotalPeriods
C7: =gbl_LoanID1+gbl_LoanID2
C8: =gbl_ServicerAdv
E4: Loss Stress
E5: Prepayment Multiple
E6: Current Prepay Scenario

F IGURE 7.1 There are four different prepayment
scenarios based on the prospectus supplement’s base
prepayment curve.
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F4: =Inputs!E11
F5: =Inputs!E12
F6: =struc_CurPpayScen
H4: Cut-Off Date
H5: Closing Date
H6: First Payment Date
H7: Day-Count System
H8: Pmt Frequency
I4: =gbl_OrigDate
I5: =gbl_ClosingDate
I6: =gbl_FirstPayDate
I7: =gbl_DayCountSys
I8: =gbl_PMTFreq
K4: Servicing Fees
K5: PMI Fee
K6: WA Combined Fees
K7: Stepdown Hard Date
K8: Stepdown Sr Enh Pct
L4: =fees_ServicingFee
L5: =struc_WAPMIFee
L6: =struc_WACombFees
L7: =struc_StepDnDate
L8: =struc_StepDnSrPct
A11: S11 (merged): COLLATERAL & LIABILITY INFORMATION AND
DEC TABLES

3. The major part of the Output sheet should be the decrements. Prior to the
tranche percentages we need to provide some labels and basic information.
Enter the following text and cell references:

A13: Class
A14: Current Balance
A15: Yield
C13: =Balances!D11
E13: =Balances!P11
F13: =Balances!T11
H13: =Balances!Z11
I13: =Balances!AF11
K13: =Balances!AL11
L13: =Balances!AR11
N13: =Balances!AX11
O13: =Balances!BE11
P13: =Balances!BI11
Q13: =Balances!BM11
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R13: =Balances!BQ11
S13: =Balances!BU11
E14: =Balances!P14
F14: =Balances!T14
H14: =Balances!Z14
I14: =Balances!AF14
K14: =Balances!AL14
L14: =Balances!AR14
N14: =Balances!AX14
O14: =Balances!BE14
P14: =Balances!BI14
Q14: =Balances!BM14
R14: =Balances!BQ14
S14: =Balances!BU14

Note that some columns are skipped to adhere to the format seen in the example
model. Cell formatting is entirely up to you, but the format seen in the example
model is suggested. Also, whereas we have created space for each tranche’s yield,
we have not created the sheet yet that contains this. We will come back to fill in
the yields after we create that sheet.

4. The primary part of the Output sheet uses the OFFSET function to find
each tranche’s correct annual balance and then divides that balance by the
tranche’s original balance. To implement this, enter the following formula in cell
E18:

=OFFSET(Balances!$P$14,A18*12,0)/$E$14

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells E18:E48. Repeat this step for
each tranche, changing the column references so they reference each tranche’s
appropriate balances. Make sure that the A column does not change—this is set
to multiply each period by 12 to provide the correct row reference to retrieve
the annual balances.

5. At this point, you can check the example model’s percentages of original bal-
ance against the percentages in the prospectus supplement. Unfortunately the
prospectus supplement only provides whole percentages with no decimal places,
limiting the precision of the tie-out. The example model ties with every percent-
age in the prospectus supplement, with the exception of five numbers being off by
1 percentage point or less. Two of the 1 percentage point differences are for the
A-2F tranche, which has a unique pay-down caused by the lockout feature. This
feature works based on percentages and if the original deal structurer rounded
to a precision that is different from the example model then small differences
can be seen. Overall the degree of difference is very small and the example model
has reverse engineered the transaction. Figure 7.2 shows the complete Output
sheet.
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6. The next step is to create internal validations to makes sure the model runs
correctly as we change variables or input different data. The major internal
validation is to make sure that all the cash we introduce into the structure is
accounted for in the waterfall. We need to do this for both loan groups. Go to
the Group 1 – Waterfall sheet and enter the following text in the corresponding
cell references:

AV7: Cash In
AW7: Cash Out
AX7: Difference

Next enter the following formulas in the corresponding cell references:

AV10: =(L10+M10+N10+O10+P10+R10+AK10)
AW10: =V10+AB10+AH10+AP10+AS10+AT10
AX10: =AV10-AW10
AV8: =SUM(AV10:AV509)
AW8: =SUM(AW10:AW509)
AX8: =SUM(AX10:AX509)

Copy and paste the formulas entered in AV10, AW10, and AX10 within their
respective columns, down to row 509. The Group 1 cash check is shown in
Figure 7.3.

F IGURE 7.3 By independently adding up all the
cash that should flow into the model and subtracting
the cash that should flow out of the model, we can
see if we made up or lost cash.
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7. We now need to repeat Step 6 for the second loan group. Enter the following
text in the corresponding cell references:

CX7: Cash In
CY7: Cash Out
CZ7: Difference

Next enter the following formulas:

CX10: =L10+M10+N10+O10+P10+R10+BY10
CY10: =V10+AB10+AJ10+AR10+AZ10+BH10+BP10+BV10+CD10+

CH10+CJ10+CL10+CN10+CP10+CR10+CU10+CV10
CZ10: =CX10-CY10
CX8: =SUM(CX10:CX509)
CY8: =SUM(CY10:CY509)
CZ8: =SUM(CZ10:CZ509)

As with the first loan group, make sure to copy and paste the formulas in cell
CX10, cell CY10, and cell CZ10 in their respective columns, down to row 509.

8. Although these internal validations are good to have on the waterfall sheets,
it would be preferable to have a section on the Inputs sheet to see if there are
problems immediately after running a scenario.

Go to the Inputs sheet and enter the following text in the corresponding
cells:

G11: Group 1: Cash In = Cash Out
G12: Group 2: Cash In = Cash Out

Next enter the following formulas:

I11: =IF(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!AX8<0.01,“OK”,“ERROR”)
I12: =IF(‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!CZ8<0.01,“OK”,“ERROR”)

9. Another excellent validation is whether the assets paid down correctly. The
following formulas check the payout amounts and whether or not there is
an asset balance at the end of legal maturity. Enter the following text in the
corresponding cells:

G13: Group 1 Pay-down
G14: Group 2 Pay-down
G15: Balance at Legal Final

Also, enter the following formulas:

I13: =(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!H8+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!N8
+ ‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!R8)
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I14: =‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!H8+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!N8
+ ‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!R8

I15: =‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!G369+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!G369

10. The final set of validations is focused on the data tape. One of the most frustrating
parts of working with large pools of loans or representative lines is the occasional
error on the data tape that prevents the asset amortization code from running
correctly. Typical problems include loans with very small remaining terms or
balances. Enter the following formulas in their corresponding cell references to
check for these types of errors:

K11: =MIN(‘Group 1 - Assets’!F1:OFFSET(‘Group 1 - Assets’!F1,
gbl_LoanID1,0),‘Group 2 - Assets’!F1:OFFSET(‘Group 2 - Assets’!F1,
gbl_LoanID2,0))

K12: =MAX(‘Group 1 - Assets’!F1:OFFSET(‘Group 1 - Assets’!F1,
gbl_LoanID1,0),‘Group 2 - Assets’!F1:OFFSET(‘Group 2 - Assets’!F1,
gbl_LoanID2,0))

K13: =MIN(‘Group 1 - Assets’!D1:OFFSET(‘Group 1 - Assets’!D1,
gbl_LoanID1,0),‘Group 2 - Assets’!D1:OFFSET(‘Group 2 - Assets’!D1,
gbl_LoanID2,0))

K14: =MAX(‘Group 1 - Assets’!D1:OFFSET(‘Group 1 - Assets’!D1,
gbl_LoanID1,0),‘Group 2 - Assets’!D1:OFFSET(‘Group 2 - Assets’!D1,
gbl_LoanID2,0))

K15: =IF(OR(K11<1,K13<1),“ERROR”, “OK”)

Also create labels for each of these previous entries by entering the following
text in the corresponding cell references:

J11: Data Tape Rem Term Min
J12: Data Tape Rem Term Max
J13: Data Tape Balance Min
J14: Data Tape Balance Max
J15: Data Tape Error

Figure 7.4 depicts the internal validation section of the Inputs sheet.

F IGURE 7.4 Internal validations on the Inputs sheet are a quick way to see if the model is operating
properly.
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11. The final section we should create is an Analytics sheet, where we can perform
time-related calculations such as yield and duration. Insert a new worksheet and
name it Analytics. First, set up labels for the multiple fields that we will fill in by
entering the following text:

A1: Analytics E7: Accrued Interest
A17: Period E8: Dollar Price
B17: Date E9: Yield (Monthly)
C17: Day Factor E10: BEY (Annual)
E5: Initial Principal E11: PV vs. Price
E6: Price E12: Duration

12. With basic labels, the next section is to add the tranche references. Enter the
following text and references in the appropriate cell references:

F17: Assets M17: =Balances!AX11
G17: =Balances!P11 N17: =Balances!BE11
H17: =Balances!T11 O17: =Balances!BI11
I17: =Balances!Z11 P17: =Balances!BM11
J17: =Balances!AF11 Q17: =Balances!BQ11
K17: =Balances!AL11 R17: =Balances!BU11
L17: =Balances!AR11

We should also reference these tranche names. In cell F4, enter the following
formula:

=F17

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells F4:R4.
13. To get the correct timing, we need to implement the following formulas in their

corresponding cell references:

A19: =‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!A9
B19: =‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!B9
C20: =‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!C10

Copy and paste each of these formulas over the cell ranges in parentheses: A19
(A19:A519), B19 (B19:B519), C20 (C20:C519).

14. The purpose of this framework is to get the periodic cash flows for the assets and
each tranche of debt. We will reference the appropriate cells to get the cash flow,
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but we also want to be able to discount the cash flow at the estimated monthly
yield. Enter the following formula in cell F19:

=(‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!L10+‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!M10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!O10+‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!P10+‘Group 1 -
Waterfall’!R10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!L10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!M10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!N10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!O10+‘Group 2 -
Waterfall’!P10+‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!R10)/(1+F$9)ˆ$A19

The reason we are discounting by the estimated yield is because the system we
are setting up will be ready to be optimized, so we can solve for the actual yield.
The definition of the yield is the rate at which the sum of the present values of
a series of cash flows is discounted back so it is equal to the original price. If
we solve for this equality by changing the monthly yield, we will eventually get
the actual yield of the cash flows. Copy and paste this formula over the range of
cells F19:F519.

15. Step 13 should be repeated for each tranche of debt, making sure to change
the references so it sums all the cash flow paid to the tranche. Note that in
this section, we capture all the flows to the tranches. This can be more than
just what is represented on the Balances sheet. For instance, the Mezzanine
Certificates include additional flows from columns such as the Net WAC Rate
Carryover and Interest Carry Forward. Another nuance of this process is that
by using the periods in column A, we assume equal time periods between each
period, including the first period. If there is an uneven amount of time be-
tween the transaction close and the first payment date, this formula should be
adjusted.

16. The next step is to create summary information above the discounted cash flows.
Enter the following formulas in their corresponding cell references:

F5: =‘Group 1 - Waterfall’!G10+
‘Group 2 - Waterfall’!G10

M5: =Balances!AX14

G5: =Balances!P14 N5: =Balances!BE14
H5: =Balances!T14 O5: =Balances!BI14
I5: =Balances!Z14 P5: =Balances!BM14
J5: =Balances!AF14 Q5: =Balances!BQ14
K5: =Balances!AL14 R5: =Balances!BU14
L5: =Balances!AL14

17. Row 6 is reserved for entering any pricing information for the tranches.
For now we will assume 100%. Enter the value 100% in the range of cells
F6:R6.
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18. Row 7 is where any accrued interest should be entered. For now we will assume
0 accrued interest for each tranche. Enter the value 0 in each cell in the range of
cells F7:R7.

19. Given a price and accrued interest, we can now calculate a new dollar price for
the tranche. Enter the following formula in cell F8:

=F5*F6+F7

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells F8:R8.
20. Row 9 is for the monthly yield. For now enter 0% in each cell in the range of

cells F9:R9. This cell will change as we iterate to find the correct yield.
21. The next row down converts the monthly yield to an annual yield based on the

bond equivalent yield (BEY) calculation. Enter the following formula in cell F10:

=2*((1+F9)ˆ6-1)

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells F10:R10. Alternatively, you
could also multiply the monthly yield by 12 to get a normal annual yield.

22. In row 11, we will compare the sum of the present values of the cash flows to the
original price. This tells us if we need to optimize the monthly yield calculation.
Enter the following formula in cell F11:

=SUM(F19:F519)-F8

Copy and paste this formula over the range of cells F11:R11.
23. The final metric is the duration of the asset or tranche. Enter the following

formula in cell F12:

=IF(SUM(F19:F519)=0,0,SUMPRODUCT(F19:F519,
$A$19:$A$519)/(SUM(F19:F519)*12))

Be careful when using duration if the security is floating rate—duration is not
very useful for variable rate securities. Copy and paste this formula over the
range of cells F12:R12. Figure 7.5 shows how the Analytics sheet should look.

24. In its current state the analytics sheet can be used, but it is inefficient. A user
would have to perform a goal seek on the yield by setting the PV vs. Price
row to zero and changing the yield for each column. We can automate this
by creating a subroutine. Go to the VBE and insert a new module. Name this
module Sensitivities. Enter the following code in this module:

Sub SolveYield()

Const YieldChange As String = "rng_YieldChange"
Const Target As String = "rng_YieldTarget"
Dim TargetRange As Range
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F IGURE 7.5 The Analytics sheet performs calculations that are useful to both investors and
structurers.

Dim YieldRange As Range
Dim i As Integer

i = 1

For i = 1 To Range(Target).Cells.Count
Set TargetRange = Range(Target).Cells(1, i)
Set YieldRange = Range(YieldChange).Cells(1, i)

TargetRange.GoalSeek Goal:=0, ChangingCell:=YieldRange
Next i

End Sub

This subroutine loops through each yield, optimizes the difference between the
present value of the cash flows and the original price, and then moves on to the
next tranche. To assist with using this macro, go to the Inputs sheet and create
a form button next to the Calculate Asset button. Name this button Calculate
Analytics and assign it the SolveYield macro.
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At this point the model is now complete. We have the ability to change assump-
tions, create cash flow, run the cash through a very complex waterfall, check to see
if the results are in line with the original structurer’s results, and now calculate other
important metrics regarding the deal. It is very important to implement a decent
analytics and output framework. If the calculations are unusable, the most complex
and sophisticated models can go unused.
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CHAPTER 8
Conclusion of Example Transaction

and Final Thoughts on
Reverse Engineering

The prospectus supplement has been read, the model built and verified, so now
what? A few concepts that are part of the example transaction require discussion

and we have some general thoughts on reverse engineering to go over. With re-
gard to transaction concepts, the example model that was selected provided enough
breadth of concepts to encompass the language and formulas found in many types
of mortgage-related deals, structured transaction, and even general corporate trans-
actions. Particularly in this deal, there are items that we could have gone into detail
about, but chose not to given the applicability to an audience of readers.

MORTGAGE INSURANCE AND SERVICER ADVANCES

One of the more obvious sections is analyzing the impact of mortgage insurance
on the transaction. Mortgage insurance is provided by the PMI Mortgage Insurance
Co. (PMI) and is detailed starting on page S-100 of the prospectus supplement.
If we wanted to go further with the mortgage analysis, we could have taken the
PMI Coverage Percentages and Claim Amount definitions found on page S-103 and
integrated them into the analysis.

The result of such an implementation would help with those running loss sen-
sitivities, as a certain percentage will be absorbed by the mortgage insurance. One
of the justifications for not reverse engineering the mortgage insurance is that it
adds a third-party source of credit risk to the modeling results. The payment of the
mortgage insurance is predicated upon the creditworthiness of the PMI Mortgage
Insurance Co. If they suffer a severe impact resulting from a downturn of the real
estate market there is a chance that they will not be able to pay the claims against
the policies. Therefore, any model that took the PMI policy into the results of the
analysis could be overestimating results.

A similar thought process arises for servicer advances. Servicer advances are
also third-party credit risks. However, in reality, servicers play an important role in
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smoothing the cash flows of transactions, but as seen by the 2007/2008 credit crisis,
these servicers can encounter highly stressful scenarios where they may look closely
at each loan they are advancing upon. If the advances become too high because
of system-wide delinquency increases, the servicers themselves could be brought to
dangerous levels of exposure as they may or may not get reimbursed depending
on further deterioration in the market. Combined with this are regulations that are
constantly being enacted or proposed to help regulate this process.

REVERSE ENGINEERING IN THE CURRENT AND FUTURE MARKET

This book uses a mortgage transaction as an example of how to reverse engineer a
deal, but the process needs to be thought of in more general terms. A rigorous reverse
engineering seems excruciatingly detailed, but it is for a good purpose—modern Wall
Street transactions are becoming ever more complicated with fewer professionals
thoroughly understanding the underlying mechanics. This is evident as recent events
in the credit markets have called into question previous practices of solely relying
on rating agencies or third parties to gauge the quality of a transaction. Investors
themselves need to understand the nuances of each transaction prior to committing
funds.

In discussions with professionals regarding the topic of whose responsibility it
is to thoroughly analyze a transaction, I was somewhat surprised by one buy-side
professional who thought it was not the investor’s responsibility. His belief was
that other parties should simplify the transaction so the investor can make a quick
purchase decision. Given the products that investors have been trading on Wall
Street, I have to disagree completely with that thought and suggest that the investor
share the burden of thoroughly understanding the detailed processes and mechanics
of a complex transaction.

Whether this information is garnered by hiring a third party to go through
the full reversal process or training internal staff, full comprehension of possible
performance is the only way a company can truly add appropriate risks to their
books. This painstaking process is also one way to help avoid situations such as
the 2007/2008 credit crisis. Some investment professionals were selecting securities
based solely on ratings and yield. If there were two securities rated A and one offered
5 basis points (bps) more yield, often an investor would simply choose the higher
yielding security. We have found that this asset selection methodology does not
work.

Going forth, Wall Street will continue to produce innovative and complex trans-
actions. Staff at those banks needs to verify that their models are correct, understand
what their competition is doing, and investors need to be able to pick apart the trans-
actions that are being offered to them. Fully reverse engineering these transactions
is the best way to accomplish all these tasks. With a fully reversed model built, one
can understand how cash moves in a deal and how investment in any level of the
transaction should perform.
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The following instructions are optional implementations to the model. They can
assist in speeding up the development of reverse engineering transactions or even

just generally building models.

AUTOMATIC RANGE NAMING

Earlier, in Chapter 4, we created a Liability sheet and entered in all the pertinent
information for the transaction’s liabilities. In the example model, there were sev-
enteen unique liabilities with multiple characteristics that required naming. This can
be done by hand, but it is very time consuming.

If we examine the naming convention set up in the example model, we see that
we created a standard name for each type of liability and then attached an ID number
for the liability to the end of the name. For example, the name of D6 on the Liabilities
sheet is liab1_Adv_Rate. In this case, the standard name is liabx_Adv_Rate, where x
is replaced by the liability number. Each liability will have an advance rate cell, which
is distinguished by the liabilities number. So we need two pieces of information to
create names for the liabilities: a liability input name and a liability number.

Although it might seem like column C is a good candidate for the liability input
name, the names have spaces, which Excel does not allow as part of a named cell or
range of cells. We will create alternate input names that do not include spaces. In the
range of cells B4:B14, enter the following text in the corresponding cell. Note that
we are not naming these cells, but entering the text as the value for the cells:

B4: ID
B5: Name
B6: Adv_Rate
B7: Balance
B8: Price
B9: Int_Type
B10: DayCtSys
B11: FxdRate
B12: FxdRateClnUp
B13: Index
B14: Margin

The area should look like Figure A.1.
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F IGURE A.1 Column B is a hidden column that contains the
text values, which will be read into parts of named cells through
a VBA subroutine.

Prior to naming all the items, there are a few cells that we will have to name to
assist in the process. On the Liabilities sheet, name the following cell and ranges:

C4: strt_liabTable
B4: B15: rng_liabFields
D4: U4: rng_liabIDs

With those cells named, we can implement the subroutine to automate the
naming of each item. Go to the VBE and insert a new module. Name this module
Misc. Enter the following code:

Sub AddNames()

Dim i As Integer, k As Integer, TrancheCt As Integer,
FieldCt As Integer
Dim LiabFields As Variant

TrancheCt = Range("rng_liabIDs").Count
LiabFields = Range("rng_liabFields")
FieldCt = Range("rng_liabFields").Count

For i = 0 To (FieldCt - 2)
For k = 1 To (TrancheCt - 1)

Range("strt_liabTable").Offset(i, k).Name = "liab"
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& k & "_" & LiabFields(i + 1, 1)
Next k

Next i

End Sub

Go back to the Liabilities sheet and create a button or image. Assign the
AddNames subroutine to this button or image. Finally, column B, where the lia-
bilities names for the Excel name are stored, can be hidden for formatting purposes.
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About the CD-ROM

INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides you with information on the contents of the CD that accom-
panies this book. For the latest and greatest information, please refer to the ReadMe
file located at the root of the CD.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

� A computer with a processor running at 120 Mhz or faster.
� At least 32 MB of total RAM installed on your computer; for best performance,

we recommend at least 64 MB.
� A CD-ROM drive.
� Microsoft Excel 2003 or higher.
� Microsoft Excel Add-In: Analysis ToolPak.
� Microsoft Excel Add-In: Analysis ToolPak—VBA.

NOTE: Many popular spreadsheet programs are capable of reading Microsoft
Excel files. However, users should be aware that a slight amount of formatting might
be lost when using a program other than Microsoft Excel. This also applies to PDF
programs.

USING THE CD WITH WINDOWS

To install the items from the CD to your hard drive, follow these steps:

1. Insert the CD into your computer’s CD-ROM drive.
2. The CD-ROM interface will appear. The interface provides a simple point-and-

click way to explore the contents of the CD.

If the opening screen of the CD-ROM does not appear automatically, follow
these steps to access the CD:
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3. Click the Start button on the left end of the taskbar and then choose Run from
the menu that pops up.

4. In the dialog box that appears, type d:\start.exe. (If your CD-ROM drive is
not drive d, fill in the appropriate letter in place of d.) This brings up the CD
Interface described in the preceding set of steps.

WHAT’S ON THE CD

The following sections provide a summary of the software and other materials you’ll
find on the CD.

Content

Prospectus A pdf version of the example prospectus used throughout the book.
While the prospectus can be downloaded from the SEC Edgar web site, it is important
to use this version as the page numbers correspond to references throughout the text.
Note that the HTML version of the prospectus on the SEC Edgar web site does not
have page numbers.

Model.xls The final and complete model that is built by following the Model Builder
exercises throughout the book.

Applications

The following applications are on the CD:
Adobe Reader is a freeware application for viewing files in the Adobe Portable

Document format.

Shareware programs are fully functional, trial versions of copyrighted programs.
If you like particular programs, register with their authors for a nominal fee and
receive licenses, enhanced versions, and technical support.

Freeware programs are copyrighted games, applications, and utilities that are
free for personal use. Unlike shareware, these programs do not require a fee or
provide technical support.

GNU software is governed by its own license, which is included inside the folder
of the GNU product. See the GNU license for more details.

Trial, demo, or evaluation versions are usually limited either by time or func-
tionality (such as being unable to save projects). Some trial versions are very sensitive
to system date changes. If you alter your computer’s date, the programs will “time
out” and no longer be functional.
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CUSTOMER CARE

If you have trouble with the CD-ROM, please call the Wiley Product Technical Sup-
port phone number at 1-800-762-2974. Outside the United States, call 1-317-572-
3994. You can also contact Wiley Product Technical Support at http://support.wiley
.com. John Wiley & Sons will provide technical support only for installation and
other general quality control items. For technical support on the applications them-
selves, consult the program’s vendor or author.

To place additional orders or to request information about other Wiley products,
please call 1–877–762-2974.
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Absolute prepayment speed (ABS), 8
Actual loan amortization, 69–71
Actual/360 day-count system, 22,

24–26
Actual/365 day-count system, 22,

24–26
Actual/actual day-count system, 22,

24–26
ADB. See Amortizing default

balance
Advance rate, 10, 85, 189
Agency deals, 37
Aggregate principal balance, 35, 41
Allocation of losses, 161–163
Amort Factor, 69
Amortization

analysis, 32–33
asset, 8–9
delinquency, 34–35
loss, 35–36
model implementation, 39–40
notional, 66, 69–70
prepayment, 36–38
recovery, 38

Amortizing default balance (ADB),
73, 75–76

Array formulas, 52
Asset(s)

amortization, 8–9
classes, 8
fixed/floating, 48
inputs, 47–50
performance, 8
pools, 30–32
raw data entry, 40–43

Asset cash flow
amortization, 32–33
creation, 38–39
delinquency, 34–35
implementation, 39–40
loss, 35–36
performance, 33–34
prepayment, 36–38

prospectus supplement, 29–32
recovery, 38

Audit of model, 52, 83, 173–185
Automatic range naming,

189–191
Automobile loans, 10, 31
Available Distribution Amount,

91–92, 151–152

Bond(s), 5, 37, 115
Bond equivalent yield (BEY), 183

Caps, 4, 66–67, 72, 163
Cash flow. See also Asset cash flow

calculation, 32–33
expected, 5
prospectus and, 29–32
VBA and, 50

C/E tranche, 150, 163
Citigroup Mortgage Loan Trust

2006-2, 2, 13
Class CE Certificates, 82, 117, 161,

171
Clean-up call

Inputs sheet, 94–95
interest rate, 86, 97, 99
Net WAC Pass-Through Rate,

168
transaction termination,

83–84
Closing date

dates, timing, 15–18
defined, 18

CMLT prepayment curves, 37–38
Code Window, VBE, 50–52
Collateral, 4
Collateral date, 23, 24
Collateral Day Factor, 24
Collection Account, 92
Conditional prepayment rate (CPR),

8
Constant prepayment rate (CPR),

36–37

Credit
enhancement, 4, 114, 149–150
score, 30, 32–33

Current Method, 15–16
Custom prepayment curve,

37–38
Cut-off date, 17–18

Data
historical payment, 32–34
liability, 5, 9–10
limited performance, 5
model movement, 50–57
raw entry, 40–43
static pool, 33–34

Data Lost Error, 24
Data movement, model, 50–57
Data tape, 53, 70, 180
Data, transformation to model

asset amortization, 8–9
asset performance, 8
dates, timing, 7–8
liabilities, 9
metrics, 11
structural components, 10–11
swaps, 10
triggers, 10

Dates and timing
approaches, 15–16
closing date, 18
cut-off date, 17–18
day count conventions, 20,

22–27
distribution date, 19
EDATE, 24
periods, 20
reversal, 21–27
transformation to model, 21
vectors sheet, 25
waterfall sheets, 26

Day count conventions, 20
DAYS360 function, 24
Deal level liability data, 9
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Deal state
active, 145
defined, 115–116
indications, 116–117
payment priority, 149–150
senior principal, 116–142

Deal structure, 11
Debt description, 4
Debt tranches, 2, 30, 111, 134,

181–182
Decrement (Dec) tables, 11
Default

assumptions, 43–47, 57, 120
calculation, 72

Delinquency
analysis, 34–35, 120–121
defined, 32
loss curves, 120–121
trigger, 35

Deterministic model, 33, 43
Distribution date, 18–19
#DIV/0! errors, 103, 118
Document(s)

indenture, 5
information availability, 6
MSA, 5
overview, 1–2
parties, 4
program, 4
prospectus, 2–3
servicing reports, 5
terms sheet, 4
transaction overview, 2

Documentation, 2–6
Duration tables, 11

EDATE, 24
Eligibility criteria, 9
End of period (EOP), 94, 96, 97
Ending balance, 63, 66, 69–70, 77
Entitlement, 102
Errors

data lost, 24
#DIV/0!, 103, 118
internal tests, 180
metrics, 11
N/A#, 24
prevention, 133

Events of default, 4
Excel

sheets, 52–53, 55–58, 68, 71, 81
versions, 13, 21

Excess spread
allocation of losses, 161–165
carry forward amounts, 159–160
defined, 114
distributions, 167–170
internal validations, 158–159
loss mitigation, 149–150
monthly, 158
overcollateralization, 153–158
recovery, 165
reimbursement, 160–161
release, 171

Expected cash flow, 5
Expected loss, 148
Expected periodic amortization,

74
Expected rates, 9
Expected recovery, 73
Expense Adjusted Mortgage Rates,

98

FALSE statement, 65
Fannie Mae, 30
Fees

overview, 4
payment, 81–84
waterfall, 87–91

Final scheduled distribution date,
20

First payment date
Analytics sheet, 182
dates, timing, 22, 24
defined, 19
Output sheet, 175

Fixed Rate Certificates, 84
Fixed-rate prepayment vector,

37–38
Floating rate

assumptions, 48
determination, 66–67
mortgage, 36
transactions, 62

Foreclosure, 77
Formatting, 13, 21, 176
Freddie Mac, 37
Function code, 53

Global array reader, 55
Global functions, 52, 60–61, 67
Global inputs, 22–23
Goal Seek tool, 183–184
Gross mortgage rate, 41

Hedges, 4
Hidden column, 190–191
Hidden sheet, 21–22, 48–49, 95
Historical loss curves

analysis, 34
static analysis, 31

Historical payment data, 32–34
Home price appreciation (HPA),

31

IF statement
call trigger, 95
principal payment, 74
recovery, 75
Stepdown Date, 154

IF-AND combination, 95, 124
IF-THEN statement

ending balance, 69
loan rates, 66–67
periodic payment, 68
purpose, 56

Indenture, 5
Information availability, 6
Inputs

dates, timing, 8, 23
structural components, 10

Interest
accrual, 84
calculation, 74
distribution, 81–84
due, 98–99
Fixed Rate Certificates, 84
mezzanine waterfall, 106–114
paid, 91–105
unpaid, 99–101

Interest Accrual Period, 84
Interest Carry Forward Amount,

99–100, 104
Interest Distribution Amount, 93
Interest rate

clean-up call, 86, 97, 99
determination of, 66, 94, 97, 99,

103
fixed/floating assets, 48
inputs, 47–50
servicer advances, 49

Interest Remittance Amount,
92

Internal tests
Inputs sheet, 180
model validation, 155, 158, 173,

178–179
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Legal
documentation, 1–2, 4
maturity, 16, 179

Liabilit(ies)
assumptions, 81–84
data, 5, 9–10
fees, 87–91
information consolidation, 84–86
interest distribution, 91–93
payment priority, 87
types, 9
waterfall, 87–89

Liability waterfalls, 25
Limited performance data, 5
Loan

characteristic data, 9
performance assumptions,

loading, 57–60
Loan-level asset amortization,

61–79
Loan-to-value ratio, 32
Lockout Certificate Percentage, 129,

133
Lockout Distribution Percentage,

129, 131, 133–134
Loss

calculation, 73
curve mapping, 34
mitigation, 149–150
percentage, 72, 122
recovery, 165
SDA, 35–36

Loss curves
default calculation, 72
delinquency, 120–121

Loss Curves sheet, 43–44

Margin, 41–42, 67, 85–86, 189
Master servicing agreement (MSA),

5
MAX function

advances, 76
distributions, 128, 135
foreclosure, 77
general, 60–61

Metrics, 11
Mezzanine

certificates, 84, 108, 142–146
interest waterfall, 106–114

Microsoft Excel
sheets, 52–53, 55–58, 68, 71, 81
versions, 13, 21

MIN function
general, 60–61
global functions, 67
interest rate, 99
principal payment, 74, 135

Model Builders
asset amortization, inputs, 47–50
asset cash flow, 50–57
credit enhancement, 151–172
dates, timing, 21–27
deal state, 116–142
default assumptions, 43–47
excess spread, 151–172
exercises, instruction, 21
fees waterfall, 89–91
global functions, 60–61
interest paid, waterfall, 93–105
interest rates, inputs, 47–50
liability information

consolidation, 84–89
loan performance assumptions,

57–60
loan-level asset amortization,

61–79
mezzanine certificates, payment

priority, 142–146
mezzanine interest, 106–114
model audit, 174–185
overcollateralization, 151–172
prepayment assumptions, 43–47
raw asset data, 40–43
senior principal, 116–142
VBA, 50–57

Monte Carlo simulation, 33, 34
Mortgage insurance, 187–188
Mortgage-backed securities, 2, 13,

20, 29
MSA. See Master servicing

agreement

N/A# errors, 24
Net Monthly Excess Cash Flow, 152
Net WAC Pass-Through Rate,

97–99, 108, 113, 167–168
Net WAC Rate Carryover Amount,

167–171
Net WAC Rate Carryover Reserve

Account, 167, 169
Notional amortization, 66, 69–70

Offered securities, 81–84
Office of Federal Housing Enterprise

Oversight (OFHEO), 38

OFFSET MATCH functions
distribution, 133
interest, 99–100, 102, 109–110
Output sheet, 176, 180
triggers, 123

OFFSET method
data load, 65
loss rate, 123
Output sheet, 176, 190
prepayments, 59
VBA, 55–56

OFHEO. See Office of Federal
Housing Enterprise Oversight

Optional termination, 83
OR function, 124
Origination Method, 15–16
Output sheet, 174–177
Overcollateralization

Inputs sheet, 154
loss mitigation, 149–150

Overcollateralization Increase
Amount, 125, 152–153,
156–157

Overcollateralization Reduction
Amount, 125, 151, 156–157

Overcollateralization Target
Amount, 153–154

Overcollateralized Amount, 153,
155–156

PAC. See Planned amortization class
Partial prepayment, 33
Pass-through rates, 81–84, 93, 99,

100
Pay principal code, 74–75
Payment(s)

frequency, 19, 30
priority, 4–5

Performance data, 32–34
Performance groups, 32–33
Periods, maximum, 20
P&I Advances, 49
Planned amortization class (PAC),

37
PMI. See Primary Mortgage

Insurance
PMI Insurer Fee Rate, 88–89
PMT function, 68
Prepayment(s)

ABS, 8
assumptions, 36–38
assumptions entry, 43–47
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Prepayment(s) (Continued)
calculation, 76–77
code, 76–77
CPR, 8
curves, 5, 37, 44, 46
partial, 33
PSA, 8
SDA, 8
shortfalls, 113

Present value, 68, 182–184
Primary Mortgage Insurance (PMI),

87–89, 92–93, 98, 187
Principal

calculations, 74–75
repayment, 115–116

Priority of payments, 4–5
Pro rata basis, 102–105
Process, reverse engineering. See

Reverse engineering, process
Program, terms sheet, 4
Project Window, VBE, 50–51
Properties Window, VBE, 50–51
Prospectus

information, 2–3, 11
performance, 33–34
supplement, 17, 29–32, 33–34

Public Securities Association (PSA),
8–9, 12, 36–37

Qualitative triggers, 10

Ranges, naming, 53, 78, 86,
190

Rates
high, 149–150
recovery, 31, 40, 42, 71–72

Rating agencies, 148, 188
Rational metrics, 32–33
Realized losses, 121–122, 161
Recoveries

analysis, 38
defaults, 75–76
periods, 71

Recovery lag, 40, 42, 71–72, 75
Recovery rate, 31, 40, 42, 71–72
Relief Act, 113
Representations and warranties,

4
Representative lines, 8–9, 29,

38–39
Reserve accounts, 4, 10
Residual Certificates, 171

Results of model, 174, 177, 187
Reverse engineering, process

conceptualization, 7
current, future market, 188
data transformation, 7–11
documents, 2–6
prospectus review, 6–7
steps, 12
verification, 11–12

Risk parsing, 106, 147–148

Scalar inputs, 7–8, 21
Scenario decrement tables, 174
SDA. See Standard default

assumption
Seasoned deal, 120
Seasoned loan, 45, 72
SEC Edgar web site, 13
Securities Act of 1933, 2–3
Securities, identification, 81–84
Senior Enhancement Percentage,

117–119
Senior Interest Distribution

Amount, 93, 99, 102, 109,
151

Senior investors, 115, 116, 148
Senior Net WAC Pass-Through

Rate, 113
Senior Principal Distribution

Amount
defined, 126–128
payment, 132–133, 135, 144

Senior tranches
interest carry forward amount,

111
payment, 154
recoveries, 165
risk parsing, 106

Sequential payout, 137, 140
Servicer Advances

credit risk, 187–188
defined, 49
delinquent payments, 73–75
foreclosure, 77
Senior Net WAC Pass-Through

Rate, 113
Servicer reports, 11–12, 15
Servicing fee, 87–89
Servicing report, 5
Standard default assumption (SDA),

8, 12, 35–37, 48
Static pool data, 33–34

Stepdown Date
defined, 117–119
IF statement, 154
mezzanine payment structure,

143
overcollateralization amount,

155
Senior Enhancement Percentage,

117–119
Trigger Event, 123–125

Stochastic method, 33
Structural components

swaps, 10
triggers, 10
WAC, 10
YSOA, 10–11

Structured finance transaction,
2–3

Subordinate certificates
balances, 118, 134
Lockout Distribution Percentage,

139–140
payment, 136–137
tranche, 136–137

Subordinate tranches, 135, 137
Subroutine button, 79
Subroutine code, 53
SUMPRODUCT-SUM function,

183
Swaps, 10

Targeted amortization class (TAC),
37

Terms and agreements sheet, 4, 81
Tests

servicing report, 5
transaction overview, 4
triggers, 10, 35

Tie, 173
Timing. See Dates and timing
Transaction overview, 4
Trigger(s)

calculations, 96
defined, 10
delinquency, 35
implementation, 123
status, 5

Trigger Event, 35, 119–125, 147
TRUE value, 96, 119

Unpaid interest, 100–101, 109–110,
113
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VBA. See Visual Basic for
Applications

VBE. See Visual Basics Editor
Vector inputs, 7–8
Verification of model, 11–12
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA)

asset authorization, 79
cash flow, 50
code, 50–57
loan performance assumptions,

57–79, 64, 68
memory allocation, 13
programming skills, 39–40

subroutines, 64, 86, 190
windows, 50–52

Visual Basics Editor (VBE), 50–53

WAC. See Weighted average coupon
Watch Window, VBE, 50–52
Waterfall

defined, 81
excess spread, 114
fees, 87–91
interest paid, 93–105
mezzanine interest, 106–114
payment priority, 87–89

Weighted average coupon (WAC),
10

Wells Fargo, 2
Write-down, 116
Write-up, 165

Yield supplement over
collateralization accounts
(YSOA), 10

Yield tables, 11

Zero-balance periods, 66
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For more information regarding the CD-ROM, see the
About the CD-ROM section on page 193.

CUSTOMER NOTE: IF THIS BOOK IS ACCOMPANIED BY SOFTWARE,
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING BEFORE OPENING THE PACKAGE.

This software contains files to help you utilize the models described in the
accompanying book. By opening the package, you are agreeing to be bound
by the following agreement:

This software product is protected by copyright and all rights are reserved
by the author, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., or their licensors. You are licensed
to use this software on a single computer. Copying the software to another
medium or format for use on a single computer does not violate the U.S.
Copyright Law. Copying the software for any other purpose is a violation of
the U.S. Copyright Law.

This software product is sold as is without warranty of any kind, either
express or implied, including but not limited to the implied warranty of mer-
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Loop  through each loan
For k  = 1 To TotalLoans1

Clear the notional amort arrays
         For q =  0 To  TotalPeriods
                  NotionalBegBal  (q,   0)    =   0
                  NotionalPMT (q,   0)   =   0
                  NotionalInt   (q,  0) 
                  NotionalPrin  (q,   0)   =  0
                  NotionalEndBal  (q,   0)
                  NotionalAmortFact  (q,  0)   =  0
                  CurRateArray (q,  0)  =  0
             Next  q

A Step-by-Step Guide

F(Balances!$F 15,liab12_FxdRateStepDwn*OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab

2_DayCtSys, mezz_DayCountSys,))*Balance!B014, liab12_FxdRate*OF

ET($B10,0,MATCH(liab12_DayCtSys, mezz_DayCountSys,0))*Balance

014

efault scenarios where defaults can exceed the beginning
equal the beginning balance.
0)  = min (gp 1 DefaultRange (k,   (i  +  gp 1Season Array (k,
       *  gp1OrgBalArray (k,  0) ,   ActualBegBal  (i,  0)

0)   =  ActualNewDef (i,   0)   +  AggNewDef  (i,   0)

teStepDwn*OFFSET($B10,0,MATCH(liab

))*B l !B014 l b12 F dR *OF

CD-ROM includes modeling exercises and a 
final version of the model discussed in the text
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Reverse Engineering Deals on Wall Street with Microsoft Excel

“Allman has written an excellent sequel to his fi rst book Modeling Structured Finance Cash Flows with 
Microsoft Excel, providing a simple guide on how to deconstruct cash fl ows through modeling and 
understanding the collateral by analyzing the prospectus. Whether you are new to the structured fi nance industry 
or steeped in structured fi nancing—this book is a must-read.”

—Ralph Armenta, PMI Mortgage Insurance/Structured Transactions

“The credit crisis has shown that more fi nancial institutions and analysts need to be able to reverse-engineer 
structured fi nance deals to assess their values and risks for themselves. Keith Allman has produced a thorough 
guide for creating reverse-engineered models that both beginners and experienced analysts will fi nd invaluable.”

—Chandan Sengupta, author of Financial Modeling Using Excel and VBA

A serious source of information for those looking to reverse-engineer business deals

How does Wall Street keep track of the competition? They reverse-engineer deals by taking a prospectus or 
term sheet and recreating a model from it. The skills involved in this task are sophisticated, but are important to 
understand—especially in today’s dynamic business environment.

In this practical resource, fi nancial professional Keith Allman demystifi es the process by interpreting compli-
cated legal terminology and clearly showing how it can be organized into a dynamic model. Step by step, Allman 
walks you through this endeavor with textual excerpts from the prospectus and details how it directly transfers 
to a model. Each chapter begins with a discussion of concepts with exact references to an example prospectus, 
followed by a section called “Model Builder,” in which Allman translates the theory into a fully functioning model 
for the example deal. In addition, the companion CD-ROM features all of the modeling exercises, as well as a fi nal 
version of the model that is outlined in the text.

KEITH A. ALLMAN is a capital markets professional with a specialization in analytics and modeling. He is 
currently the principal trainer and founder of Enstruct, a quantitative fi nance training company, as well as a 
Managing Director with NSM Capital Management. Prior to this, Allman was a vice president at Citigroup’s Global 
Corporate and Investment Bank. He has also worked for MBIA Corporation in their Quantitative Analytics division. 
Allman is the author of Modeling Structured Finance Cash Flows with Microsoft Excel, which is published by Wiley.
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